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Ex-Hostages RememberSoldiers

During News Conference Today

CERTIFICATE OF MERIT — The Calloway County School System was
honored for outstanding achievement in efforts to prevent work-related
employee accidents by the board of trustees of the Kentucky School Boar.
ds Insurance Trust. The school district also placed in the top 25 percent for
performance among trust members. Looking at the certificate are Jerry
Ainley (left), Calloway County High School principal, and Johnny Bohannon, assistant superintendent for personnel, buildings and grounds.

WEST POINT, N.Y. I AP) — Former
hostages of Iran opened their first news
conference today by paying respect to
the eight servicemen who died in last
April's failed rescue attempt.
"They put their lives on the line,"
said Bruce Laingen, the charge d'affaires of the U.S. Embassy in Tehran
when it was seized by Iranian militants
on Nov. 4,1979.
Laingen acted as moderator for the
news conference, the first the former
hostages have held since they were
freed on Jan. 20.
Laingen told the reporters they were
facing 52 "proud, free and happy
Americans" and said their families had
demonstrated, during the hostages' 444
days of captivity, "nobility and
courage."
Laingen praised the eight who died in
the rescue attempt for "their readiness
to put their lives on the line because
they wanted us to.be free.
He said the hostages "need time to
reflect a bit in terms of policy questions," and he said all the freed
Americans "want to reach out with
thanks to all our countrymen."

Calloway Awarded Certificate
The Calloway County School Skstem
has been awarded a certificate of merit
for outstanding achievement for efforts
in prevention of work-related employee
accidents.
The certificate, awarded for the 1979
year, was presented by the board of
trustees of the Kentucky Schdol Boards
Insurance Trust.
"The award speaks well of our

employees,- Dr. Jack Hose. Calloway
superintendent, said. "It shows we
have alot of conscientious people."
In a review of the 130 members of the
trust for 1979, the Calloway district,
which has been in the progrom three
years, ranked among the top alpercent
in performance.
.
Rose said safety is stressed to
employees during several in-service

sessions during the school year. He added many of the safety directives given
to the employees come from the state
insurance trust board.
An insurance board spokesman said
that the Calloway board of education
and its employees are ':highly commended for exceptional efforts in the
areas of safety and reduction of workrelated accidents."

He said the former hostages "have
been humbled by what we have seen of
the magnificence of the support" they
received. And, paraphrasing Winston
Churchill, he said,"Never has so small
a group owed so much Lc( so many."
He cited as an example a California
schoolgirl's valentine that reached the
hostages in August. It "told us it's just
not America without you," he said.
After the news conference the group
was to fly to Washington, D.C., for an
official welcome home at the White
House. Their route to the mansion was
the same one President Reagan took a
week ago — the day he was inaugurated
president and the day the hostages
Were freed.
Laingen said the sight of 200,000 who
lined the road from Stewart Airport to
the U.S. Military Academy at West
Point on Sunday was evidence -that
America is strong ... that America has
heart ... that America is prepared to
reach out to people in distress."

Plans for replacement of the bridge
and its approaches on Kentucky 464
Almo-Shiloh Road) have been finalized and soon will be sent to Frankfort for
approval, Charles Henry, highway
general manager of the Kentucky
Department for Transportation,
Reidland,said today.
The bridge is located on 464 over
Jonathan Creek,.3 miles west of Shiloh.
The plans for the bridge will be sent
to transportation secretary Frank
Metts' office for approval and permission of funds for the project, Henry

Officials Begin Deciding Agency's Goals
day they did not want to comment in
detail because they were .concerned
that any premature remarks might prejudice the rights of merit system
employees.
But, Ms. • Mateus indicated, the
layoffs will take in Tourism employees
as well as those from Public Information.
"We are going to determine the
overall niission of the new department,
its functions and the personnel needed," Holthaus said.
Since only the first step is being taken
now, he said, "it's'not only impossible.
but not fair" to speculate about who will
do what and who will be dropped from
the departmental payroll.
The laid off employees with any luck
will obtain transfers because of their
additional skills and exposure to state
government. Or, for the same reasons,
they will land on their feet in private
business.
The others will get priority for rehir-

He said the hostages looked forward
to paying their respect to the new president.
"We have great pride in the way our
country demonstrated its respect for
the defense of principles of international decency and civility," Laingen
said. •
The support of AMericans back
home, he said, helped the hostages "to
cope with the abuse of fundamental
human rights that were so violated."
The first question, to Laingen, was
how the former hostages will be able to
cope when the media attention fades.
"I can assure you," Laingen said,
"that we're prepared to go out and
become rank-and-file common citizens
again." But, he said, it isn't easy. "It's
the first time we've experienced this
and we hope it's the last time," he said.
The most emotional scene, Laingen
said, was at the airport in Algiers when
the hostages, together in the same
place for the first time in a long time,

464 Bridge Plans Finalized

Combined Tourism And Public Information

By SY RAMSEY
Brown had said no further state
Associated Press Writer
layoffs were planned. The public
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP — Officials
information-tourist shuffle contradicts
who will run the new coMbined state
that.'
tourism and public information agency
In addition, the continued dreary
began a month-long task Monday of
fiscal outlook announced by finance and
deciding its goals and surviving
revenue officials last week makes addiemployees.
tional state job losses inevitable.
The step which Gov. John Y. Brown
,The preference is to handle It by atJr. took last Friday — abolition of the
tritition, and in 1980 about three-fourths
Public Information Department and
of all workers who left state governmerger with the Tourism Department
ment did so voluntarily:
— will result in proportionately the
But the Public Information and
heaviest layoffs of his tenure.
Tourism departments are under the
Of about 160 workers affected, about
:gun for restructuring within'30 days.
half will lose their jobs. This may not
hardly time for attrition to take its
seem like much compared with the
course.
total of 1,000 state layoffs last year, but
Lois Mateus, the former public inforin percentage it is by far the greatest
mation commissioner who will head the
blow to any agency or two agencies.
new combined agency. visited Tourism
And, although the administration is --to see how that department has been
trying to be low key about the situation,
. functioning.
the new layoffs almost surely are an
She and her deputy commissioner,
omen of the bleak job future this year in
Mark- Holthaus, who keeps the same
state government.
post in the new department, said Mon-

,464

ings, for whatever that is worth, or
simply go on the unemployment rolls.
The record to date shows that
reinstatement or re-employment might
mean something.
The Personnel Department said that
of the 1.000 state workers who lost their
jobs last year, 300 have regained
employment with the state. Another 450
to 500 still seek to get back.
Many -Public Information employees
adjourned Friday after work to a suburban bar for a kind of humorous wake.
The first reaction was shock as the
impact of the departmental merger
sank in.
"( But i in a certain sense, there was
relief at being told what was happening," HOlthaus said. -There had been a
lot of rumors for months."
They were true, as it turns out, and
whether there are enough escape hatches — other agencies that can absorb
qualified laid off workers — is questionable.

said.
Officials at the Reidland office cannot
send the plaris to Frankfort until after a
Feb. 20 deadline for a public hearing
passes. Henry'said. A public hearing on
the project will not be called unless the
bureau ofhighways receives a written
request for pne, he added.
Maps, plans and other relevant data
concerning the 464 bridge are available
for public inspection from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday in the
Reidland office, Henry said.
Highway personnel also will be on
hand to answer any questions.
Henry also said that plans for
replacement of the first two bridges on
U.S. 641, south of the Murray city
limits, are near complete. .

were slapping each other on the back.
Laingen was asked whether the
negotiations for the hostages' freedom
opened the way to hostage takings in
the future. He replied that the arrangements for their release "are in
the national honor."
Kevin Hermening, a Marine whose
mother went to see him in captivity
over the objections of the U.S. government, said his captors didn't change
their treatment of him after that. "Of
course," he said, "I was very glad to
see her."
Another former hostage, Marine Sgt.
James Michael Lopez, 22, of Globe.
Ariz., was asked about reports that
after the April rescue mission, a
number of hostages were subjected to
torture in the desert.
"Were we subjected to torture? No
sir," he said. "I think that what you're
referring to is the fact that we were
dispersed around the country (afterward) and it was done in such a helterskelter style."
Marine guard William Gallegos, 22,
Of Pueblo, Colo., who was interviewed
while in captivity — an interview that
was shown in the United States — said
"the State Department understood
what I was trying to say ... I was trying
to say the treatment was good for my
fellow colleagues so we would not be
mistreated; so we would be treated
well."
Hostage Katherine Koob, whose singing of "Away in a Manger" stood out in
the Christmas interviews released to
American television by Iran, told the
news conference she picked that carol
because it's a favorite in her family.
"I was concerned about the reaction
of my nieces and nephews to my captivity," she said. "It was my way of
sharing Christmas and also praying
with all of the people that were praying
See EX-HOSTAGES
Page-11, Col,6

inside today
An eight-page tax section featuring tips and guidelines for filing this
year's income tax returns is part of today's edition,
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Mostly clear tonight, low in the
mid to upper 20s. Sunny Wednesday, high in the low 40s.
The extended forecast calls for
little or no precipitation
Thursday through Saturday.
Highs will be in the 405 on
Thursday and will range from the
mid-30s to mid-tOs Friday and
Saturday.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

355.2
355.2

MSU Included In Universities' Hiring Report
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP — The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights,in
a report just released, said the state
university system is doing a poor job of
recruiting and hiring blacks and
women faculty members.
The report, unveiled Monday,showed

that Kentucky,had fewer black tenured
faculty members in 1979 than in 1977,
though it made some, gains in nontenured faculty.
It also said the University of
Louisville and the University of Ken.

Mike Ward Announces For
Commonwealth Attorney
Michael D. Ward, assistant commonwealth attorney, has announced
that he will be a candidate for commonwealth attorney for the 42nd
Judicial District, which covers
Calloway and Marshall counties, in the
May Democratic Primary.
Ward, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Ward, was born and reared in Calloway
County. He has, resided in Marshall
County since 1975, the year he received
his degree from the University of
Mississippi School of I ,aw.
In making his announcement. Ward
said. "I feel that we must reduce plea
bargaining and present more cases to
juries for their deliberation and decision. This may only be accomplished by
the commonwealth attorney putting his
private practice second to actively
operating the commonwealth attorney's office.
-I believe that we must stop 'slapping
the wrists' of serious offenders through
excessive plea-bargaining and probated sentences and then turning them
back onto society to prey upon our
citizens once again.' Ward continued.
Ward, who has more than six years
experience in criminal prosecution,
stresseifthat an ongoing education program about crime and crime preven-

Michael D. Ward
bon should be an integral part of the
commonwealth attorney's office. He
pledged to work with all segments of
society such as police, churches,
schools, businesses and senior citizens.
He is married to the former Hettie
Rehm of Marble Fhll. Mo., and they
have (hree daughters -- Emily, Laura
and Katherine.

lucky,in particular, had poor records
in hiring women faculty.
The commission's study followed one
released Jan. 15 by the U.S. Department of Education which told the state
it must desegregate its universities.
The federal agency directed Kentucky to develop a plan within three
months to attract more black 'students,
faculty, administrators and trustees to
all the traditionally white institutions.
At stake is about $60 million in federal
funds to the state's universities,
The state commission's report
highlighted losses in black faculty at
the U of L,Easter"' Kentucky University and Morehead State University. It
said these losses offset black gains
made by other universities in the
system — namely, UK, the community.
college system and Murray State.
"This illustrates that segregation and
tokenism continued to characterize the
employment picture for black faculty:.
.
the report declared.
Here is part of what the report said:
—Hiring of women faculty. Although
all but three colleges show increases in
hiring of tenured women faculty since
1975, U of I. and UK have the lowest
percentage of tenured women teachers.
The report said UK "continued to
hold the worst record" in this area.
From 1975 through 1979, it inereased its
women tenured faculty by 1.1 percent,
up to 12.3 percent.
The U of I. decreased its percentage
of tenured women faculty from 18 percent in 1975 to 15.9 in 1979.
Percentages at Murray - State and
Eastern also dropped.
In non-tenured women faculty. U of I,
held the worst record in 1979, followed
closely by UK.
Kentucky State, Eastern and Western

dropped in their percentages of women
non-tenured faculty.
The community college system continued to lead in both categories of
women faculty employment, with 45.1
percent tenured faculty and 55.7 percent non-tenured faculty.
—Hiring of black faculty. The state
report said blacks have lost ground in
the area of tenured faculty jobs over the
past two years. Only 1.9 percent of the
combined faculty of the predominantly
white universities was black.
Professors achieve tenure after a eerlain number of years at a university
and reviews of their work by peers and
superiors. Once they get tenure, they
usually have it for life.
Western Kentucky and Murray State
had the worst records of hiring tenured
black teachers from 1977 to 1979. Data
in the report said they had no black
tenured faculty.
UK, with 0.4 percent black tenured
faculty, and Eastern, with 0.8 percent,
were not far ahead.
U of I. had the best record of the traditonally white schools, with 1.6 percent
black tenured professors. The coinmunity college system was not far
behind.
A chart showed that Ifforehead and
Eastern had no black non-tenured
faculty in 1979, a drop from two years
before, when the schools had about 1
percent black non-tenured faculty.
UK did a lot better in this area, with
3.1 percent black non-tenured faculty.
U of I. had 2.1 percent black nontenured faculty In 1979, a drop from two
years before. In 1977, U of I. had 3.6 per.
cent non-tenured black faculty.
The community college system also
led the way in this category, with 6.7
percent black non-tenured faculty. 4

•
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CHEERS — Calloway County Sheriff Max Morris and several other people
helped load 1,508 cans of beer onto a pickup truck to be taken to the city
Landfill and crushed by a bulldozer. The sheriff's office and the department
of Akohol Beverage Control worked on the project. Ihe cans of beer
were for several previous arrests. Morris said the beer had to be destroyed
since it was six months past the chipping date and since several cans had
been refrigerated. If the beer was under the six month date and not
refrigerated, il could be resold by proper agencies with the revenue
divided between the state treasury and the county government

••-•
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Community Happenings Are Listed
1iwsda,,Ja. 27
Murray TOPS 'take off
pounds sensibly ) Club will
meet at 7 p.m at the Health
Center

Tuesday. Jan. V
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
will meet at 7 p.m at the
Woodmen if the Workliiall
Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m at the church
building

6.

Kentucky Associat& of
Nursing Students in cooperation with the Western Kentucky Regional Blood Center
will given blood from 9 a.m. to
4 p.ni. at the University
Center, Murray. State.

Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753-5995 or 4354385

Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet it the home of
Anna Bell Russell at 7 p.m.

Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the West
Kentucky. Livestock and Exposition Center.

Wednesday, Jan. 28
Overeaters Anon)mous,wfll
inert at 12 noon on the second
floor of the Baptist Student
'
k enter

28

Thursday. Jan. 29
Murray Middle School boys
and girls basketball teams
will play Hickman County at
home at 6.30 p.m.

Thursday,Jas. 29
Today is last day to enroll in
regular Tuesday and
Thursday 16-week classes for
credit at Murray State University. Classes will be attended
on this date.

Murray High School junior
varsity and varsity girls
basketball teams will play
Henry County at home at 6:30
p.m.

Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities froni 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the,„seruor Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.

Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
Ellis Center will be open
p.m. for activities by the from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for acSenior Citizens with lunch at tivities by the Murray
Senior
11:45 a_m_at Hazel and at 12 Citizens. Lunch will
be served
nioon at Douglas.
at 12 noon.
Bible Study by Christian
Women's Club of Murray will
be at 9 a.m, at the home of
rs. Calvin Morris.

Legion of Mary will meet at
10:30 a.m. in the Parish
Center. St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Friday,Jan. 30
Church Women United will
have a board meeting at 10
a.m, at the home of Mrs.
Joseph Gertzen, 510 Beale
Street, Murray.

The Carter School will participate in the Post Team Up for
Fun 'n Fitness program. Through the program the schiail call
acquire athletic equipment for the school bv saving proof of
purchase seals from Post cereals, IA* Cabin syrup, Wonder
Bread, or Awake and Orange Plue beverages.
Special boxes for the seals have been placed at Big John's
and Owens. Dennison and !hint has donated a soccer ball to
be used by- the class room with most seals turned in I,ii- the
program
•
After the collection drive, Post ni Ii pro..ale the scliogil with
the athletic equipment when the seals are redeemed. according to Linda Christensen, chairman. wk.)..r).tes each family
to participate this this special drive.

Second day of the blood
drive by the Kentucky
Association
of
Nursing
Students in cooperation with
the Western Kentucky
Regional Blood Center will be
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
;Jew Murray State University
Ceneter, third floor.

Thrv Thies Jan. 29

Mothers Day Out will be at 9
a.m at the First Baptist Church.

Project Planned
At Carter School

United Campus Ministry
I.uncheon will be held at 12:30
p.m. in the Ohio Room, 304,
Third Level, Murray State
University Center.

•

Special Sessions-

Are Planned At Murray Art Guild
The Murray Art Guild, 103
North Sixth Street, Murray,
will hold two sessions in basic
spinning and finger weaving
telling one how to learn to
transform the fleece from
sheep into spun yam by using
various types of hand

spindles. These ancient tools
have been in use for almost
10,000 years.
Sally Guy, a well known
weaver in this area, has given
workshops as well as classes
at Murray State University,
and will conduct the classes to
start March 7.

.r

The other two sessions will
introduce the student to the
ancient art of finger weaving,
which does not require the use
of any loom. These woven
bands are unique for belts,
camera, guitar, luggage or
gun straps, trims for pillows
and clothing, plant hangers,

Promotional Spring
Sale
IS e hare two .selected groups
of nese spring' merchandise
discounted tip to 10 percent.
This
is
new
merchandise
bought al promotional prices
Coral
and .olnion colors: .h'iris.
.locks. Blazers (Intl Blouses.
2 Rillek

The Clothes Closet
• Shopping,I:tr.

"0111 Ii..uikIli

and necklaces. When combined, larger pieces such as
purses, vests, ponchos, hangings or furniture can be
created.
The dates for the four sessions are March 7, 14, 21, and
28, with the hours being 9 a.m.
to 12 noon each Friday. The
cost will be $5 per session and
$20 for the entire session plus a
small materials fee.
This Basic Spinning and
Finger Weaving session is
open to the public also at the
same cost as to members of
the Art Guild. Interested persons can call 753-4059 for further details.

1-10--411
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Wheeler, baby girl )Kimberly ), Box 5,Sedalia.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Nancy C. Teckenbrock, Rt. 1, Benton; Keith E.
Overby, 801 South Fourth
Street, Murray; Mrs. Judy J.
Outland, 2106 College Farm
Road, Murray; Jean I. Green,
313 South 13th Street, Murray;
Timothy W. Brown, Rt. 7,
Murray; Mrs. Jaequline
Epps, Rt. 7, Benton.
Mrs. Earlene Darnall, Rt. 1,
Hardin; Mrs. Dean Downey,
401 South 12th Street, Murray;
Mrs. Edith McKinney, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Jesse L. Johnson, 1202
Kirkwood, Murray; Mrs.
Lorena F. McCuan, Rt. 1,
Mayfield.
James Johansen, 321 South
13th Street, Murray;
Patricia B. Johnson, 115
Spruce Street, Murray;
Aubrey N. Wyatt, 504 North
Fifth Street, Murray; Mrs.
Robbie E. Wilson, Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs. Una Wyatt, 503
North Fifth Street, Murray.

1-17-81
NEWBORN A MISSIONS
Carroll, baby girl Joettal.
Rt. 1, Farmington.
Brewer, baby boy ;Janice),
Third and Joy, Paris, Tenn.
Outland, baby girl Paul),;
Rt. 1, Box 70A, Dexter.
Rickard, baby girl (Sarah),
1501 Oxford, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Robert F. Harris Ill, Rt. 3,
Murray; Mrs. Michelle R.
Phillips and baby, 803 Vine
Street, Murray; Mrs. Valeria
J. Terrell ,and baby boy, 226
Willow, Mayfield; Jessica C.
Prescott, Rt. 5, Murray; L. C.
Winchester, Rt. 1, Farmington.
Douglas C. Berry, 1208 Main
Street, Murray; Kenneth D.
Elkins, .1202 Lone Oak Tn.
Park, Paris, Tenn.; Ronnie M.
Chilton, Rt. 7, Benton; Mrs.
Mary F. Fones, 509 Beak,
Murray; Mrs. Dolores A.
Devine, 1714 W. Main, Murray.
Jonothan R. Flood, Rt. 6,
Paris, Tenn.; Michael A.
Haley, Rt. 1, Almo; Pete J.
Georgiou, 700 South 16th

The wedding of Sharon Ann
Stokes, daughter of Donnie
and Minnie Myatt of Hazel, to
James Robert Osbron, son of
George and Velda Osbron,
also of Hazel, will be solemnized on Sunday, Feb. 8, at 5:30
p.m. at the Mason's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Carolyn Alton will be the
maid of honor and Henry
Blakely will be the best man.
Julie Ann Myatt will be the
flower girl, and Donald Milton
Stokes, son of the bride-elect,
will be the ringbearer. Lori
Osbron, daughter of the

groom-elect, will preside at
the register.
Special songs by Sara and
Lee Ann Robins of Paris,
Tenn., will be featured. The
music and piano will be by
Karen Coles.
Following the ceremony the
reception will be held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
The bride-to-be is operator
of Ann's Beauty and Style
Shop at Hazel, and the groomelect is employed at Tucker
Automotive, Almo.

Street, Murray; Jonathan G.
Mathis, Rt. 2, Murray;
Jeremy B. Milliken, 226
Memorial, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Ada Cook, Rt. 5, Murray.
Mrs. Grace D. Jeffrey, Fern
Terrace, Murray; Stoney L.
Raspberry, EDS, Murray;
Prentice T. Allart, Rt. 4,
Cadiz; Mrs. Othe Cleaver, Rt.
2, Murray; Mrs. Layvel P.
Darnell, Rt. 1, Farmington.
1-18-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Williams, baby boy Jeannetta 1, 300 South Eighth
Street, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Jeremy Kirksey, Rt. 1, Murray; Mrs. Monne Grooms,
1114 Poplar, Murray; Mrs.
Kimberly Wheeler and baby
girl, Sedalia; Mrs. Patricia C.
Anderson and baby girl. Rt. 8,
Murray; Kristi M. Hill, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Joe H. McWaters, 906
North 16th Street, Murray.
Mrs. Susan K. Hopkins,
Murray Manor, Murray;
Houston W. Roberts, Rt. 7,
Mayfield; James P. Phillips,
Rt. 1, Big Sandy, Tenn.;
Robert N. Hughes, Murray;
Mrs. Ruth Ann Snyder, Rt. 1,
Hardin; Mrs. Ruth N.
Garland, 1603 Parklane, Murray.
Mrs. Nonie M. Brandon,
Fern Terrace, Murray; Roy
E. Balentine, Rt. 3, Murray;
Mrs. Berline Young, 1620
Olive Street, Murray;
Everette L. Massey, 221 South
11th Street, Murray; John F.
Sullins, Farmington; Vester
L. Paschall expird,(
Rt. 7,
Murray.
1-19-81
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Darlene E. Taylor, Rt.
1, Dukedom, Tenn.; Hilary B.
Shroat, 1017 Story, Murray;
Diana Lynn Collie, 303 North
12th Street, Murray; Mrs. Betty' R. Wells, Rt. 2, Wingo; Mrs.
Bessie L. Blare, Rt. 2, Dover,
Tenn.
Mrs. Rosalind M. Witzosky,
307 Lankford Road, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Sherle J. Adams,
Rt. 8, Murray; Alvin P. Brandon, 705 South Fourth Street,
Murray; Mrs. Myrtle Madrey,
Westview Nursing Home,

Murray. Terry E. Buck- Tenn.; Keith L Oakley, Rt., 2,
ingham, Rt. 2, Hazel; John
Murray.
Pittman, Hazel.
Mrs. Ruth Bevill, Rt. 1,
Graham P. Vaughan, Bum- Henry, Tenn.; Todd W.
pus Mills, Tenn.; Mrs. Marie
Brooks, Rt. 2, Murray; Cherly
Marvin, Rt. 6, Murray; Joe L. Frank, Cr. Box 225, New
Pat Farley, Rt. 8, Murray; Concord; Donald Edwards,
Mrs. Anna K. Hopkins (ex- 1307 Vine Street, Murray;
pired) Rt. 2, Murray; Mrs. Mrs. Patricia A. Webb, 907 E.
Nora F. Skaggs ) expired
Blythe, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs..
Murray.
Mary Ruth Bell, Rt. 1, Almo.
Adults 148
Mrs. Geneva Yates, 903
Nursery 9
Wright, Mayfield; Mrs.
1-20-81
Mildred Myers, 1626 College
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Farm Road, Murray; Leonard
Williams, baby girl (Traci ) R. Barrow, Rt. 5, Murray; Lee
H. Chapman, Rt. 1, Buchanan,
307 Woodlawn, Murray.
Todd, baby girl Sandr)(
719 Tenn.; Mrs. Glenda J. Hal,
1706 Keenland, Murray;
South Fourth Street, Murray.
Ahart, baby girl (Bonita). Ronald R. Chappell, 106 Lincoln, Mayfield.
Rt. 1, Box 65, Dexter.
Scott, baby girl ishermat
Mrs. Brenda K. Doster, Rt.
206 Macedonia, Mayfield.
1, Dresden, Tenn.; Clinton
Brown, baby girl (Karen) Borders, 205A Street, Benton;
Leland Peeler, Rt. 8, Murray;
Rt. 7, Box 292, Benton.
Edwin R. Elkins, 707 Fairlane,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sharon G. Key, 231 Murray; Mrs. Lillie Moody',
Riviera, Murray; Mrs. Paula
Rt. 7, Mayfield.
K. Outland andtaby girl, Rt.
Oscar Champion, 01
1, Dexter; Mrs. Betty K. Southside Manor, Murray;
Mathis and baby boy, 1601 B Commie E. Cain, Rt. 1, Almo;
College Farm Road, Murray; Mrs. Nettie A. Haynes, Rt. I,
Mrs. Janice C. Brewer and Mayfield; Oren D. Burkeen,
baby boy, Third and Joy, Rt. 3,Murray; Thomas J.
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Victoria A. Elkins (expired) Rt. 6, MurJones, Rt. 1, Hazel.
ray.
Mrs. Jennie I,. Gibbs, 1613
Ryan, Murray; Mrs. Ann T.
wood, 2006 Coldwater Road,
Murray; Donna J. Raspberry,
COFFEE GROUNDS
Hazel; Mrs. Linda N. BlausOld coffee grounds used as a
tein, 1909 Westwood Drive,
mulch for houseplants will add
Murray; Mrs. Veronica B.
nitrogen to the soil.
Menzies, Rt. 1, Springville,

CORN-AUSTIN
will be closed
Wed. Jan. 28
preparing for their

Will open Thurs. Jan, 29, 9:00 a.m.
with the largest sale in West Ky.

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE

Sharon Ann Stokes To
Be Wed To Mr. Osbron

for our Januar.v

,419till 111111'1'

Patients litsmtssea From Hospital

Wednesday, Jan.
Clothing Training School
for Calloway County
Homemakers will be at 10
a.m at the County Extension
Office.

STARTS TODAY
Everything Must Go By Jan. 31st When We
Lock Our Doors. This Is A Complete Inventory Liquidation!

ANDesP

°jewelry

*Hats and Muffler Sets

5075

Palestine United
Methodist Women
Meet At Church
Italian
Spaghetti
Special

Hamburger
& Chopped Steak
Special!

Onk

1.O9

with garlic bread

/ On k

72 Price
vs ill)

salad 40
extra

tries

69c Special For Kids
inside dining onis

Free Refills on Drinks

inside dining onls

Free Refills on Drinks

WEDNESDAY
4-10 P.M.
You Can't Eat This Good
At Home For This Price

The Palestine
United
Methodist Church Women
held a special observance of
the Call to Prayer and SelfDenial program at the church
)In Wednesday, Jan. 14. at 10
"nh
This is an annual
observance by the Methodist
Women. Major events of the
observance include the Quiet
Day and descriptions of the
mission projects for which a
special offering is given.
The service for the Quiet
Day,
Of Such Is the
Kingdom,- was writen by Ann
Rader Pfusterer. The service
focused on children, their
needs and qualities.
About 1.5 milion women in
33m00 local units in all 50
states are. joining in the
observance this year. Last
year, the offering totaled
$829,209, an increase of $14,048
over the previous year.
Members present for the
Palestine program were Mrs.
Rule Burkeen, Mrs. James R.
Burkeen, _Mrs. Fuqua
Hopkins, Mrs. Stanley Duncan, Mrs. Durwood Lovett,
and the pastor, the Rev. Fit
Boston.

'1°' Table
'Gl
oves

50' Basket
Of Goodies

0/
/0
OFF
MARKED
PRICE
ON MOST
ITEMS

*Scarfs
*Stoneware

Vec's
•
*Shelving and Fixtures Specially Priced

JuDon's Bags & Beads
Central Shopping Center
-
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Forcing More And More Families
To Look For Outside Help To Pay
By LOULSE WOK
Associated Press Writer
The high price of higher
education is forang more and
more Writhes to look for outside
help to pay the bills. And the
start of a new: year marks the
start of the search for financial

Couple Is Residing
At Madison, Tenn.

, Rt.
nton
ton;
ray;
ane,
ody,

High Prite Of Education—

Mr. and Mrs. Al Adams of
Mt. Juliet, Tenn., announce
the marriage of her daughter,
Therasa Lynn Rudolph of
Madison, Tenn., to Larry Neal
Dishman,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Dishman of Madison,
Tenn.
The wedding vows were
read at the home of bride's
mother at 7:30 p.m. on Saturday, Jan. 3, with the Rev. Glen
Phillips officiating.
The bride is the daughter of
James laery Rudolph, the
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs
Thelmer Rudolph and Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Linn, and the
great granddaughter of Dollie
Linn of Murray.
Deborah Suddath was the
maid of honor and Rex Flint
was the best man. She was
given in marriage by her step
father, Al Adams.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Dishman are now residing at
Madison,Tenn.

The average cost of four years
of college at a private school for
a student who lives on campus
already is nearly $25,000, according to the College Board.
The board's estimate is based
on tuition and other charges for
the 1900-81 academic year. Next
year will be even worse. Officials at one Ivy League school,
Brown University in Pro-

Ladies Tennis C.
Group To Play
Thursday Morning

vidence, RA., said recently, for
example, ttat tuition, roan and
board and fees for a typical student during the 198.142 acadenuc
year couk1 top $10;194).
Changes in goverment aid
prognuns in past yaws make it
easier for families to get help -regardless of income Moat help,
however, LS AlB linked to a
family's financial status.
Schools and scholarship agencies, as well as the government,
rely on standard forms to determine eligibility. The forms are
designed to determine how
much you and your family can
reasonably be expected to contribute to the cost of college.
They Lake into account things
like the number of family
members in school, as well as

\

Group C of the ladies Tennis
of the Murray Country Club will
play on Thursday, Jan. 29, at
930 am, at the Kenlake Tennis
Center. The group will meet at
the home of Cathy Mattis at 9
alit to go to Kenlake.
The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Pat Binford, Annette Alexander, Cathy Young,
and Cathy Mattis.
Court Two — Carol Waller,
Lisa Faughn, Renee Wynn, and
Ann Uddberg.

LS a
add

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Neal Dish man

MORT SAHL
Comedian Mort Sahl was
born in Montreal in 1927.

overall income. The difference
between the amount a school
costs and the amount you are expected to contnbute, is the
amount of aid fur which you are
eligible NO1E. Sane government programs provide aid to
all eligible students. In other
cases, however, you may qualify
for a scholarship and still nut get
one since there usually is not
enough money to help all eligible
students. .
The financial aid forms are
available from high school
counselors; they should be completed as soon after Jan. 1 as
possible, using information horn
1960 tax returns. The most commonly used national forms are
the Financial Aid Form or F'AF,
distributed by the College

Scholarship Service Li the College Board and the Family
Financial Statement or FFS,
prepared by the American college Testing Program. You
generally can use these forms to
apply for basic government
grants as well as for private
scholarships.
The testing sen ices will
prepare an eligibility report and
will srici it to the colleges of your
choice. There is an overall processing charge, plus a separate
fee for each copy of the form
mailed out.
A guide to "Five Federal
Financial Aid Programs" is
available from the government
at no charge. Write to: Consumer Information Center,
-Dept. 5.15J. Pueblo, Colo.,81009.
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fFABRics

7.40

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH Future Homema
kers Plan For 80s
... GOLD PRICES DOWN!
7Diamond Clusters
While They Last!
Values To $260.00

$9900
Op••DON *MI•.••

S.P3

MICHELSON'S JEWELERS
Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.-Murray, Ky.

Ch

FPO
'

Chestnut St.

WASHINGTON, DC —
"Know-How for the 80s" is the
theme
for
National
FHA/HERO Week,celebrated
by Future Homemakers of
America as part of National
Vocational Education Week,
Feb. 8-14. The purpose of the
week is to show how vocational education and Future
Homemakers of America, a
part of home economics
education, prepare students
for the future.
Over 12,000 chapters and

400,000 members nationwide
will focus on the leadership
skills they have developed
through projects focusing on
concerns for family life, community living and personal
growth.
FHA/HERO members, who
are junior and senior high
school students in home
economics or home economics
related classes, do not represent the outdated image of
homemaking as cooking and
sewing only-. Members work
on local and national projects
related to child care services,
clothing and textiles, foods
and nutrition, family 'life
education, home management,and career preparation.
Call the
One such project is Future
Cherry Branch on Homemakers of America's
Chestnut for an "Healthy Babies: Chance or
intment, Hours 1-5 Choice" nationwide peer
Thurs. Jon. 29- education project. In its fifth
753-8272. You'll learn year, FHA/HERO members
the skin core have reached over three
plan that's perfect million other teens with the
for you by important message of making
actually using responsible decisions concernthe products chosen ing teenage pregnancy.
Future Homemakers of
for your special
needs. You'll discover America is a national vocahow to apply tional student organization
the newest makeup with two kinds of chapters,
look by doing
HOSPITAL NEWS
I
your own makeup
under the expert 1-21-81
guidance of our NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Germaine Monteil Beauty
Jereme E. Rose, Rt. 1,
Spectst. The look
roe ockeeve wiN Mayfield; Mrs. Barbara I.
be one yowl Harrell, Rt. 6, Murray; Lois
wow to recreate °coin A. Douglas, Rt. 3, Murray;
Mrs. Helen P. Anderson, Rt. 1,
oriel agyin when
Hardin; Jimmy Hawkins. Rt.,
you wilt% to be
8, Mayfield; Mrs. Mae R.
your most glowing
Rogers, Rt. 3, Cadiz.
wolf . Cell now or
Mrs. Mari A. Dickson, J & J
slop by the Apts., Murray;
Bobby L. Ridreetore eloorthril Counter
dle, Rt. 2. Hazel; Mrs. Regina
for your appointment. F. Patton,
200 Sparks, Paris,
Tenn.; Billy B. Hargis, Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville; Hygh Eddie
Wilson, 512 Whitnell, Murray;
Mrs. Martha Faye Caden, 515
Denver Drive, Union City,
Tenn.
Harold R. Osborne, Rt. 8,
Murray; Robert Hawkins. Rt.
8, Mayfield; Charles Shelton,
178 Riviera, Murray; James
E. Smith, New Concord; Mrs.
•Carrie r,. Estep, Rt. 5, Murray ;,
Sonya Renee Pridemore.
804 North 17th Street, Murray.
Mrs. Imogene McClure, 517
Broad. Murray; Gary D.
lamb, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
Dorothy J. Camp, 911 Johnny
Robertson Road, Murray;
Mrs. Willie Mae Bazzell, 907
Waldrop. Murray; Amanda I.
Kaler, Rt.1, Benton; Curtis R
Johnson, Rt. 1, Kirksey.
William Galen McBride,
Rt.1, Almo; Herbert Orr, Rt.
2, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs LaOra
C. Waters, Rt. 7, Murray;
Mrs. Mary S. Rowland, 2000
Gatesboro, Murray; Mrs.
Anges Roberta
Timmons,
Rt.1, Gilbertsville; Mrs. Pearl
Outland, Hazel.

FHA and HERO. FHA
chapters emphasize consumer
education, homemaking, and
family life education combined with exploration of jobs and
careers. HERO (Home
Economics Related Occupations l chapters emphasize
preparation for jobs and
careers.
Celebrating its 35th anniversary during the 1980-81 school
year, the organization has:
served 15 million students
since it was organized in 1945. Young men and women
between the ages of 13 and 18_
help determine and run the national program. This year,
four of the twelve nationally
elected high school officers
are young men.
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EVERY YARD IN OUR STORE ON SALE
NOT JUST • FEW
SELECTED FABRIC
ITEMS ON SALE THAT
MAY NOT FIT YOUR
PRESENT NEEDS!!!

EVERY YARD
OF FABRIC
IN OUR

DRESS
SPORTSWEAR
CHILDRENS WEAR
FORMAL WEAR
MENS a BOYS
NIGHT WEAR
LOUNGE WEAR
DECORATIVE
UNIFORMS
CRAFT ITEMS
QUILTING
ETC. ETC

XV9
es4t

STORE
ON

SALE
NOT ONE
YARD SOLD

AT
REGULAR
PRICE!
EVERY YARD,

NO EXCEPTIONS,

MO %II 4101111.NM
SAVE

SAVE!

D & T Warehouse Foods
You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town
Prices Good 2-2-81

Charles

Edwards

Potato Chips

I

Sausage
$1 18

76c

1 Lb

20 Lb.

Potatoes

MI
Red 8 White

Cooking Oil

978

$238

48 01.

Nabisco or Zosto

Lynn Grove Ex-Large — Large

Crackers

Eggs

1 Lb

c
69

Coca Cola
Tab or
Sprite

z

8 Pat
16 Oz.
Plus
Deposit

Across From Murray Drive-In
4th

c
76

Do:

$148
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri.-Sat. 8-8

nti"C

I
-
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

EDITORIAL
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The Kirksey School Parent-Teacher
Association voted to make a pledge of
S200 to the fund for the Calloway County
lire and Rescue Squad
Deaths reported include Mrs. Rosa
Leona Self, 91, Robert Woodrow Haintilon, 54, Ed Notes, 72, Mrs. Ethel Morris, James Curtis Hutson, 29, and Noel
Pace,61.
Gayle Rogers, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs_ James Rogers, will the speaker at
the meeting of the Baptist Young
Women of the Blood River Association
to be held Jan. 28 at Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. David Adams, Jan. 21, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James Payne, Jan. 21,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Stegmond,Jan. 24.
Jim Neale, Vernon Riley, Delmer
Brewer, Betty Riley, Virginia
Buchanan, and Burlene Brewer had
high individual series with handicapp in
the Thursday Couples Bowling League.
In high school basketball games
South Marshall beat Calloway County
High and Murray High beat Farmington.

CPI Distorts Budget
By Inflating Payouts
President Ronald Reagan and
his advisers have promised "top
to bottom" revisions in the fiscal 1982 budget left to them by
the departing President Carter.
But the Carter budget contains recommendations that
could help significantly in reducing federal expenditures, a
proclaimed goal of the Reagan
administration. They should be
endorsed by the new president.
Programs such as Social Security, Medicare, food stamps
and pensions for retired government employees involve expenditures which, by law, rise
automatically with inflation. In
the last decade, these outlays
have swollen from 66 percent of
the budget to 77 percent.
The benefit hikes are tied to
the Consumer Price Index, the
measure of the cost-of-living
spiral.
But the CPI is influenced by
the explosive cost of housing
and home-mortgage rates. Few
of the elderly or welfare beneficiaries of federal programs are
in the housing purchase market.
The Carter plan is to tie benefit adjustments to an alternative
index, already maintained by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Under the alternative, rental
prices determine housing costs.
Under the Carter plan, federal pensions, civilian and military, also would be adjusted
once a year instead of twice.
The Social Security benefits
have been reviewed once a year
since 1977. A study by the National Tax Limitation Committee showed that in a six-year period, the CPI rose by 60 percent,
but recipients of semi-annual
pay raises found their benefits
up by 84 percent.
The Carter proposals, should
they be adopted by President
Reagan, are certain to run into
political flak.
Nevertheless, the critical
state of the economy demands
drastic measures. With threefourths of federal outlays mandated for payments to individuals, grants to the states and
local governments for similar
programs and for interest on
the mounting debt, there are
few other options.
The Carter recommendations
should be preserved and pushed
by the new team in Washington
— even if they can be made applicable only to future entrants
to the entitlement system.

Business Mirror
By CItETCIRIULL
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK 1. AP.( — Even some of
the staunchest advocates of cutting
back on big government were a bit
startled the other day when advisers to
President Reagan waved a scalpel in
the direction of the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Like any other regulatory body, the
SEC,created in the 1930s to prevent the
kind of financial chaos and abuses that
helped lead to the Great Crash of 1929,
has its critics.
Stockbrokers cried "disaster!" in
1975 when the SEC prodded their industry to give up fixed commission
schedules in favor of open pricecompetition (although six years later
Wall Street is anything but a disaster
area,
Mutual fund managers often complain that the SEC has loaded them
down with so many rules and regulations that they are barely able to compete with other kinds of financialservices companies.
. But when someone starts talking
about slashing the SEC's budget, and
drastically changing its basic missions
— as a report of President Reagan's
transition team did — many Wall
Streeters quickly change their tune.
"From what I can see, this report
was badly conceived and badly done,"
said one top executive who requested
anonymity.
"In my experience, these things are
often written by people with a special
axe to grind,- observed another industry leader. "I don't think very much
is ever going to come out of it
The report itself acknowledges that
the SEC has a history free of scandal,
and a "deserved reputation for integrity and efficiency." But it also contends
that the agency needlessly interferes
with and hampers the functioning of the
nation's capital-raising machinery.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — When Vice
President George Bush first tried out
the Senate president's chair the other
day, he got hearty applause from
senators of both parties. Someday they
may be hurling brickbats.
If recent tradition holds, the new vice
president may find presiding over the
Senate to be one of the less pleasurable
- and least performed -- parts of his
job.
Most of Bush's predecessors spent little time in the Senate. And on those few
occasions when they made the trek to
Capitol Hill, they sometimes quickly
overstayed their welcome.
In 1975, the late Vice President
Nelson Rockefeller found iiut in short
order how inhospitable the Senate could
be. Senior members rose up in outrage
when the liberal New York Republican
snubbed a conservative Democrat, the
late Sen. James Allen of Alabama.
Allen had leaped to his feet seeking
recognition in an attempt to bLck a
vote on a motion to make it harder to
mount filit:leers. Rockefeller — who
supported the anti-filibuster effort -

d,niply refused to reLograze Allen, d
master of the art of delaying tacbcs.
The reaction against Rockefeller was
so overwhelming that the vice president had to publicly apologize — both to
Allen and to the Senate. From that day
on, the New York Republican spent little time wielding the Senate gavel.
Bush's immediate predecessor,
Walter Mondale, once had a taste of the
same sort of bitter Senate medicine
It was in 1977, when Mondale helped
then-Senate Majority I,eader Robert C.
Byrd, D-W.Va., crush a filibuster
against natural gas deregulation that
had been tying up progress on a Carter
administration energy package.
At Byrd's behest, Mondale ignored
senators screaming for recognition and
brought the two-week-long filibuster to
a screeching halt. The tactics. like
Rockefeller's snub, angered senators of
both parties - including a quick-toshout Democrat from Maine Edmund
S. Muskie
Muskie, who later joined the CarterMondale team as secretary of state,
heatedly accused Mondale and Byrd of
"changing the rules in the middle of the
game."

By M. C. Garrott

20 Years Ago

People With Calloway County Ties
Just Turn Up All Over The Country

It's hard to go anywhere or call
anywhere in this old country without
running into someone with ties to Murray or Calloway County.
Dan Roberts, the radio-television
specialist in our office at Murray State,
is one of the most recent I've heard
about to experience this.
Dan and his student helpers are putting together a 30-minute documentary
for the Kentucky Educational Television (KET) network dealing with the
Mid-America Remote Sensing Center
at Murray State.
That's the office on campus which
takes pictures of the earth's surface
taken from sattelites circling the earth
nine miles in space and reads from
them all kinds of information helpful to
mankind — how many acres of wheat,
soybeans, corn or what-have-you are
being grown in an area like West Kentucky, how many acres are being strip
mined and all kinds of other data like
that.
It has to do with light reflection.
Everything, it seems, reflects light a
different way — just like all our fingerprints are different. They can read as
small an area as a single acre. It is rearly fascinating — as well as highly
technical — and has all kinds of
possibilities and potential useages.
Incidentally, the center at Murray
State is the only one in the state and one
of a handful in the entire country.
+++Back to Dan and his documentary. He
thought it would be well to include in his
filmed story some film on sattelites in
general and related information from
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration NASA), which provides
the sattelites and sends them into space
loaded with sophisticated electronic
equipment.
His first step was to call the Goddard
Space Flight Center at Greenbelt, Md.,
thinking that would be a good place to
start. He was immediately connected
with the public information office there
and told his story of what he was doing
and what he needed.
Fine, the Goddard folks said, but proceeded to transfer his call from office to
office three or four times, each time
with Dan patiently repeating the story
of his needs.
A bit frustrated, he was just about.
ready to forget it when the fellow on the
other end, listening to him outline his
story for the umpteenth time and learning that he was calling from Murray
State, asked: "Would you like to speak

Bible Thought

Capitol Ideas
By TOM HALM "
Associated Press Writer

oi-

barriers In certain circumstances to the free accumulation
and formation of capital ... through
regulations requiring excessive, unnecessary and continuing disclosure requirements," it says.
On that basis, the report suggests
something close to a 180-degree shift in
the emphasis of the SEC's mission.
Rather than concentrating on enforcing
securities laws as a kind of Wall Street
police force, it says, the SEC should
work to limit regulation of the
securities industry, in order to create
the freest possible environment for encouraging private investment.
"Encouragement of capital formation is a very desirable objective," said
Arthur Levitt Jr., chairman of the
American Stock Exchange. However,
he said, de-emphasizing the watchdog
role of the SEC could well reduce investors' confidence in the markets, and
thus lead to precisely the opposite
result.
tificial

(jarrott's Galley

The high priest asked him,
and said unto him, An thou the
Christ. the son of the Blessed?
Mark 14:61.
And when he said, "I am!"
they thought they had reason to
crucify him. Who do you say
that He is by your life and actions?
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to someone from Murray State?"
Sure, Dan replied, surprised, and a
fellow came on the line to identify
himself as Elva Bailey, a 1949 graduate
of Murray State and son of Mrs. D. M.
Bailey, 404 North 8th Street here in
Murray.
+++
Bailey is married to the former Ruth
Cathey, daughter of the late Lonnie and
Bertie Cathey of Murray, and has been
with NASA for a long time, working at
times in Illinois and Michigan before
going to Maryland.
He even went to school with Dan's
father, Clyde, and his mother, the
former Audrey Willoughby, at New
Concord. Like so many Calloway Countians who went elsewhere to seek their
fortunes, he is looking forward to coming home some five years hence when
he retires.
Now with the educational program at
Goddard, Bailey was keenly interested
in what is being done at the Murray
remote sensing center. He asked that
Dan provide him with a copy of the
documentary once it is finished. He
would like also to distribute it to all the
NASA people, which would be a good
lick for Murray State.
++
Mike and Mickey Gottfried lost little
time selling their home at 1529 Oxford
in Canterbury Estates before moving
on to Cincinnati, where Mike is the new

head football coach at the University of
Cincinnati.
Ralph Friedgen, Coach Frank
Beamer's new chief assistant and offensive line coach of the Racers, and his
wife, Gloria, took one look at it and
bought it. They are coming to Murray
from Williamsburg, Va., where Ralph
was on the William & Mary coaching
staff.
Mike and Mickey and their two little
girls, Marcy and Mindy, will be moving
into a home in a Cincinnati surburb day
after tomorrow. Their new address will
be 207 Saddleback Drive, Loveland,
Ohio 45140. Make a note of it.
Moving in two doors down the street
will be Bill and Janie Baldridge and
their two little ones.
They will be moving to Cincinnati
from Georgetown where Bill was head
coach at Georsetown College last
season. He had been on Mike's staff
here at Murray the previous two
seasons, and is rejoining him at Cincinnati.
And,that's not all.
Taking Bill's place as head coach at
Georgetown will be John Belding, who
,also was a member of Mike's Racer
staff here at Murray these past two
seasons. John and his family will be
moving to Georgetown as soon as housing arrangements can be worked out.
We regret to see them all go, and wish
them every success in the business.

The Story Of
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Calloway County
1822-1976

By Dorothy end Kerby Jennings
C•Peribert.
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Surrendering control of educational institutions in Calloway'
had long passed unto the governing authorities of state government
where edicts are levied for courses of action. The county board of
education was notified July 23 by. state superintendent of public
instruction the local tax effort must be inZreased $106,725 for
1975-76, from $344,066 to $450,000, in order the county school
system could participate in the Minimum Foundation program. No
complaint could be registered provided the enhanced tools of learning, brick and mortar, would proportionately encourage the advancement of education. This it has failed to accomplish, apparently,
and little hope can be seen in the future by the state legislature,
the governor, or the fonts back home for the school system has
become a cumbersome charge of bureaucracy regretfully, the court
of last resort. Still ringing in the ears was the happy tune no
additional taxes would be levied!
For another first in Calloway County, the City of Murray
will collect city school taxes in the future instead of the
historic
practice being done by the sheriff. The chang.>over got,underw
ay
with the fiscal year of 1975-76. No explanation was
offered for
the transfer however may reasonably be assumed at
a savings for
the city school board but at the expense of the 'county
sheriff's
office which was also having fiscal problems of its own.
Incidentally, the city school district is not contiguous with the city
limits.
But taking care of No. 1 is the first law of greed!
Charles (Chuck) Shuffett sold controlling interest in
radio
station WNBS and WAA* to Dr. Glenn ,Wilcox and
family on
September 12, after the Federal Communications Commiss
ion had
approved the transfer.
Unemployment in Calloway was reported by state
authorities
to be below 5 per cent September 3, lowest level in seven
months,
despite the idling of 500 workers on strike at the
stove plant, compared to the 8.1 per cent reported the previous year
when a federal
handout was available for the asking provided an 8
per cent were
out of jobs. Numbers, too, are the mother of invention!
Bonds collected at the Murray city hall in the amount
of $1,200
in cash vanished from the portfolios of the city police
department
September 3 to the consternation of the police cfiief who
was unable
to account for the missing shekels. To whom
can the citizens
depend if the law enforcing agency of the city is
unable to protect
its cash accounts. All troubles were not confined to city
halls can
be confirmed by naembers of Fire-Rescue Squad whose
members
were assaulted by a gang of rowdy youths in Dexter
October 31,
halloween, while the volunteers were attempting to
extinguish a
house afire. Sheriff deputies had to be called to suppress
the hoods.
Just having a little fun on halloween, firemen!
To Be Continued
•

The Kentucky Department of Parks
is planning a major renovation of the
cottages at the Kentucky Dam Village
State Park this spring.
Deaths reported include Della M.
Karnes,84,and Mrs. Belle Herndon,99,
Mrs. Koska Jones will conduct the
special study for the Hazel and Mason's
Chapel United Methodist Churches
starting on Sunday evening.
Mrs. Faye Farris, president, presided at the second meeting of the
Calloway County High School Unit of
the Parent-Teacher Association held at
the school.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Billy R. Castleberry and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Ray Barnes.
Lon Edmonson of Murray State College was the guest speaker at the
meeting of the Mayfield Rotary Club.
The American Legion Auxiliary held
its meeting at the home of Mrs. Ethel
Key.
Chase and Sanborn coffee is listed at
59 cents per can in the ad for Parker's
Food Market this week.

30 Years Ago
The Calloway County March of
Dimes Director, Ray Brownfield, said
that 13 polio patients in Calloway County were helped last year with 12 still on
the chapter rolls.
Deaths reported include S. 0.((hay)
Miller.
Lynn Grove beat Kirksey and Almo
beat Hazel in the opening games of the
Calloway County High School Basketball Tournament being played at Murray State. High team scorers were
Miller for Lynn Grove, Tress for
Kirksey, Lockhart for Alm°. and Curd
for Hazel.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. McKinney on Jan. 23, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jackson on
Jan. 24, boy to Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Sublett on Jan. 24, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Mathis on Jan. 25.
Mrs. E. J. Beale was hostess for the
meeting of the Murray Rose and
Garden Club held-at her home.
Karo syrup, five pound pail of white,
is listed at 46 cents in the U-Tote-Em ad
this week.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Great Missouri Raid" starring
Wendell Corey, MacDonald Carey, and
Ward Bond.
•

Today In History
By the A.M414:111lell eresd
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 27, the 27th
day of 1981. There are 338 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history
On Jan. 27, 1973, the Vietnam accords
were signed in Paris, providing a settlement to the longest foreign war in
America's history.
On this date:
In 1606, the trial of Guy Fawkes and
his fellow conspirators opened in
England.
In 1880, Thomas Edison received a
patent for his electric incandescent
light.
In 1944, Leningrad was completely
liberated from the Nazis during World
War II.
In 1967, three Apollo astronauts,
Virgil Grissom, Edward White and
Roger Chaffee, died in a flash fire
aboard a space capsule.
Ten years ago: The Organization of
American States called for an urgent
conference to discuss Ecuador's
charges against the United States in a
dispute over fishing rights.
Five years ago: The House of
Representatives gave final congressional approval to cutting off aid for two
factions in the civil War in Angola.
One year ago: The United States
Olympic Committee refused to commit
itself to boycotting the Summer Games
in Moscow.
Today's birthdays: Adm. Hyman
Rickover is 80. Publisher Wiliam Randolph Hearst is 73. Dancer Mikhail
Baryshnikov is 36.
Thought for today: Toleration is the
best religion -- Victor Hugo, French
writer (1802-1885).
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"FAMILY SUNFEST"
Vacations for wo to ORLANDO
INCLUDES:

4 DAYS-3 NIGHTS•ROUND TRIPAIR
FARE • CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE
OR
RENTAL CAR•TWO DAYS ENTRAN
CE
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD •16
PASSES
OTHER TOURS
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The Home of

DISNEY
WORLD

AVAILABLE (Any One Tour FREE)
Kennedy Space Center•Cypres
s Gardens•Stars Hall of Fame
FREE-

Two Vacations for Two:
TO The HOLIDAY INN HO

of
said
pun1 on

LIDOME®
INDOOR RECREATION FACILITIERESORT CENTER WITH COMPLETE
S
Includes: Double room •Contin
al breakfast in bed for two• Buf
brunch for two• Candlelight dinnerent
fet
for two•Gift snack-pac
(crackers
& cheeseball) • Use of all Holido
me
fac
ili
tie
s
•
All taxes
gratuities.•Friday evening throug
h check-out time Sunday. Chi and
ldren
& teens free (when sharing room
with parents).
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$500 in "Sunshine" Mercha

nts Certificates
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TO BE SPENT WITH PAR
TICIPATING MERCHANTS

$100 "Tropical" Savings
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THIS ONE IS COMPLIMENTS OF THE NEW
SPAPER

1(1

OFFICIAL "FAMILY SUNFEST" RULES
YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO VISIT,
as often as
you wtsh. the areas participat,ng busines
ss
displaying the FAMILY SUNFEST banner Clearly omit your name address and phone
number
on the YOUR CHANCE provided by each
parIlcipahng business and this Newspaper

Clip and deposit
at any of the
participating
businesses.

th
in

To Be
Named
Feb. 10th

its
ein

Id

in

BE A WINNER!

a
it

2

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. You
must be an
adult Entries are limited to one per adult
per
visit Employees of this Newspaper are not eltgi
ble to play

3

ENTER OFTEN. There WM be one or more
An
ners each week The Odds of winning
depend on
the number of entr.es Since Irqs progra
m is
strictly local tn nature, the odds are
more
favorable than a coMparable Statewide
or Na
tionwrde program

4

EACH ENTRY must be on the YOUR CHANC
E
REGISTRATION as provided, and must
be
leg.bly wotten or hand printed Mach.n
e
duplication or mechanic-attic reproduced
entries
woll be declared void

5. THERE WILL BE RANDOM DRAWI
NGS EACH
WEEK OF THIS 10-WEEK PROGRAM.
Al Each week the following wol be awarde
d
a 50 00 in SUNSHINE MERCHANTS CER
TIFICATES. (Total of $50000 for
Pro
gram I All winners must redeem
this
scr,pt no later than 7 days aller-th
e of
Ircial end of this Program
b S. $5000 US Sav,ngs Bonds ITotal
oi
$30000 for the Programl
113) IN ADDITION FLORIDA VACATION
WIN
NERS w,11 be selected frort drawIngs dur
mg tOth week of the program All
winners
must use these vacal.ons within 3 months
after the end of the Program)
ICI IN ADDITION, THE WINNERS OF
THE
SAVING ACCOUNTS will be selected from
draw.ngs the 5th and tam weeks
6 NO SUBSTITUTION OF PRIZES
ALLOWED
Unclaimed pt.Zee WO not be awarded
All en
tries become the property Al this Newspa
per
and none will be returned
7. Some Travel Dates Not Ayaolable

• ALL WINNERS WILL BE LISTED IN THIS NEWSP
APER EACH WEEK
• ALL WINNERS MUST CLAIM THEIR PRIZES WON
BY APPEARING AT THE OFFICE OF THIS NEWSP
APER NO
LATER THAN 4 DAYS AFTER THE PUBLICATION OF
THEIR RESPECTIVE NAMES ALL PRIZES ARE
FOR
WINNERS ONLY THEY ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE!

YOU'LL FIND EXCEPTIONAL VALU
ES,
AND YOU MAY BE ONE OF THE MAN
Y WINNER

ly
Id

Certificates

• WINNERS MUST CLAIM AND UTILIZE THEIR
PRIZES WITHIN THE TIME SPECIFIED

S'

S.

ci

Look For Participating Merchants Starting

)1

It
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a

Tuesday,February 10th
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Watch This Paper For More Information
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Those persons who hadtheir
ovens checked in the previous
survey need not have them
checked again unless some
type of damage has occurred
to the oven since that time.
The special instrumentation

Ceti.18 D
/

There is a world in which
sets of fine, embroidered silk
sheets that cost over a thousand dollars have a place.
According to Athos Pretest,

THE "Victorictn"
BY CASABLANCA FAN
COMPANY

WINTER ENERGY SAVING.s
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SUMMER ENERGY SAVINGS
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Wholesale Electric
Supply Company
206 E. Melo

used to check for microwave
radiation is on loan from the
Department for
Human
Resources, and will be
available to the health department for one week only. Individuals
wanting
their
microwave ovens checked
should call and schedule an
appointment prior to Jan. 30.
There is no cost for this service and the actual testing of
the ovens will begin on Feb. 2.
The test will usually take less
than 30 minutes and does not
involve disassembly of the
oven.

owner of the Italian textile firm
that bears his name, that world
has been expanding lately. It is
no longer only the rich and famous who buy the costly linens
his company has been making
since 1915.
A surprisingly large number
of well-off, middle-class individuals wander into the firm's 20
stores or other outlets that Prates] supplies throughout the
world to plunk down $320 for a
set of cotton sheets or $120 for
a large bath towel.

763-6194

The silk sheets, at about $1,60) for a queen-sized set are
not a big item with most of
F'ratesi's customers. But Arab
sheiks like them well enough to
order in multiple numbers, he
says.
What attnbutes would a sheet
have to have to command
prices of more than a hundred
dollars? For starters, the
sheets are beautifully made of
fine Sundanese cotton or silk
spun in Italy. Every seam is a
French seam, and the embellishment on each sheet - embroidery, monogramming, lace
or all three - is done in the
factory in Pistoia, Italy, with
skilled Italian hands on equipment that is a technological
marvel.
But, the customers are buying something harder to see
and easier to judge than fine
workmanship. They are buying
status, cachet, instant rightness. And Americans are apparently just as eager as kings
and international film stars to
enjoy these benefits.
"We regard the United States
as a very strong growth market. Our sales were up about 30
percent in the U.S. last year
and we will open a new store in
Bal Harbour. Fla., in February," Pratesi said in an interview at the Pratesi shop in
New York. Other stores are in
Beverly Hills and Palm Beach.
Pratesi was in the U.S. to scout
locations for additional boutiques.
Americans, like people the
world over, are changing their
attitude to the home. The success here of Pratesi and other

Remember The 10th!

Pay

By

Mail

10th of each month is a very important date
to your newspaper carrier Your carrier must
receive your payment by the 10th of the month in order
to pay their bill.
You sae these carriers arts independent business men and
women They buy their papers from
us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail delivery
rote. When you don't pay them by
the leth they have to dig down into their own
pockets to mok• up the difference,.
Please pay your carrier promptly before, Si.t 10th
of each month They depend on you to write
their paYchecks
Collection time can be an inconvenienceijor you and
your carrier
So
paying moy moil is a simple way to avoid getting caught
uvitfsout the right change and you
ovoid the bother of monthly collections.

Miiiray Ledger & Times
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STRETCHING OUT ALMOST 84 FEET, THIS rambling one-story
Colonial farmhouse
has 1.536 square feet of habitable area The covered porch, which
has become identified
with the farmhouse style,, is the dominant feature of the front
facade. Inside, there are
three bedrooms. For more information about Plan HAI188H
write - encluaing a
stamped, self-addressed envelope - to Homes for Living. 107-40
Queens Blvd., Forest
Hills, N.Y. 11 375.

ON THE

\
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Q. - Can you tell us something about the use of perforated tape in filling the joints
of gypsum board? I have to put
up a wall with this material
soon.

HOUSE 4E0
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Professional wood finishers
usually apply lacquer with special spraying equipment.
While

The World of Costly Linens
By BARBARA NUIYER
AP Newsfeatures

NO Am
100'• 13,4'

0- .

Microwave Oven Check Set
Any individual or food
establisfiment
having
a
microwave oven who would
like to have the unit inspected
should telephone the Calloway
County Health Department at
753-3381, between the hours of
8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

•

Miles"

Pt Am
t-

Although thousands of people use microwave cooking
ovens today, some consumers
may have questions regarding
the safety of cooking with
microwave radiation.
Barry Grogan and James
W. Erwin of the Calloway
County Health Department
say, -Because of this public
concern, were in the press
of starting a countywide
microwave oven testing procram."
The federal government has
established stringent standards regarding the design
and emission levels for
microwave ovens. Thereis little cause for concern about excessive microwave leakage
unless the door, hinges, latch,
or seal, on the oven is damaged or broken. Damage of this
type usually occurs during
shipment of the oven, or
under abnormal use in the
home or restaurant.

120 Am
10.0,10

1
purveyors of luxury goods for
the home indicates that Ameri
cans value a beautiful home
more than they once did, said
Pratesi.
Pratesi is certainly riding the
crest of a wave of interest here
in fine linens. Within the past
few years, the firm which began its retail operations here in
1972 has been joined by other
Italian lines such as T. di J.
Vestor and Bassetti and by the
French fine, Primrose Bordier.
Porthault, whose prices are
proably as high as Pratesi s,
has been a fixture in the U.S.
for a number of years.
Why should costly linens be
in demand now just as many
American consumers are experiencing difficult financial
times? According to Pratesi,
the answer is that the home is
more of a refuge than ever before.
''People are seeking a retreat
from reality." Even the styles
in demand reflect this, he said.
-They are going back to their
infancy with a demand for soft,
pastel colors, sweet embroideries and lace."
Pratesi is the third generation of his family to run the
business his grandfather started as a cottage industry in
1915. As with many luxury
goods, the English were the
first to appreciate and buy his
linens.
In those days, sheets were
not very comfortable. They
were made of a rough material
and usually had a seam right
down the middle, since the
looms on which they were woven were not very wide. Pratesi's grandfather figured out a
way to weave material so that
it was wide enough to eliminate
the seam.
Then he hired accomplished
local women to sew and embroider the sheets in their
bomes. He brought some samples to the English merchants
who came to town to buy wine.
The sheets were a success with
wealthy English clients. And
very soon, it became a fashionable thing to own Pratesi
sheets. His father developed the
business beyond the cottage industry. stage. And by 1939, the
Company was official furnisher
of linens to Italy's royal family.
Today, the name ranks -with
Porthault as the finest linen
maker in the world. It's a reputation Pratesi is proud of and
intends to keep.
"We have been asked by
many American manufacturers
to associate our name with
them by designing sheets or in
some other cooperative venture," he said. :But so far, I
have always been strong
enough to say 'no.' It would be
difficult to produce linens like
these in an ordinary manufacturing process. Beauty is not
produced on the assembly
line"
Instead of raising production
and teetering prices, he is leading his company to growth by
manufacturing more products.
His firm has already begun
work on a group of wall coverings and coordinating fabrics
that he expects to introduce in
the U.S. in mid-1981. Other
home-furnishings products, including furniture, are also
being considered
New items already being
manufactured include terry.
cloth robes at the low coat end
of the Pratesi spectrum and
silk and cashmere sheets at the
high end. The silk-cashmere
combination will be unique -warmer and softer than any
other material, he said.

most of them believe that it is
impossible to obtain a good lacquer finish with a brush, many
do-it-yourselfers have demonstrated that an excellent finish
can be achieved if certain fundamentals are observed.
The first thing that must be
remembered about the use of
lacquer is that it is a very fastdrying material. This rapid
drying process has the advantage of permitting two or more
coats to be put on in a single
day, but it is also responsible
for whatever poor results occur.
Regular lacquer, as distinguished from some lacquertype finishes, requires thinning
before use. The beginner should
work with a combination of 50
percent lacquer, 50 percent lacquer thinner. This mixture will
work for most projects. As you
acquire some skill with lacquer, you will decide for yourself which combinations are
best for which jobs. The only
exception to this rule of thumb
for the beginner is when the
container specifies the percentage of materials in the
mixture. Incidentally, when you
buy lacquer and intend to apply
it with a brush, be sure to tell
the dealer.that you want brushing lacquer.
When applying lacquer, do so
with a flowing stroke, covering
small areas at a time and
working rapidly. Do not rebrush: that is, do not go over any
brushed portion a second time.
Instead, do one section, dip the
bristles into the lacquer and
immediately start on the adjoining section, blending the
second part into the edges of
the first_ The idea is to accom.
plisb this merger before the
first part begins to set, which
sometimes can be a matter of
seconds. It's just a bit tricky,
but you will get the knack of it
rather quickly if you practice a
few times on scrap wood.
Virtually all clear finishes
that provide a hard surface are

ERC Approves
Rate Increases By
Big Rivers Corp,
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP The state Energy Regulatory
Commission has approved
ratemincreases by Big Rivers
Electric Corp. which will increase its annual revenue
more than $24.1 million or
16.74 percent.
The utility had asked . for
629.4 million or 20.43 percent,
saying the primary reason for
the increase is a new
generating plant at Sebree in
Webster County.

Get more
out of your
carpets.

Rent

AMERICAN HOST
cirydcancr for carpets

200 E. Main 753-8201
innztele
RENTAL SALES

CENTER

Here's the Answe
.
r .•_r

11, AY LANG
AP Newsdealer's
Q. - I am contused by the
terms "exposure" and "coverage" in talking about roofing
materiski. Can you explain
what dWdifference is?
A. - Coverage is an approximate indication of the amount
of weather protection provided
by different roofing products.
Roll roofings, for example, are
considered single coverage
items. Those whose coverage is
such that nowhere is there any
significant root area with less
than two Or three thicknesses
are termed double coverage or
triple coverage, respectively.
Exposure is the distance between the buttline edge of one
course of shingles and the buttline edge of the next course. If
doing any roofing yourself, be
certain the exposure does not
exceed the manufacturer's reconunendations.
--Q. - I went into a hardware
store the other day to buy a
pipe wrench. The dealer kept
calling it a Stillson wrench. He
said that was the kind used for
pipes. Is there some difference
between a pipe wrench and a
Stinson wrench? They seemed
to look alike. The dealer didn't
know what the difference was.
A. - Both are pipe wrenches.
The only difference is that the
adjusting nut of the Stillson
wrench is in a separate housing. It's a technical difference
that shouldn't concern you for
most general household purposes.

1

MICROWAVE OVEN CHECK - fames W. Erwin of
the Calloway County Health
Department is shown checking a microwave oven for
radiation. The department will
be offering free inspections to individuals or food establishme
nts with the ovens. The
free testing will begin on Feb. 2, however, persons
wisfiing to have units inspected
should call the department at 733-3381 prior to fan. 30
to schedule an appointment.

Li

best applied in several th'n
coats rather than a thick one.
There are some differences of
opinion about whether each
coat should be sanded. A good
way to make a determination is
to run the tips of your fingers
over each coat after it has
dried. Even the tiniest imperfections can be felt in this way.
If you do sand, be sure to wipe
off all grit before the next coat
is applied.
The final coat can be made
even better by sanding VERY
lightly with "wet" sandpaper
Some persons use pumice powder and oil, and some follow
this with rottenstone and oil.
There are also rubbing compounds available for the final
smoothing operation.

A. - Apply a large daub of
joint compound across the
joint. Level it with the surrounding surface. Apply the
perforated tape over the seam,
pressing it into the compound
and then removing the excess.
Embed tape with a thin layer
of compound to fill the taper
flush with the panel surface.
Allow to dry. To finish end
joints which are not paperwrapped, apply the compound
and center the tape directly
over the joint. Do not overlap
tape applied at tapered joints.

(.4 - What is the paper on
the non-vapor barrier side of
insulation bans' Should it tie
lett.on'
A - It's merely a covering
intended to protect the insulation fibers during stupment
and installation Strip it off
after the butts are in place It's
not on all baths
All the details of insulating
an attic by yourself are in
Andy Lang's booklet, "Saving
Money by Insulating," which
can be obtained by sending 50
cents and a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to KnowHow, P.O Box 477, Huntington,
N. Y 11743. Questions of general interest will be answered in
the column, but individual correspondence cannot be undertaken

Basic Landscape
Design Class Set
At Calloway High
A class in Basic Landscape Design will be taught at
Calloway County High School
beginning Tuesday, Feb. 3 at
7:00 p.m.
The fundamentals of
residential landscape design
will be discussed. Individual
topics will deal with site
analysis, the public area,
private and service areas,
identification and selection of
trees and shrubs. Class
members will have the option
of developing their own landscape plan.
Jamie Potts, Borticulture
teacher at CCHS 4111 conduct
the class.
There will not be a charge
for the class. To register, call
the CCHS Agriculture Department at 753-2545 between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. The
class will be limited to 15
students.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

(The techniques of using pu-mice, rottenstone, lacquer,
shellac, varnish, stain, etc., are
detailed in Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood Finishing in the
Home," available by sending 50
cents and a long, stamped envelope to Know-How, P.O. Box
477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.1

Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray K y

BEL-AIR DECOR
WE ACCEPT
VISA & MASTER CHARGE
LAYAWAYS AVAILABLE

Sale

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
STORE HOURS
MON. FRI. 700 AM, 500 P
Phone 753-3642 SAT. 7.00 A M 12.00P M

Paint & Wallpaper

Sale

Stock Paper
$8.00 Per Double - $10.00 Per Double $12.00 Per Double
All Special Order Paper 10% Off

(41F71"-a•
Interior Latex Flat Wall
Reg. 11.25 Now 9930
Reg. 9.35 Now $740
Reg, 7.35 Now $550

Li

I

Interior Sale

Interior Enamels
Interior Oil Semi Glass Reg, 16.95 Now $1580
Latex Enamel Reg. 13.95 Now 1160 "
Prof. Latex Enamel Reg. 10.95 Now $935
Wall Trime Does Walls & Woodworks
Reg. 14.95 Now $1260
-MAKE ONE Ciet NT DO IT ALL-

New Shipment
Bentwood Chairs $4995
Dining Room Set Finished
Heavy Deauty
Ladder Backs'6995
6 Chairs Large Table
Beautiful Chairs
Only s695°° Very Special Set
With Scroll Back $69"
New Shipment In Brass Items
Going Out Of light Fixture Business Sale
Cost & Below Cost
All Kinds Of Light Fixtures
Thomas Brand
Outside Fixtures - Inside Fixtures
PRICED TO SF1L
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Are You Ready For The 15th?
Federal Income Tax time is upon us again and the April 15
deadline will
be here before we turn around. Now is a good time to
begin gathering
together your forms, receipts, etc., in preparation for filling
out your
return for the 1980 Tax Year.
Information contained in this special section should be helpful as
you
undertake the annual task. The information is directly from the
Internal
Revenue Service.

A Special Section Of

Wierray Ledger & Times
TueScial,, lanuary

2', 1981

Tax Rules for 1980 Basically Like Previous
Year's
ent on your parents' return and
had $1,000 or more in unearned
income (such as interest or
dividends).

By JIM LUTHER
able to use last year's return as
Associated Press Writer
a guide in filling out this year's
WASHINGTON (AP) — Rule forms.
No. 1 for filling out your federThe first decision is whether
al income-tax return this year:
you must file a return. The anForget all the talk last year swer depends chiefly on your
about a tax cut.
income, age, and marital statCongress passed no general
us.
tax cut last year. And although
In general, you must file a
a tax reduction is likely within
return — even though you owe
the next few months, it will
no tax — if in 1979 you were:
have no effect on 1980 returns,
— SINGLE and under age 65
which are due by April 15.
with income of at least $3,300,
A major new tax incentive
or 65 or older with income of
for savers that was passed last
$4,300 or more.
year took effect only with inter— MARRIED, you and your
est and dividends received this
spouse were under 65, with inyear — for which returns will
come of at least $5,400; or, one
was 65 or over with income of
be filed in 19.
at least $6,400, or both were 65
Because the tax laws are bas- or
older with
ically the same as in 1979, most least $7,400. total income of at
individual taxpayers should be
— MARRIED, with income of
at least $1,000, and filing a separate return or living apart
from your spouse at year's end.
— SINGLE or MARRIED and
cook' be claimed as a depend-

Use of Label Envelope,
Prevents Errors, Delays
Many simple errors that can social security
number. Such an
cause weeks of delay in the process- error can
take weeks or even
ing of federal income tax returns months
to unscramble,according to
could be avoided if taxpayers used the IRS,
and is one of the major
the label and envelope that accom- causes
of delayed refund checks.
pany their tax package, the Internal
The IRS advises taxpayers to use
Revenue says.
the label, even if corrections are
The peel-off label, which is necessary. If
such is the case — due
encoded with the taxpayer's name, to a change of
address, for example
address and social security number, — the correcti
on should be made
is designed to expedite processing at directly on the
label.
IRS Service Centers and prevent
Errors can also be averted if
common errors that can delay taxpayers
use the pre-addressed,
issuance of refund checks.
coded envelope, which speeds sortOne of the common and yet most ing of tax returns
during the annual
troublesome errors that -can be deluge of
mail that arrives at the 10
averted by use of the label is the IRS service
centers.
listing of an incorrect or illegible

— MARRIED, vridowed or
head of household and received
any advance payment of the
"earned-income credit" from
an employer. This credit is
available only to working families with incomes under $10,000
a year.
Even if none of those conditions requires you to file, you
may want to submit a retirn if
you are due a tax refund. For
example, a young person who
earned a few hundred dollars
from a part-time job may have
had taxes withheld; those taxes
can be refunded if a return is
filed.
Which form to use?
Forty-one percent of the 90.9
million individual returns filed
last year were on the singlepage Form 1040A. If yot qualify, you may simply list your
exemptions, add up your income, sign the return and let
Internal Revenue Service figure

your tax.
You may be able to use the
short form if your income was
$20,000 or less ($40,000 if you
are married and filing a joint
return) — and was all from
wages, salaries, tips and unemployment compensation, except
for up to $400 in interest or
dividends.
You must use the longer
Form 1040 if you:
—Itemize deductions or claim
adjustments to income, such as
moving expenses, or
—Claim more than three exemptions if single or more than
nine if filing a joint return, or
—Claim certain credits, such
as for the elderly or enerffs
conservation, -or adjustments,
spch as for moving expenses,
or if you
—Are single, can be claimed
as a dependent by your parents
and had $1,000 or more in
unearned income (such as interest and dividends) and
earned income such as wages
and salaries ) of under $2,300.
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Home Sale Benefit For Some
Individuals age 55 and older are
allowed a one-time excluson of up
to SI00,000 of profit on the sale of
their principal personal residence,
the Internal Revenue Service says.
This exclusion applies to sales after
July 26, 1978.
The IRS notes that this exclusion
applies to the sale of a home which
has been an individual's principal
residence for 3 out of 5 years. or 5
out of 8 years if the individual is 65

years ot age or older. The special 5
out of 8 year rule for taxpayers over
65 only applies for the sale of a,
principal residence before July 26,
1981.
Additional information is available free in IRS Publication. 523,
"Tax Information on Selling Your
Home.- by filling out the order
blank found an the tax package, or
by calling the IRS Forms; Tax
Information number listed in the
telephone directory.
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By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Families with incomes under $10,000
in 1980 may be eligible for a
tax credit of up to $500 when
they file their federal tax returns this year.
In some cases, those who
qualify for this "earned-income
credit" will get a check from
the government even though
they didn't make enough money
last year to owe any taxes.
You may reduce your tax bill
by claiming credits for selected
energy-conservation measures,
child-care expenses or contributions to political candidates.
There is a special credit for
certain low-income elderly persons.
These credits have one thing
in common: they provide a dollar-for-dollar cut in taxes. By
comparison, a deduction only
deductions that they owe no
tax.
T h e instructions accom-

reduces the amount of income
subject to taxation.
Congress approved the
earned-income credit as an incentive for lower-income families to work instead of accepting welfare. The credit is available only to families (one or
two parents and one or more
dependents under the same
roof) with incomes of under
$10,000.
The credit is for 10 percent
of the first $5,000 of earned income — which means wages,
salaries, tips, housing, meals
and other goods and services
provided by an employer.
Earned income does not include
interest, Social Security benefits, unemployment compensation and the like.
The credit is reduced gradually as income rises above $6,000 and disappears at the $10,000 level. The credit is available even to qualified families
from whose paychecks no taxes
were withheld and to those who
have so many exemptions or

panying federal tax forms include a worksheet for determining eligibility for the credit; the
tax break can be claimed on either the short Form 1040A or
the long Form 1040.
The child-care credit is available only to those filing the
long form, which must be ac-

companied by a special Form
2441. But the effort may be
worthwhile because the credit
can go as high as $400 a year
where one child or dependent is
involved or $800 where there
are two or more.
The credit is generally for 20
percent of the first $2,000 you
paid someone last year to provide household services for
your child or other dependent
under age 15 so that you or
your spouse could work. If the
services were for two or more
dependents, the credit is for 20
percent of the first $4,000 of expenses.
The homeowner or renter
who last year installed such
energy-saving items as insulation or storm windows for
his or her principal residence
may be eligible for a tax credit
of up to $300. The credit is
available only in the case of a
home that was built before
April 20, 1977, and is for 15 percent of the first $2,000 spent for
conservation.
Similarly, a credit of up to
$4,000 is provided to help offset
costs of installing in the home

such exotic energy items as solar, wind and geothermal
equipment. This credit is for 40
percent of the first $10,000
spent.
The special credit for the elderly has one set of rules for
persons 65 or older and another
set for retired government employees under 65 and their
spouses. The credit is for 15
percent of a base amount,
which varies with age, marital
status and type and size of income.
Because several calculations
are involved, the Internal Revenue Service will figure this
credit for you if you desire. Details on how to let the IRS do
the work are on page 3 of the
instructions accompanying
Form 1040.
The simplest of the credits is
for political contributions and
may be claimed on either the
short or long form. This allows
you to reduce your taxes by
half the amount you gave.
The credit is limited to $50
for a single person and $100 for
a couple filing a joint return.
NEXT: Some final tips.
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Special Credits Reduce Bill For Some Taxpayers

A Check For Dependency
Many people depend on each
other However, to claim a person
as a dependent on the Federal
Income tax return, certain specific

ri4

Free IRS Publication 552 tens how to keep good records
that can save you tax dollars'

Good Records
Make It Easy
Keeping accurate and complete
tax records makes tax return preparation easier, the Internal Revenue
Service advises
You should keep the necessary
records to prepare a complete and
accurate income tax return. Generally, you should keep your records
for as long as their contents may be
material in administering any internal Revenue law.
Records to keep
• receipts, cancelled checks and
other evidence to prove amounts
claimed as deductions;
any documents to prove an overpayment of tax if a claim for refund
is made:
copies of tax returns due or filed.
How long to keep records
• Records that support an item of
income or a deduction 'should he
kept until the statute of limitations
for the return expires (generally
three years from the date the return
was due or filed, or two years from

the date the tax was paid, whichever
occurs later).
• Other records that concern income averaging or property transactions—purchase of a home, for
example—should be kept for as
long as they are material.
• Copies of tax returns filed should
be kept even after the conceited
checks, receipts and other records
are disposed of, since they may be
helpful in preparing future returns.
Keep them for at least three years to
conform to the statute of limitations, although if you are considering income averaging you will nerd
your records for the past four years.
• Additional information on maintaining records is contained in IRS
Publication 552, -Recordkeepistg
Requirements and a LW of Tax
Publications - available free by
using the mail-order form in your
tax package, or by calling the IRS
Forms., Tax Information number
listed in the telephone directory

requirements must be met The
following quiz should help you
determine whether or not a person
is your dependent

True
False
I. You furnished more than half the person's
financial support during the year
2. His or her income is less than $1000 unless the
person is your child or stepchild and under nineteen
or a full-time student.
3. The person was a U.S. citiien, resident or national.
or a resident of Canada or Mexico for some part ol
the year you wish to claim him or her.
4. The person is your child, stepchild, parent,
stepparent, grandparent, grandchild, brother, sister,
stepbrother, stepsister, in-law, or. if related by blood,
your aunt, uncle, niece, or nephew. If the person is
not one of the listed relatives, he or she was a member
of your household and lived with you for the entire
year.
5. If married, the person is not filing a Joint return
with his or her spouse OR and they are filing a Joint
return only ta claim a refund of tax withheld.
Correct Answers:TRUE for all five. If you checked TRUE for all
statements you may claim the person as your dependent.
Note: There are special rules for children of divorced or separated parents
and for persons supported by more than one taxpayer. Additional
information can be found in the free IRS Publication 501, "E.xemptions.To obtain a copy of this handy reference use the order form in the tax
package, or call the IRS Forms lax Information number listed in the
telephone directory.
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Unemployment Benefits Taxable In
Some Cases

By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — Some
of the millions of Americans
who received unemployment
checks last year will be surprised to learn that part of the
benefits may be taxable.
With the number of two-earner families on the rise, Congress agreed in 1978 that under
certain conditions unemployment benefits should be taxed.
For a single person, the tax
starts when income exceeds
$20,000 a year; for a couple filing a joint return, when income
exceeds $25,000.
One-half of each dollar above
those levels — up to the
amount of unemployment compensation — is taxable.
For example, a couple filing
a joint return with unemployment compensation of $2,500
and other income totaling $25,-

000 would pay tax on $1,250 of
the unemployment benefits. A
single person with unemployment benefits of $3,500 and other income of $30,000 would pay
taxes on all the benefits.
Whether you file the 1040A
short form or the long 1040,
there is a line for listing unemployment compensation. And in
each case, a worksheet for determining the taxable amount
of these benefits is included on
page 10 of the instructions.

welfare, workmen's compensation and veterans' disability benefits are not taxable.
You don't have to pay taxes on
child support, gifts or Life-insurance death benefits.
Among items you must report
as income: wages, salaries,
tips, bonuses, dividends (above
a $100 exclusion), interest,
alimony, prizes and awards,
jury-duty fees, gains from the
sale of property, pensions,
farming or business profits and
rents.
If you sold your home and
within 18 months did not buy
one that cost at least as much,
you must report the profit as
income. But if you owned the
home for at least a year, such
profit qualifies for special
treatment as a long-term capital gain and only 40 percent of
it is taxed.
If you are 55 or older, how-

Supplemental unemployment
compensation paid for by the
employer is considered wages
and is fully taxable. It must be
listed with other income, not
with government-paid
benefits.
Although the government
taxes a portion of unemployment benefits, such federal
payments as Social Security,
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ever, you may sell your home
in which you have lived at least
three years out of the last five
and keep $100,000 of the profit
tax-free without investing in another house. This exclusion is
available only once in a lifetime.
If you claimed an itemized
deduction in a prior year for
state or local income taxes paid
and then received a refund
of
such taxes in 1980, you must report the refund as income.
With some types of income,
you have to do more than just
list it on the main tax form.
For example, if interest totals
more than $400, Schedule
B
must be filed, hating each payment and the source. Gains
or
losses from the sale of assets
are filed on Schedule D.
An individual or couple filing
the 1040 long form may be able
to reduce the amount of incom
e

subject to tax even withou
t
itemizing deductions.
An adjustment is available
for expenses of moving in
connection with a job or busine
ss,
but only if the move added
at
least 35 miles to the distan
ce
from the old home to the place
of work.
Other adjustments: alimony,
payments (within limits) to
an
individual retirement plan;
penalties paid for early withdrawal of savings; and (unde
r
strict conditions) disability
Payments made to persons under
65 who are retired as
permanently and totally disabled.
Adjustments are listed at the
bottom of the front page of
Form 1040 and subtracted from
total income to determine adjusted gross income. Deduc
tions — standard or itemized
—
are subtracted from that figure
to get income on which taxes
must be paid

Moving? Don't
Forget Refund
Taxpayers who move alter filing
their Federal income tax return and
are expecting a relund should notify
the post office serving the old
address, the Internal Revenue Service says.
The IRS center where the return
was filed should also be notified of

the address change. !his will help
the IRS to forward the refund check
to the new address as soon as
possible. When advising the IRS of
the address change, the taxpayer's
Social Security number should be
included in the correspondence.
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Separated and divorced parents
are subject to certain tax regulations
when claiming children as dependents. the Internal Revenue Service
points out.
Since each child can be claimed
by only one parent, generally the
parent with custody of the child tor
the greater part of the year is
entitled to the dependency deduction.
But there ar,two exceptions to
the rule based upon terms of the
divorce decree or other agreement
and the amount contributed to the
child's support by the parent without custody.
Divorced or separated parents
should check the details of these
exceptions in their tax instructions
before either parent claims the
children as dependents.
Additional information is avail.bk in IRS Publication 501, -Exemptions," and IRS Publication
504. nix Information for Divorced
or 'Separated Individuals:* These
publications may be obtained by
tilling out the order blank in the tax
package, or by calling the IRS
Forms Tax Information number
listed in your telephone directory.
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USE PEEL-OFF LABEL IT'S ON
THE
FRONT OF YOUR TAX PACKAG
E.
IF ANYTHING ON THE LABEL IS
WRONG, CORRECT IT.
FILL IN WHERE YOU LIVE
CENSUS NEEDS INFORMATION TO
DISTRIBUTE REVENUE SHARING
FUNDS
CHECK PAGE 6 FOR DETAILS
GET THIS INFORMATION FROM
YOUR W-2 OR FROM YOUR TAX
RECORDS
EACH TAXPAYER WHO OWNS
STOCK CAN
SUB
TRA
CT
A
POR
TION
OF DIVIDENDS WHICH COME
FROM
CERTAIN U.S. CORPORATIONS.
SEE PAGES 3 & 10.

YOUR UNEMPLOYMENT
COMPENSATION MAY BE TAXABL
E
CHECK WORKSHEET ON PAGE
10

IF LINE 11 IS LESS THAN $10,
000
AND
IF YOUR CHILD LIVED WITH
YOU
LAST YEAR...
CHECK PAGE 12
YOU MIGHT BE ABLE TO TAK
E
THE EARNED INCOME CREDIT.

ALWAYS
SIGN
.
.
IF YOU FILE A JOINT RETURN
YOUR
SPOUSE MUST ALSO SIGN

1

-

el wecianty number
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If you find It helpful, please
use it along
with your tits instruction,. never
in place of
them

1040A - DO IT YOURSELF

About one-half of all trurpayers will
be able
to use FOOT 1040A this year It is
you can easily complete it Pleasedesigned so
try

oM E

eel name

Your tax instruchon package contai
ns the
information needed to complete
the form
This Signal Shears simply an aucl
Like a
traffic signal, it does not tell
you
you should do something. Ratherhow or why
, it alerts
to things you don't want to Mies
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ONE TEST FOR...
HEAD OF THE HOU
SEHOLD IS
DID YOU SUPPORT A HOME FOR
YOURSELF AND ANOTHER
PERSON?
SEE PAGE 7 FOR DETAILS
}

REGARDLESS OF AGE OR
SIGHT, CHECK THE
"YOURSELF" BOX. IF YOU FILE
A JOINT RETURN ... CHECK
THE "SPOUSE" BOX. THEN
CHECK ANY OTHER BOXES
THAT APPLY.

IF YOU WANT IRS TO FIGURE
YOUR
TAX AND..
YOU OWE:
IRS OWES YOU:
YOU WILL GET
YOU WILL GET
A BILL WHICH
' A REFIJN D.
MUST BE PAID
WITHIN 30 DAY .d/
1
4

IF LINE 13 IS LARGER THAN
LINE 15
SUBTRACT LINE 15
FROM LINE 13
THIS IS YOUR REFUND.

IF LINE 15 IS LARGER THA
N
LINE 13... SUBTRACT LINE
13
FROM LINE 15
THIS IS YOUR TAX OWED.

_

Math Errors, Unsigned Returns Ca
n Delay Refunds

By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
There's nothing like a simple
error in arithmetic to delay
your federal tax refund — except forgetting to sign the return.
Those were the two mostcommon mistakes when 90.9
million individual returns were
filed with the Internal Revenue
Service last year. And they are
expected to lead the list when
the IRS processes the 93.6 million returns anticipated this
year.
Despite a continuing effort to
simplify the tax-filing process,
It's still a confusing exercise
and there is plenty of room for
error. Here are some suggestions that might cut your taxes
or speed your refund check:
— If you itemize deductions,
list only those that you can
prove. You have a good chance
of being audited if you claim
deductions that are out of line
with your income.
— Don't throw away receipts
and other records that back up

your return. In general, hold on
to records of income, deductions and credits for three
years. Records of transactions
involving property, including
your home, should be retained
for as long as you own it.
— Ninety percent of taxpayers can, after totaling their
income, determine how much
tax they owe simply by looking
at a table. There are separate
tables for single persons, married persons filing a joint return, marrieds filing separately, and heads of household.
The other 10 percent includes
single persons with taxable income (after deductions) over
$20,000 and couples on a joint
return whose income exceeded
$40,000. They must file a Schedule TC with their return and
calculate their liability on a
tax-rate schedule.
- — An unmarried or legally
separated person may owe less
tax ifb he or she qualifies as
head of household. But the
rules are strict: you must have
paid more than half the coat of
keeping up the home in which

ize deductions, all your 1980 income must have been from salaries, tips, interest, dividends

you lived all year with your
child of grandchild, or the principal residence of your mother
or father, whom you can claim
as a dependent.
— In many circumstances the
IRS will figure your tax for
you. To qualify, you can't item-

Rules For Sale Or
Exchange Of Property
Homeowners who sell or exchange a personal residence and
postpone paying taxes on any gain
from the sale must report the
transaction in the same year, the
Internal Revenue Service says.
The sale must be reported using
Form 2119, "Sale or Exchange of
Principal Residence." available by
using the handy coupon in the tax
package. If a taxable gain results,
Schedule D (Form 1040). "Capital
Gains and Losses." must also be
used.
The IRS monitors the returns of
taxpayers whose circumstances
suggest a saje which should be
reported, such as a return showing a
change of address and a real estate
deduction, but without the required
form attached.
Generally, the gain from the sale
of a principal residence is not taxed
at the time of • sale if a more
expensive replacement residence is
purchased and occupied within 18
months(24 months if constructing a
new residence) before or after the
sale of your home. However, if you
constructed a new residence, the
construction must have begun not
later than 18 months after the sale
of your home. and you must
occupy it as your principal residence
not later than 2 years after the sale
of your home. Also, the cost of the
new residence, whether purchased
or constructed, must be at least as
much as the adjusted selling price of
the old home to postpone tax on all
the gain. If the cost of the new
residence isioss you may still be able
to postpone oart of the tax.

The tax may be postponed,
according to the IRS, but not
forgotten. Any gain realized from
the sale must be subtracted from the
cost or basis of the replacement
residence, thus lowering its basis. In
the long run, lowering the basis will
increase the amount of the gain that
will result from the eventual sale of
the replacement home.
For example: A home is purchased for $30,000 and sold for
$40,000. The result is a gain of
$10,000. A replacement residence is
bought within 18 months for
$50,000. the $10,000 gain from the
first house must be substracted from
the basis of the new house ($50,00010,000=S40.000). If the second
house is eventually sold for $65,000
and not replaced, the owner must
pay a tax on $25,000 ($65,000S40,000), the combined gain from
both homes. However, if the owner
is at least SS years of age when thc
home is sold, he or she may be
eligible to elect a special one-time
exclusion of up to $100,000 of the
gain.
The IRS points out that the sale
must be reported to establish a
record of the current basis upon
which taxes on the deferred gain can
be figured.
Additional information appears
in the free IRS Publication 523,
"Tax Information on Selling Your
Home" which is available by filling
out the handy order blank in your
tax package or by calling the IRS
Forms.: Tax Information number
listed in the telephone directory.

Tax Forms At P.O.
The major 1040 family of federal
income tax forms may he picked -up
at many banks and post offices, the
Internal Revenue Service says
On a voluntary basis, and to
provide a public service, over 37,000
banks and post offices nationwide
display these forms for free distribution to taxpayers. This convenient

service is supplemented by
additional distribution sources. If
taxpayers
require other tax forms or
wish to
order any of the various
informational publications, the IRS
recommends using the handy order
in the tax package or callingform
the
IRS Forms/ Tax Infor
mation
number listed in the
telephone
directory.

or pensions, and your total income cannot exceed $20,000 if
single or $40,000 if you are married and filing a joint return.
— If your earnings jumped
sharply in 1980, you may gain a
considerable tax saving by averaging your income of the last
five years. This requires several computations and the filing
of Schedule G.
— A person who worked for
two or more employers in 1980
and had more than $1,588 in Social Security taxes withheld
may credit the excess against
income taxes.
— Remember three recent
changes in the law: Gasoline
taxes are no longer deductible;
all or part of any unemployment compensation you received last year may be taxed,
and it's a lot more difficult to
claim a deduction for using a
portion of your home in connection with your work.
— You may deduct your gambling losses — but they may

not exceed the gambling winnings that you report as income.
— If you are due a large refund and don't like the idea of
letting the government use your
money interest-free over the
year, you may want to file with
your employer a new Form W-4
and have less withheld from
your paychecks.
On the other hand, if you
have to send IRS a large check
with your return, you may
want to have more withheld
each payday. If your balance
due is $100 or more you may
have to file a declaration of estimated tax for 1981. Form
1040-ES provides details.
— Elderly taxpayers are
allowed several special tax
breaks, including an extra $1,000 exemption (for those 65 or
over), a credit for up to 15 percent of a base amount of certain income, and a one-time
tax-free gain of up to 8100,000
on the sale of a principal residence ( for those 55 or older).
— Returns are due by midnight April 15.

Wait Ten Weeks
Taxpayers filing their 1980 Federal income tax returns and claiming
a
refund should wait at least 10 weeks
to contact the Internal Revenue
Service about a delayed tefund, the
IRS says.
Generally, taxpayers who file
returns early in.the year should

receive refunds in less than
two
months, unless their return
was
incorrect in some manner, accord
ing to the IRS.
Those taxpayers filing return
s
after April I should wait until
after
June 15 to contact the IRS
about a
refund.

This Is A
"How To" Ad
Row to increase your sayings...
1. At the end of the day, set aside every dime or quarter in
your pocket or purse to be added to savings.
2. When you get overtime pay, save it.
3. Put your income tax refund check, or other special income
into savings. Or if you can't do that, save half of it.
4. Once in a while go on a "crash" savings program for a
week or month.
5. Plan ahead for larger expenses so they won't put you "in
the hole."
6. Remember Home Federal, because we pay the HIGHEST
interest rates with the LOWEST minimum deposits allowed by federal law on savings plans that are insured up
to $40,000 by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation.

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Murray,Ky.
1201 Main
759-1630
Main Office 1601 Broadway Paducah
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Inflation May Make Itemizing
More Ad

By JIM LUTHER
1040A. Itemizers must use the
Associated Press Writer
two-page Form 1040 and SchedWASHINGTON (AP) — Fewule A, and they must keep
er than 90 percent of individual
records to back up their deductaxpayers itemize deductions
tions.
when they file their federal
The first section on Schedule
income-tax returns. But infla
tion
A is for medical and dental exmay make it worthwhile
penses, and it's also the area
for
more to take that route
that causes the most problems
this
year.
for taxpayers. That's because
With housing prices
two percentage calculations are
and
mortgage interest rates risin
involved.
g
rapidly, homeowners, espec
Even if an itemizer has no
ially, may find it beneficial
other unreimbursed medical exto
itemize. Buying the average
penses, half (up to $150) of the
home a few years ago migh
premiums paid for medical int
have produced an interest
surance during the year may
deduction of $3,000 or so. At
be deducted. Beyond that, the
today's prices, the deduction
only deductible medical excould be twice that figure.
penses are those that exceed 3
A single person will save
percent of adjusted gross inmoney by itemizing deductions
come, which for most people is
if they total more than $2,30
the same as total income.
0,
which is the value of the stand
For example, a couple with
ard deduction (now called zero-$20,000 income could get no debracket amount). For a coupl
ducti
e
on for the first $600 worth
filing a joint return, deductions
of unreimbursed medical bills
would have to exceed $3,400.
paid in 1980. Anything above
Itemizing requires considera$600 could beededucted.
bly more work than takin
g the
The costs of medicine and
standard deduction. Most
drugs can be included in the
who
don't itemize need only fill
medical deduction, but only
in a
few lines on the short
those that exceed 1 percent of
Form

vantageous This Year

income. The $20,000 couple
could include in the total medical deduction any drug cost
above $200, but still would have
to pass the $600 threshold.
Deductible medical expenses
include the remainder of premiums paid for medical insur-

ance; doctors' fees, nursing
help, hospital care, hearing
aids, eyeglasses, crutches,
wheelchairs and similar medical aids. Often overlooked is a
deduction for travel to and
from doctors' offices and hospitals, which includes nine cents
a mile plus parking fees.
The other deductions allowed
on Schedule A:
— TAXES: State and local
taxes on property, income and
sales. Included in the instructions accompanying the tax
forms are state-by-state tables
to estimate your sales tax; you
may claim more if you can
prove it. Gasoline taxes are no
longer deductible.
— INTEREST: On home
mortgages, credit-card purchases, car and other personal
loans and revolving charge accounts.
— CONTRIBUTIONS: Charitable cash contributions for
which you have receipts may
be lumped together. If you
gave property, submit a statement describing it and explaining how you determined its value. Special rules may apply if

contributions exceed 20 perce
nt
of income.
— CASUALTY LOSSES:
Of
personal property, such as
by
fire or theft, for whic
h you
were not reimbursed.
Misplaced property doesn't quali
fy.
The first $100 of damage is
not
deductible. If you had more
than one casualty or lost
more
than one item, a special
form
must be filed.
— MISCELLANEOUS:
Including union dues; education
expenses required to allow
you
to keep your present salar
y or
job, but not to qualify for
a better job; certain employme
ntagency fees; subscriptions
to
professional publications; rental of a safe-deposit box
for
bonds or other securities;
and
uniforms and safety equipmen
t
for your job.
After adding together all
these deductions, subtract
the
standard deduction — $2,300
for
single persons, $3,400
for
couples on a joint return.
The
remaialer is subtracted from
gross income (on Form 1040)
to
determine how much income
is
subject to tax.

dir

Excess Social Security
If you worked for two or more
employers during 1980 and recei
ved
wages totaling more than $25,9
00.
and more than $1,587.67 of socia
l
security tax was withheld, you
are
entitled to claim the excess socia
l
security tax withheld as a
credit
against your income tax. If you
file

a joint return, you and your spous
e
must make separate computations.
However, if you worked for only
one employer and more than
$1,587.67 was withheld, you
rosy
not claim the excess as a
credit
against your income tax.
Your
employer should adjust this
overcollection with you.

LET US HELP
Clear up your confusion — read the
instruakihs in your tax package

Tax Exemptions
For Age,Blindness
An exemption Is a set amount
which is deducted from your gross
income in figuring taxable income,
the Internal Revenue Service explains.
The regular exemption is $1,000
and is allowed for the taxpayer,
his
or her spouse, and his or her
dependents. For taxpayers who
use
the Tax Tables, this exemption
allowance is computed into the
tables.
In addition, there are exemptions
for age and blindness. The age and
blindness exemptions may be
claimed only for the taxpayer and
his or her spouse, not for a dependent.
A citizen, resident, or national of
the United States or a resident of
Canada or Mexico who is 65 or
older by the end of the year is
allowed an additional exemption
of
$1,000. Taxpayers are considered 65
on the day before their 65th birthday.

Citizens, residents, or nationals of
the United States or residents
of
Canada or Mexico are allowed
an
additional exemption of $1 ,000
for
blindness if they are blind
at the
close of the tax year. Perso
ns losing
their sight late in the
year are
entitled to the exemption
for the
entire year.
A person is considered blind
, for
tax purposes, if the central
visual
acuity does not exceed 20/ 200
in the
better eye with corrective
lenses or
the field of view is no great
er than
20 degrees.
Taxpayers who desire addit
ional
information on the subje
ct of
exemptions should use the
mailorder form in their tax packa
ges to
request the free IRS Publi
cation
501, "Exemprions." The
publication
is also available from IRS
by calling
the Forms/ Tax Info
rmation
number listed in the
telephone
directory.

This year let Hodges Tax Se
rvice
help you with your tax retu
rns.
FAST—DEPENDABLE—RESPONSIBL
E
5 years experience, trained in
income fax
preparation. Open Year
Around.

HODGE'S TAX SERVICE

759-1425

21.'2 mi. S. 641

Across from Trucks, Traiers 8.
Buses

• .4"•-•.;

the versatility to make 11 x17'
copies, copy both sides, and
use roost any kind of paper, including overhead transparencies and labels
Call us today
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Many Will Benefit From Itemized Deductions

•

While the IRS encourages as
many taxpayers as possible to use
the simpler 1040A form, there will
be millions of taxpayers who will
find it to their advantage to itemize
deductions on the 1040 form.
Generally, you will benefit from
itemizing deductions if you paid
interest and taxes on a home you
own, had unusually large uninsured
medical and dental expenses during
the year, made large contributions
to qualified charitable organizations, or had major uninsured
casualty losses. What this means is
that you will probably have itemized deductions totalling more than
the zero bracket amount appropriate to your filing status.
Taxpayers who itemize deductions reduce their adiusted . aross
income by- their excess itemized
deductions to arrive at their tax
table income. Excess itemized deductions are the amount by which
total itemized deductions exceed the
zero bracket amount. For example,
a married couple Ming jointly, with
itemized dedUctloos of $5,500
.
would subtract their zero bracket
amount of 53400 from the $5,500 in
order to determine their excess
itemized deductions of $2,100.
Although adjusted gross income
is reduced by only the excess
itemized deductions, all deductions
are allowed. This is because the zero
bracket amount is incorporated into
the Tax Tables and the Tax Rate
Schedules.
Itemized deductions are nonbusiness deductions. If you itemize your
deductions, you must file Form
1040 and fill in Schedule A (Form
10401. Schedule A. provides space
for listing deductible medical and

dental expenses, charitable contributions, taxes, interest paid, casualty or theft losses, and miscellaneous
items such as union dues.
If you itemize, you should keep a
record of your deductible items.
including cancelled checks and
receipts. This will verify • your
expenses should the Internal Revenue Service examine your return.
It will also help you determine
whether your itemized deductions
are greater than your zero bracket
amount.
Taxpayers who itemize can take
advantage of many deductible
expenses. Here's a brief explanation
from the IRS of some types of
deductions available:
Charitable Contributions
Generally, you may deduct contributions you paid to any qualified
organization established and operated exclusively for charitable.
religious, educational, scientific, or
literary purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or
animals: to fraternal organizations
if the contributions are used for
charitable purposes; to veterans'
organizations; or to governmental
agencies that will use the gift
exclusively for public purposes.
This means that you may deduct
your contributions to Most religious
organizations, a community fund,
Boy Scouts. the YMCA, the Red
Cross, the American Cancer Society, CARE. Veterans of Foreign
Wars, etc. You may not deduct
contributions to civic leagues or
chambers of commerce.
If you donate property (Wier than
money, you must base your deduction on the fair market value of the
propert!,; that is, the amount you

could reasonably charge it you were
selling the property.
Bear in mind that a contribution
is only a contribution at the time of
its delivery. Pledges are not contributions until you make payment.
Also, if a contribution results in a
personal benefit, all or part of it
may not be deductible. For example, if you buy a $50 ticket for a
church benefit and receive a meal at
the function worth $15, you can
only claim 535 as a charitable
contribution.
Miscellaneous Deductions
These deductions include such
items as union dues, the cost of
safety equipment, tools. and supplies used in your job including
professional and trade journals, and
expenses incurred in seeking new
employment in the same trade or
business. Job hunting expenses are
not deductible if youere seeking
employment in a new field of work.
Under the category of miscellaneous deductions you can also deduct
the rent on your safety deposit box
if you keep income-producing items
in it, such a stocks and bonds.
Taxpayers who hire someone to
prepare their tax return can also
deduct the fee paid to the preparer.
Medical Expenses
You may deduct the medical
expenses you paid during the year,
to the extent that they exceed three
percent of your adjusted gross
income. If you were reimbursed by
insurance or otherwise, that amount
must be subtracted from your
medical expenses.
Payments for the diagnosis, cure,
prevention, or treatment of a
physical or mental illness are deductible as are payments for the

purpose of atlecting any structure or is less. Hie rest of the payment for
function of the body.
medical insurance may be included
In general, deductible medical with your other medical expenses
expenses include your payments to subject to the three percent limitadoctors, dentists, psychiatrists, etc.; tion.
payments to hospitals for service, Interest
laboratory fees, x-rays, etc.,. and
The interest you paid during the
payments for eyeglasses, hearing year on a debt for which you are
aids and parts, dentures, crutches, legally responsible is deductible.
etc.
This includes such debts as a car
What are not allowed are things loan, a bank
loan, an educational
such as a trip taken to "get aKay loan, or a
mortgage of your home.
from it all," even it advised by a However,
if in 1980 you prepaid
doctor, health club dues, maternity interest
allocable to any period after
clothes, or diaper service.
1980, you can only deduct the
Expenses for transportation that amdunt of interest
allocable to 1980
are essential to medical care— such on your 1980
return.
as getting to and from a doctor's
If you buy such things as clooffice—may be included in medical thing, a radio or
TV set, furniture.
expenses. These include taxi, bus, or household
appliances on an
train, or plane fares.
installment plan or a budget charge
If you use your car, you may account or
credit card that lists a
deduct the actual cost of your gas. finance
charge, you may treat the
oil, and other operating expenses. finance charge
payment is interest.
or nine cents for each mile you use
In general. the IRS says that
your car for this purpose. You may interest deductions
must meet the
deduct parking fees and tolls in following
tests: the interest must
addition to your actual operating result from
an actual debtor, crediexpenses or deducting nine cents a tor relationship,
the interest must be
mile. You must, of course, keep based
on a valid obligation to pay a
track of such expenses.
fixed sum of money, and the debt
You may also include as part of must
be one for which you are
your medical expenses, subject to legally
liable.
the three percent limitation, your Taxes
payments for medicines and drugs The
following state or local taxes
that are more than one percent of that you
paid during the year are
your adjusted gross income. Yon deductible:
income tax (including
may include the cost of medicines taxes
withheld or paid as estimated
and drugs whether or not prescrip- tax
during the year), real property.
tions are required to obtain them. tax,
personal property tax, and
There is only one exception to the general
sales tax.
3 percent limitation on medical
Remember, the tax on certain
expenses. You may deduct, without major
purchases
a car, motorcythat limitation, one-halt of what cle, motorhome,
truck, boat, plane,
you paid for medical insurance mobile
home, or materials purduring the year, or $150, whichever chased to
build a new. home

Who can guide YOU
through the
tax maze?

Why get lost in an unfamiliar area? Tax planning
requires a professional — Your CPA.
Certified Public Accountants perform the full range
of accounting services

CPA
More than a title, It's a profession

201 S. 6th Street
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When it comes to taxes, are you positive you're not
paying too much? Maybe you're not paying enough!
In the confusing game of taxes, it pays to work with
a CPA, a Certified Public Accountant. A CPA plays a
vital role in helping you plan your path through
todays complicated tax maze.
Do you know enough about Federal, state and local
tax laws, to make sound financial business and
personal decisions? How do decisions involving
estate planning, depreciation of assets, pension and
profit sharing plans, and other areas affect taxes?
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Certified Public Accountant
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HAYFIELD
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753-8918
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Blind Man Awarded
Money From Hospital

Ex-Hostages...

icsotiondtress Page 1)

test of oxygen levels while he
NEW YORK I AP) — A 27- was in an
incubator, sought
year-old New Jersey man who damages
for suffering, insaid he was blinded shortly juries,
loss of earrungs and
after birth in an unauthorized future medical
expenses and
hospital experiment has been costs.
awarded $2.8 million from
Burton said he was born six
New York Hospital.
weeks prematurely on July 3,
The malpractice damages 1953, and weighed
only three
were awarded Monday to pounds but
was otherwise
Daniel Burton Jr. by a state healthy. He
was placed in an
Supreme Court jury.
incubator and received
The Union City resident, routine treatment.
who said he was blinded in a
The next day, one doct.if
allegedly ordered that Burton's oxygen should be reducSee your copier
ed to whatever level he could
serviceman
tolerate.
However, two days later, acoften?
cording to court testimony,
the doctor's superior, Dr.
Mary Allen Engle, canceled
the order and the oxygen was
raised to a higher level.
The hospital said it had been
iaking part in a_ federally
financed program to see if low
levels of oxygen caused blindness to infants in incubators.
Burton developed retrolental
Maybe its time to see the new
fibroplasia, the incurable
—and very reliable—A B Deck
990 plain paper copier
disease the-hospital was stuThe 990 has all of the ' most
dying.
wanted features of machineS
Defense lawyer George
costing 50% more—including
Me versatility to make tVi 17"
Pickwick maintained the baby
copies. copy both sides and
was getting routine treatment
use most any kind of paper inand the parents' consent was
cluding Overhead transparen•
cues and labels
not needed.
Call us today
Burton's mother, Jane, said
no one told her about the study
even though she had inquired
why her baby was in an incubator for four weeks. Had
she known,she said,she never
116 NORTH 7TH
would have permitted it.
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During the month of January and February, Bennett & Associates will put special emphasis on
writing Hospital Insurance for individuals...Bennett & Associates specializes in
Group Insurance. Listed below are a few employers who insure their employees through
Bennett & Associates:
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IT'S BACK AGAIN! — The Murray High Band aluminum can collection box
has been
placed back on the corner of fourth and Poplar, across from the fire
station. Larry
Perkins of the Murray Sanitation Department placed the container there
Monday morning. The aluminum can collection, which helped raise funds for the
band's trip to the
Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade in New York City, is being continued
by the Murray
Band Boosters in response to many requests from the community
to continue the
project. A spokesman said that the container will soon be relettered and funds
raised
will be used to continue the various band programs.

Colonel's Influence Remains
LOUISVILLE, Ky. API —
Colonel Harland Sanders may
be gone, but at Kentucky
Fried Chicken, his influence
remains strong.
The sign reading "The Colonel" is still on his office door.
And the furnishings and
mementos inside are much the
same as they were when he
moved into the office 10 years
ago.
Even his "SOB Board" — a
worn custom-made dartboard
bearing the picture of Barry
Rowles, the company's second
president — remains.

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE:. Ky. (AP, — USDA —
("attic 1800; slaughter steers and heifers
steady; cows 1.00 higher; bulls steady;
calves and vealers poorly tested
feeders 1.00 lower.
Slaughter steers choice 2-4 875-1170 lb
61.40-63.00, mined good and choice 2-4
855-1225 lb 5796-59.75,
Slaughter heifers choice 2-4 760-955 lb
59.2460.30, mixed good and choice 2-3
630950 lb 57.0058.50; good 2-3 900-960 lb
52.5047.00;
Slaughter cows commercial 3-5 44.0°48.75; utility 1-3 43.00-47.75, cutter 1-2
38.00-43.50; canner and cutter under 800
lb 35.00-38.00; low dressing 30.00;
Slaughter bulls 1470-2185lb 60.0042.25,
1-2 1100-1600 lb 54 0048.50. 1000-1890 lb
48.00-52.50;
Slaughter calves and craters choice
215-250 lb scalers 70.00-71.00; choice 350430 lb calves 60 50-62 00, feeder stiff i300500 lb 64.75-68.50; 500-600 lb 63.0048.75;
600703 lb 65.00-68.10; 700-850 lb 59.75.65.75, 400680 lb 62.03-66.00; 300-500 lb
60.00-64 75, 500-700 lb 55.0043 00. bob --teens 660-960 lb 47.5042.50; heifers 300400 lb 540459.50, 400-500 lb 56.00-60.10
500-725 lb 55.0059 00; 350-600 50.00-56.00;
Hog- 800: barrows and gilts 50 higher,
1-2230-240 lb 41.75-41 90; 249-265 lb 41 4041.75; 210.232 lb 41.00-41.50, 235-265 ib
40 50-41.00: 2-3 0-2.115 lb 39.50-40.50; 230290 lb 37.75-38.25. sows 1.00 higher, 1-2
300-400 lb 35.0036.09; 400-150 lb 36.0037.00; 450-500 lb 3790-3150: 500-615 lb
38.50-39.95; 1-3 350-410 lb 33.10-34.25;
boars over 300 lb 33.00-34 00; under AO lb
29.25-31.75;
Sheep 25; untrsted

Sanders' death last month at
the age of 90 was felt by
thousands, but especially his
friends at KFC.
"The colonel was so inspirational," said Richard P.
Mayer, vice chairman and
chief executive officer of the
I,011iSVilte-based company.
"He wasn't just a symbol.
He was a dynamic personality
... our spiritual leader,"
Mayer and others are quick
to point out that Sanders' impact on the business, even in
recent years, was significant.
Mayer has portrayed Sanders
as the conscience of the company.
Sanders' sharp criticisms of
KFC products — such as his
description of the KFC gravy
in one interview several years
ago as "wallpaper paste" —
were a positive catalyst for
change, Mayer said.
"He was right ... The gravy
was only part of it."
"When the product is
prepared correctly, it is the
best chicken in the world," he
said. "When it's not, it's terrible."
The company opened a
training school for franchisees
and store managers in 1977,
with substantial improvements in the product and
in sales, Mayer said. The
school had a special place in
Sanders' heart, and he spent
as much time as he could in
the school's kitchen.
The question now is what
Sanders' death will mean to
the future of thc multibilliondollar KFC Corp.
Mayer said KFC began
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planning for it years ago,
about the time Sanders
himself, in front of reporters
and cameras, unveiled his
burial plot and monument in
Cave Hill Cemetery.
"If the colonel was making
plans, we should make plans,"
Mayer said.
These included a gradual
reduction in the amount of
time Sanders appeared in
KFC commercials. In the past
few years he made only cameo
appearances at the end of TV
spots.
"In the meantime, we
developed equally effective
ads without the colonel,"
Mayer said.
The company also broke
with tradition in the past three
years, using personalities
other than Sanders in TV spots
— including actor Tony Randall and former baseball star
Hank Aaron.
When Sanders died last
month, spots in which he appeared were dropped immediately.

fur us, because that was a prayer verse
that!sang.Charles A. Jones Jr , of Det..oit, the
only black who was continued to be held
after others were released at
Thanksgiving in 1979, had told
reporters earlier he felt he was being
treated like an animal iota zoo.
He told the news conference he was
referring to the entire group "We were
fed at certain times. We were being
watched all the time. That's what I was
talking about," he said.
Jones said his treatment, as a black,
was no differnt from any of the other
hostages.
Laingen was asked if the former
hostages consider themselves heroes.
"No,ass matter of fact, I don't," he
said.
And William J. Daugherty, of Ossining, N.Y., who was said by the militant
captors to be an agent of the CIA, told
the news conference that the hostages
feel, almost unanimously, "that the
real heroes of this event have been the
families."
Applause filled the room when he said
that.
"We knew what was happening to us
and the families did not," he added.
"We did not exoerience the rollercoaster emotions of 'next week you're
going to be released, ( then) no you're
not."
Toward the end of the news conference, U. C'mdr. Robert Engelmann,
33, of Hurst, Texas, was asked about
reports that some of the hostages had
mental problems as the result of their
long captivity.
"It was a period of extreme stress,"
Engelmann said. "But what impressed
me most, boarding the plane, was the
ability to just close the door on it ...
"A lot of the stress was relieved just
by walking aboard that aircraft ... I
myself feel very well, physically and
mentally," he said.
The news conference lasted exactly
45 minutes. In all, 41 of the 52 former
hostages attended.
As the room cleared out, Laingen
picked up a long-stemmed red rose
from a desk in front of him and raised it
in a sort of victory sign.
Laingen had ended the news conference by reading a letter from Neffs
Elementary School in Neffs, Ohio.
"You are America, its strength, faith
and never-ending courage," the
message said. "Our thoughts, prayers,
will always be with you." Laingen said
that message was one of countless ones
the former hostages had received from
all parts of the world.

Near the end of the news conference,
a young woman shouted to be heard and
said she wanted to direct a question
specifically to Laingen, the top-ranking
official in the embassy when it was seized
"There's a lot in the press about torture," she said. -It's the height of
hypocrisy for the United States government to talk about torture and I
understand that the Iranian students
very quickly identified you, sir,. as a
CIA operative in Iran."
At that, there was laughter and
shouts for her to sit down, but she continued.
'What the CIA did under the auspices
of the United States government to the
Iranian people...''
Laingen tried to interrupt, but she
continued.
"People were mutilated, people were
killed, people were electrocuted," the
young woman said. "I want to know
what the nature of this so-called torture..."
Laingen finally made himself heard.
-We'll take one other question." he
said.

Opinion Asked On
Surrogate Parenting
FRANKFORT,Ky.(API — Attorney
General Stephen Beshear asked
Franklin Circuit Court today to determine the legality of surrogate parenting, a process in which a woman is
hired to bear a child.
Beshear's office issued an opinion
Monday saying the process violates at
least three state laws.
Beshear said today that his office is
asking the court to rule that the process
is illegal in Kentucky and to issue a permanent injunction against Surrogate
Parenting Associates Inc. of Louisville.
Surrogate Parenting Associates arranged what was believed to be the first
delivery of a child by a surrogate
mother in Kentucky last November.
Those participating in surrogatate
parenting could be violating criminal
statutes, Beshear said. But "because of
the uniqueness this situation we feel
that the most appropriate avenue to
pursue at this time is a civil rather than
a criminal one."
Beshear said he did not think it would
be fair to take action against those
already involved in the surrogating process. He said there are a number of
questions about money changing ha-ids
and that his office possibly would try to
stop that if the court rules that the process is illegal.

00000000•

"The Ten
Commandments??"
In 1979 I piaced 6ncuned copiez o6 the Ten Commandments in each
Cea4.6 'LOOM
ptus -the ca6eteniats and Lama/Liu in the Calloway County -school system. At
a
cost o6 $1710.00 6on, 171 likamed copiez pt41.6 the. ta.bon. son one hapeit. o6
$72.00
and 6azteneit ma-ten-Lai at a cost o6 $10.00. Not one. penny o6 this money
1.4..u4
uzed az a tax deduction and the. $72.00 paid -to -the. helpen
to
Listed with
S.S. wonkmanz compeinzation and al otheic taxez paid on it. So theite L4
NO
Fedeicat on. State money invotved in the pa/cc/laze o6 theze Ten Commandments. NOW
-the United States Supteme count, in a ziotit 5 to 4 decizion,tated that
a 1978
Kentucky state taw prt.oviding 6on the pozting o6 the Ten Comnandments in
cl.a.66/toom6 uxce unconstitutuional.
Once again, -the high count had inteA.pketed the constitutionat pkovizion
6on
zepanaion o6 chunch and state in a atnict and nannow zenze. Az the majokity
decizion atated: "The pneeminent tatutpoze 6cm. poating -the Ten Commandmentz
on
achoot /Loom watts i-s ptainty neligious in natune... The Ten Commandments
i4
undeniabty a 4aciced text in the Jewish and Chiciztian 6aithe, and no tegiztative
kecitation o6 a 6uppo4ed aecula/c punpoze can btind us to that 6act."
The. Kentucky atate teg.6statuite had attempted to avoid 'such a conatitutionat
contnovenzy by p/toviding tiot a ketigiows "dizctaimeic" to be pcmted az a hootnote to the Ten Commandments. It said, "The. oecatat application o6
the
Ten
Commanthrtentz
cteanly zeen in itz adoption as -the 6undamentat Legal code o6
Westenn Civitization and the Common Law o6 -the United Statez." In othen wonds
-the Ten Conmandments wene to be viewed az a hiztoitical az welt as a ketigiouz
document. The Kentucky tegiaatuice went even 6unthen by pnohibiting the Lae o6
tax.money -to pay 6on the pninting o6 the Ten Connandmen.ta. Pnivate
donations
wene used to pubtish the ma-ten
Centainey moist AnteltiCan6 ane in Ott agneement with the picincipte o6 the
6epaication oh chunch and etate az de6ined in the Finst Amendment. But theAe cute
<some stAiking coranadictions in just how -the. high count hab apptied thiz "4epa/cation" doctnine oven the yeaiu,.
Fon exampte, the. Ten Cormanchnents cute etched in atone on the Supteme Count'
e
own chambveo. In adminiztuting -the oath o6 o66ice to each new Pkezident,
the
Chie6 JuztAlce hotda 6on.th a aibte On -the incoming chie6 executive to zwean b4
And the &at time we Looked, Ourt 4hltinki.ng dOttalt bias stilt cannied
-the inac.niption, "In God We. Trtu.st".
I hail to 4e.e. wheAe -the. posting o6 the Ten Commandment') viotatez, the intent
o6 the Cons.titation on, o6 the. Founding FatheAz. They, above. at, gave
6u.tt
cognition to the ke.tigioue and apilcituat vatuez 06 mut F/tee Society.
B.D.Pinkenton Phone 759-4600
P.S. Any student dezin-ing a penzonat copy o6 the Ten Cornmandmentz --FREE-Cali 759-4600.
Signed
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Unbeaten Marshals Host Murray Tonight

No. 10 Marshall County Finally
Getting Some Attention, Respect
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Consequently, Marshall County 72-62 and Lexington
Marshall County is finally get- County grabbed the No. 10 Lafayette 78-65.
ting some attention - and ranking this week in voting by
Lexington Tates Creek was
sportswriters and broad- up one mark to fifth at 14-4
some respect.
(Marshall County will put casters around the state.
following victories of 108-51
Elsewhere, Lexington over Lexington Sayre, 80-77
its 16-0 record on the line
against Murray, 9-5, following Bryan Station ran its record to over Woodford County and 58the 6:30 p.m. junior varsity 19-1 and its winning streak to 56 over Louisville Ballard.
game at Marshall Cour!), 16 games and easily repeated
Sixth-ranked North Hardin
as the state's top-ranked also moved up a notch. The
tonight.)
The Marshals were team.
Trojans, 10-3, ripped East
unbeaten and ranked 14th in
The Defenders swept the 13 Hardin 87-46 before nipping
the Associated Press boys first-place votes after trounc- Elizabethtown 77-75.
high school basketball poll ing Harrison County 93-50 and
Virgie tumbled from fifth to
four' weeki ago. The next Woodford Cotuity 87-77.
Louisville Moore, Louisville seventh at 14-3 after losing 80week, they were unbeaten and
ranked 12th. A week later, the Central and Lexington Henry 58 at Williamson, the topMarshals dropped from the Clay continued as the Nos. 2, 3 ranked team in West Virginia.
The Eagles bounced back for a
ratings altogether. They still and 4 teams.
were unbeaten.
Moore, 15-2, sacked city 77-67 victory over Allen Cenrivals Iroquois (73-49) and St. tral.
That much is unchanged.
Tilghman again was eighth
The Marshals ran their Xavier (73-50). Central, 15-3,
record to 16-0 Saturday night blasted three Louisville teams despite the loss to Marshall
by
whipping
Paducah -Seneca (95-71), Male (75-52) County. The Tornado, 14-3,
Tilghman a second time this and Stuart (86-65). Henry .earlier humbled Cape Central,
Clay, 12-3, downed Franklin Mo., 100-74.
year, 72-61.

Florid:
some
tivities
Florid:

Laurel County, 15-2, moved
up a notch to No. 9 with an 8263 victory over Lincoln County.
Danville, 12-4, slipped from
ninth to llth despite routing
Garrard County 68-55 and
Casey County 66-50.
Shelby County was down a
notch at No. 12 after splitting a
pair of games. The Rockets,
12-5, rolled past Oldham County 70-50, then fell to Ballard 5548.
Frankfort continued at No.
13 with an 11-2 record despite a
75-58 romp over Owen County.
Breathitt County, 16-1, dashed past Lee County 71-57 and
M.C. Napier 75-53, but fell
from 12th to 14th.
Clay County, matching Marshall County's 16-0 record, remained in the 15th position
after a 69-62 victory over
Wolfe County.
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Oregon State, Virginia Both 1st
In Poll, DePaul Edges LSU In 3rd
MURRAY STATE FRESHMAN GUARD BRIAN STEWART'S
QUICKNESS has given the Racers defense a lift with his

14 steals and three blocked shots, putting him fourth and
third on the team, respectively.

By TOM CANAVAN
Associated Press Writer
Oregon State and Virginia, the
nation's only major unbeaten
college basketball teams, shared

the No.1 position in The
Associated Press poll Tuesday
after finishing in a tie for the top
slot.
Oregon State, which held No.1

Pastorini Must Have Been Most Lonesome Raider
By WILL GRENISLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW ORLEANS (AP) Iknesomest man amonelhe
),) .
•s;,.estimated 75,500 who witnesstotal victory
ed
iI11.over the Philadelphia Eagles
in Sunday's Super Bowl must
have been dandy Dan
Pastorini, the millionaire
,

quarterback - all dressed up
and nowhere to go.
The handsome 6-foot-3, 205pound Hollywood swinger was
hand-picked by owner Al
Davis to provide the long ball
- in pro football jargon "the
bomb" - to lead the Raiders
out of the wilderness into the
NFL's Promised Land.
Coming to the Raiders in the

trade that sent the veteran
Kenny Stabler to Houston,
Dan got off to a shaky start. In
the fifth game he broke a leg
and Oakland's record stood at
2-3.
Enter Jim Plunkett.
On Sunday, at the yellowribboned
Superdome,
Pastorini trniXThave squirmed
with mixed: emotions as he

•

from Murray State to the head
coaching job at Georgetown.
Baldriclge will be joining Gottfried as an assistant at the
University of Cincinnati.
Behling had come to Murray
State after being an assistant
at Salem College, Morehead
State and the University of

Tampa.
After graduating from Otterbein College, Behling, 46,
entered coaching 20 years ago
as an assistant at Sandusky
(Ohio( High School. He then
joined the staff at Massillion
High and helped guide two
teams to undefeated seasons

UK Women Easily Confused
-'.
or
,

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) Quiz time. Name this basketball team:
-It is nationAlly ranked and

wears uniforms of blue and
white.
-Although overloaded with
freshmen and sophomores, it
loves to run and gun on offense, sticking opponents with

a tight man-to-man defense.
-Its jerseys say '"Kentucky" and the coach is named Hall.
Before you say "Kentucky
Wildcats," however, consider
this:
-This Kentucky team plays
the University of Louisville,
its tallest player 1s6 feet 4 and
its audience on a given night is
mostly empty seats.
Our mystery guests are the
University of Kentucky lady
Kats, proud possessors of a 141 record, No. 7 national rankthird quarter
ing and a coach named Terry
"We are playing a lot better - not Joe B.- Hall.
basketball," Calloway coach
They apparently also are
Jimmy Nix said. "Bryan Teb- one of the better-kept secrets
betts really dada good job."
around. In a state supposedly
Calloway Co
1015 14 .- 51
mad about basketball, the
Martin, Tenn
4 6 6 13- 29
Lady Kats average only about
Callm.81 CalmtY 1511 - Jeff Butterworth 12, Bryan Tebbetts 11, Darnell
1,100 at home games in
Tharpr 11. Monty Ray 4. Rob Anderson
Memorial Coliseum, despite
1, Ricky Smith 3, Don Hargrove 2, Barry
Albritton 2, Chris Sheridan 2
having four Kentuckians in
Mertes. Teas. i 29 - Ronne) 12, Morthe starting lineup, averaging
ris 10,Stanford 4, Calhoun 2, Spencer 1
82 points per game and
shooting 50 percent from the
field.
The largest crowd was 5,200

Laker JV Rolls Past
Martin As Three Hit
For Double Figures
With Jeff Butterworth scoring 12 points and Bryan Tebbetts scoring 11 and grabbing
17 rebounds, the Calloway
Gounty junior varsity- team
rolled past Martin, TN., 51-29,
last night.
The Lakers dominated the
rebounding, 51-24, as they
blew the game open by
outscoring Martin, 15-6 in the

Calloway Freshmen
Dispose Of Martin Calloway-Fulton

by Chris Sheridan with 12
The Calloway County
freshman team handily, points and DeanCooley with
disposed of Martin, TN, 60-1A, 10.
last night as Billy Collins Calloway Co..,.,,7 21 15 17 --- 60
Martin, Tenn
5 9 0 4- 18
7 scored 13 points, seven in the
CaBerieray Cumety Iø - Billy Collins
13, Owls Sheridan 12. Dean Cooley 10,
Lakers' 21-point second
Albritton 9, Kenny Kingins 5,
quarter, and grabbed five re- Todd
Roger CA Ilimate 5. Rechard Dowdy 2,
bounds.
Mike Wilson 4
Collins was followed closely

Martini Toss • 18 • - Mears 9,
Grimm 4, Brewer 4, Batter 1.

Game Canceled
The Calloway CountyFulton County junior varsity
and varsity boys basketball
games,scheduled to be played
at Fulton County tonight, have
been canceled.

Murray Freshmen Beat So. Marshall

5

'In a freshman girls game
last night, Murray defeated
South Marshall, 32-27, behind
the second half scoring of Kim
Greene and Mel Kelly.
Greene scored eight of her
10 points, four in both the third
and fourth quarters, in the second half while Kelly scored

six of her seven in the second
half.
"In the second half, we
started running a little more,"
Murray coach David Mitchell
said. "Greene and Kelly
began hitting their shots from
the wings."
•
Raysha Roberts and Diana

Ridley had six rebounds as the
Tigers raised, their season
record to 2-1.
Murray
4 4 15 9 22
So Marshall
3 4 10 10 27
Murray 132i - Kim Greene 10,
Raysha Roberto 8, Mel KeUy 7, Diana
Ridley 4, Connie Spann I , Brenda ('rit•
tendril 2
%Mk Marshall 127) - Lassiter 8.
Unlit? 0, M hes 6. Cathnin 5. re

jumped two positions and claimed the No.5 slot with 880 points.
Wake Forest, knocked from the
unbeaten ranks by North
Carolina in action last week,
slipped from a third place tie to
No.6 with 826 points.
Kentucky was seventh with
766 points, while Notre Dame,
Utah,and UCLA rounded out the
Top 10.
Notre Dame and Utah both inched up five notches. The Irish,
who collected 732 points, posted
victories over Fordham, San
Francisco and Maryland last
week in upping their record to 123. The Utes, 17-1, garnered 638
points - 16 more than the
Bruins, 11-3.
Tennessee headed the Second
10 and was followed by North
Carolina, Iowa, Maryland,
Brigham Young, South
Alabama, Michigan, Kansas,
Mimesota and Connecticut
Last week's Second 10 was
South Alabama, UCLA, Notre
Dame, Utah, IWnois, Michigan,
North Carolina, Brigham
Young, Clemson and Connecticut_
Minnesota returned to the Top
20 after a one-week absence,
while Kansas made its first appearance of the season. They
replaced Illinois and Clemson,
both of which dropped a pair of
games last week.

Their
ple like
Plunket

Clee

can't say where or when."
As much as he might have
Rumors flooded Super Bowl enthused over the victory of
headquarters over the his new teammates, he must
weekend that Pastorini was have envisioned any hopes of
slated to be traded to Green ever directing the Raiders on
Bay for the Packers'fine wide the field again evaporating
receiver, James Lofton.
before his very eyes.
Pastorini didn't register
Plunkett is the nation's new
with the Oakland team at its hero-the pinup kid,the mildGateway headquarters. He mannered Mexican-American
who fought back from the
stayed at a suburban motel.
Although still a Raider with discard heap to write one of
two more years to go on a con- the most rousing sagas of our
tract efported at between time.
There are some observers,
$325,000 and $375,000 a year, he
did not suit up and sit at field even close friends, who think
and Ohio state championships. side for the Raiders' finest Pastorini, now 31, might opt
for a career more suited to his
"I am delighted that a man hour.
of John Behling's exceptional
Afterward, he did drop into neck-risking character.
talent, valuable experience the locker room to conHe swings with the
and Christian commitment gratulate Plunkett and the Hollywood and jet set. He has
has joined Georgetown Col- rest of the colorful band of dated Hollywood lovelies, inlege as head football coach," tough rejects and renegades.
cluding Farrah Fawcett. He
The game itself had to be a gets his sports kicks by racing
Georgetown president Dr. Ben
M. Elrod said.
tremendous letdotvn for the dragsters, motorcycles and
supremely
confident, speedboats. He wants to take
charismatic signal-caller out up flying and gliding.
of Santa Clara who next fall
Pastorini insists that his
will be beginning the second first love is football.
But, who wilfbe the damsel?
decade of his pro career.
last week against South
Carolina. The smallest was
400 against Carson-Newman.
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5,000 here every game if we
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had a tougher schedule," says
e
I
#
Terry Hall. "We have a little
•
•
bit weaker schedule than most
•
r
of the other Top Twenty
e
•,
schools. We're working to core
rect that in future years.
"One of the problems is
(Crt & tVrop Free)
Lb.
we're locked into a conference(the Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate Conference) right
here with some schools that
haven't: quite gotten to the
level of Top Twenty status. We
•
have to play them on a homeand-away basis arid that's 12
games right there. It doesn't
allow us to pick up a lot of
teams."
The Lady Kats have made
the most of their schedule,
however. The only blemish is
•
a 69-67 overtime loss at
Rutgers, which was ranked
No. 2 this week among major
college women's teams.
Last week, the Lady Kats
rallied for a 70-65 overtime
victory over South Carolina,
.0
which was 15th this week.
.0
Hall's team leayes Wednesday for the Southeastern Conference tournament at Baton
Rouge, La., and will play Friday night against the winner
of Thursday's game between
•
• of
Mississippi State and Vander•
bilt.
.0
It's a bit awkward, Hall
says, because the Lady /Cats
•
Pe
have not played other SEC
egr
schools in the regular season.
i
"Right at the moment,
we're not playing our best
•00- • 0 Mon.-Fri.
7
ball," she said. "We lacked a
' SI)
•
7:00-12:00 Sat.
little confidence in ourselves
when we played South
Carolina. We tend to have •
more confidence when we play
the unranked teams. We're
e
%vvioNQQ`•"""*".k
still a little sure we can play
"‘""••••%%%
,....,moxv."
"
with these (ranked I people.'
`AV%A•wo.viom
-4•N‘•%••••%•%
watched his downgraded
backup lead the Raiders to a
27-10 triumph that earned him
the Most Valuable Player
award.
What's next for Pastorini?
"Pastorini definitely won't
be back with us," the controversial Davis was quoted
as saying prior to Sunday's
game. "He will be going. I

Behling Named Georgetown Head Coach
John Behling, who was the
offensive coordinator under
head coach Mike Gottfried at
Murray State for the past two
-seasons, has been named the
football coach at
- Georgetown College.
Behling will replace Bill
- :.7:13aldridge, who had also gone

alone last week,and Virginia, 160. each received 29 first-place
votes and 1,147 points from a nationwide panel of sports wnters
and broadcasters. Three
members of the poll did not submit ballots this week, while one
other tabbed Louisiana State for
the No.1 position.
The Beavers, who held a 40-19
first-place vote advantage over
Virginia last week, raised their
record to 15-0 with two victories
last week, including a 97-91 overthriller
against
time
Washington.
The Cavaliers, ranked second
a week ago, were simply
awesome last week. They
pounded then No.19 Clemson 7459. thrashed:George Washington
86-56 and whipped highly regarded Ohio State 89-7332 a nationally televised game as sophomore
center Ralph Sampson poured in
40 points.
DePaul edged Louisiana State
for the No.3 position, collecting
1,039 points -14 more than the
Tigers. The Blue Demons, 16-1,
edged La Salle in their only
game last week. LSU, 17-1, moved up a notch in the poll following triumphs over then-No.6
Kentucky and then-No.8 Tennessee.
Arizona State, which was an
impressive winner over intrastate rival Arizona last week,
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Florida State Gets Back At Florida Despite Crowd
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By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
They are Super Bowl champions, sitting comfortably if
not serenely atop the National
Football League and now the
Oakland Raiders think they
can only get stronger.
"We have 'two No.1 draft
choices,- glowed Coach Tom
Flores. "Usually, we don't
have any."
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the Gators were unable to handle the Seminoles. Bobby
Parts added 14 points for
Florida State, Kris Anderson
had 13, Rodney Arnold and
Elvis Rolle 11 each and James
Bozeman 10
Florida lost three starters
on fouls and was whistled for
33 fouls to 23 for the visitors.
We have to play however
the officials call the game and
it was very physicar," said
FSU Coach Joe Williams. "A
lot of people got bumped inside."

Despite a heavy schedule, scored rune points and grabb"I thought we played better'
all members of The ed seven rebounds as the Tro- than they did and deserved to
Associated Press Top Twenty jans warmed up far Saturday
win it," said Coach Abe
were idle. However, Southern night's visit to No. 1-ranked
Lemons.
California hopes to crack the Oregon State with a 72-66
Said A&M's Shelby Metcalf :
rankings shortly now that triumph over California. Jac"I felt good about the
Dwight "Lightning" Anderson que Hill paced the Trojans
ballgame It's probably the
is eligible.
with 16 points, including six
most disappointing loss that
The fleet 6-foot-3 transfer free throws in the final 2:19.
we've had.- Huh?
from Kentucky, where he was
In an upset of sorts, St.
Elsewhere, Houston nave&
the second leading scorer as a Bonaventure knocked off
freshman, finally got into ac- Syracuse 74-71, erasing a six- into undisputed pus.session of
tion at the start of the second point deficit in the last three (irk place in the SWC by edghalf when the year he had to minutes as Earl Belcher ing Baylor 53-51 as David
sit out as a transfer was up. He scored nine of his M points in Blouse stole the ball from Pat
Nunley and fed Michael
made only four of 11 shots but the final 1:52.
Deep in the heart of Texas, Young for an uncontested
LaSalle Thompson scored a lay up with two seconds left.
career-high 32 points, inIn other SWC games, Arkancluding two crucial free sas downed Rice 57-52 behind
throws in overtime, as the Scott Hastings' 21 points and
Texas Longhorns shaded David Gadis scored 18 to help
Texas A&M 67-63 in a Southern Methodist upset
Southwest Conference game Texas Tech 58-48.
that had 14 ties and 20 lead
Marquette defeated Xavier
changes.
of Ohio for the 23rd time in a

Sitting Atop NFL, Raiders Think
They Can Only Grow Stronger

I.

II

With just user seven
minutes remaining, Florida
freshman Mike Muses was
charged with a fifth personal
foul Coach Norm Sloan protested and was hit with a
technical That set off the
crowd of 8,321, largest ever to
see a Florida home game
They hurled ice, trash and
frisbees onto the court.
Sloan
grabbed
the
microphone. "Hey," he
shouted,"please don't do that
Let me handle this "
The crowd quieted down but

Two No.1 Draft Choices Available

a
a

a

r1

By HERSCHEL NIMEON
AP Sports Writer
Things are usually
uproarious when Florida and
Florida State tangle in
anything...and Monday night
was no exception.
With Mickey Dillard scoring
22 points and five teammates
joining turn in double figures
Florida State avenged an
earlier defeat and beat
Florida 82-71.. but not without
some extra-curricular activities on the part of the
Florida fans.

After last season, owner Al
Davis and Flores cleaned
house with a series of bold
trades that disposed of a
number of longtime Raider
stars. Gone were quarterback
Ken Stabler, safety Jack
Tatum and linebacker Phil
Villipiano. Soon tight end
Dave Casper jojped the
refugees.
Their replacements — people like retread passer Jim
Plunkett, anonymous running

back Kenny King, castoff
linebacker Rod Martin and aging wide receiver Bob
Chandler were key men in the
27-10 Super Bowl victory over
Philadelphia.
Plunkett, the game's Most
Valuable Player, threw three
touchdown passes, one of
them a Super Bowl record 80yard connection with King.
Martin set a record with three
interceptions, Chandler
caught four passes for 77
yards.
So the trade dividends were
instant in those three cases.
'They will be delayed in the
trade of Casper, who went to
Houston for draft choices, one
of them the Oilers' No.1 next
April.
Except for the draft, Flores
sees no revolving door for his
Raider personnel now, certainly nothing like last year's
shakewell. "I hope not,
anyway." he said.

The one significant change
could be in venue. The Raiders
will be in court against the
NFL in two weeksOseeking
clearance for a proposed
move to Los Angeles. The
issue has created a bitter split
between Davis and NFL
brass, particularly Conunissioner Pete Rozelle.
Flores and his team stayed
out of the squabble, concentrating instead on football. But
the coach made it clear that
he'd prefer to stay in Oakland.
"I'd better not answer
that," he said when the question came up. "I've been an
Oakland Raider since 1960. I
was the first Oakland Raider
quarterback. So you're asking
the wrong guy."
There were times when it
seemed these Raiders and
their maverick owner were
battling the whole world, led
by the other 27 NFL clubs. But
Flores laughed that-off.

We weren't fighting the
league," he said. "We were
fighting Houston, Cleveland,
San Diego and Philadelphia."
This band of free spirits did
it the hard way. It became the
first wild-card team to win the
Super Bowl and three of the
victories came on the road.
After beating Houston at
home in the wild-card round,
Oakland won the frigid divisional playoff in Cleveland
and the American Conference
championship game in San
Diego. Finally it was Super
Bowl XV in the Louisiana
Superdome.
"We finds way to win," said
Flores, who was the team's
first quarterback when it was
born in the American Football
League in 1960. "That's been a
Raider tradition."
The question remains
whether the tradition stretches into the courtroom. Davis
certainly hopes so.

Cfees First In Senior All Around

Lyndia-Cochran Takes First At Paducah
The Lyndia Cochran gymnastics team finished first in
the "Winter Meet" in Paducah
January 17, with Western Kentucky School of Gymnastics
hosting the event.
Lyndia Cochran wiruiers:
Class IV
Pee Wee Division — Christi
Watson (floor, 1st; beam,3rd;
vault, 1st); Kaci Bolls (floor,
2nd; beam,1st; vault, 4th).

Children Division — Christi
West (all around, 3rd; floor,
2nd; beam, 6th; bars, 6th);
Kathy Williams all around,
3rd; floor, 1st; beam, 3rd;
vault, 4th; bars, 3rd); Amy
Harper (all around, 1st; floor,
6th; beam, 1st; vault, 1st;
bars, 1st); Lisa Barnett
( vault,6th).
Juniors Division — Shelli
Ward I all around, 2nd; floor,
3rd; beam, 2nd; vault, 2nd;

bars, 1st); Alicia Nunnally
(floor, 3rd; vault, 3rd).
Class III

Children Division — Stacy
Woods (all around, 3rd; floor,
3rd tie; beam,6th; vault, 4th;
bars, 3rd); Tisha Morris (all
around, 2nd; floor, 1st; beam,
4th; vault, 3rd; bars, 2nd);
Kelli Bolls (floor, 3rd; beam,
5th).
Juniors Division — Valerie

Gilbert (floor, 4th; beam,3rd;
vault, 4th); Becka Brock
(floor, 3rd; beam, 4th; vault,
5th); Carrie Dufford (floor,
5th; vault,6th).
Senior Division — Rochea
Perry alt around, 3rd; floor,
3rd; beam, 3rd; vault, 4th;
bars, 2nd); Kay Farley (floor,
1st; beam, bid; vault, 2nd);
Lisa Clees (all around, 1st;
floor, 2nd; beam, 1st; vault,
2nd; bars, 1st).

LIT Winner Clark County Soars To First
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — defeat coming in the LIT.
Owensboro, 12-2, dropped one come to Louisville and win —
Clark County, winner of the
Pulaski County, 14-4, climb- spot to ninth.
that
really
means
recent Louisville Invitational ed from fourth to third while
The tenth spot went to something."
Tournament,soared to the top Warren Central dropped from Louisville Assumption, 11-2,
Coach Dan Hempel said it
today in the Associated Press second to fourth. Warren Cen- rated ninth last week
by the was Malley who took control
girls high school basketball tral is 16-2 on the year.
sportswriters and sport- when Clark County "needed to
poll.
capitalize. And she gave us
Louisville Butler, 10-4, mov- scasters.
Clark County, boasting a 21Clark County won the composure when we needed it
ed from sixth to fifth and
3 record, collected eight of the
Laurel
County
Tip-Off Tourna- most."
Western Hills, 13-5, was pronine first-place votes to climb
ment and the Mid-State ConIt also was the first LIT apmoted from seventh to sixth.
from third in last week's
ference Tournament earlier in pearance for Louisville
Louisville Manual, the other
ratings, displacing Louisville
the season but Sally Malley Manual, which bowed to Clark
finalist in the LIT, reappeared
Mercy.
said the LIT victory meant the County 49-43 in the title game.
Mercy received the other in the top ten, taking over the most.
Coach Leonard Coulter said
first place vote and enough seventh spot with a 12-2 mark.
"It's the greatest ex- Manual had a chance to pull it
points to grab the second slot.
Franklin County, 16-3, fell perience," said the 5-foot-4 out but "that little -girl
Mercy is now 16-1, that lone from fifth to eighth while guard. "I'm
so happy. To ( Malley) got to be too much."

row, this one by a 78-59 count
Dale Sultiniu• scored 34
as Michael Wilson scored 19 points in leading Virginia
points and Oliver Loe added Tech to a 7540 Metro Con18.
ference victory over St. Lows.
Zain Frederick's '29 points In the Southerr Conference.
led South Carolina over Rich- Furman blew most 1,1 a 15niond 93-77, John Bugle's point lead in the final 7:13 and
career-high 30 points helped
nipped 'I'he Citadel 67-65, Mar
Boston College trounce shall downed VMI 63-53 and
Villanova 73-60 arid Ronnie Appalachian State converted
McAdoo had 22 as Old Dialli- 10 of II free throws in the final
mun, conqueror of Del'aul,
three minutes to beat East
flattened Stetson 75-65.
Tennessee State 65-60
Tulsa held Drake's Lewis
In Southland Conference
Lloyd to a career-low 16 points openers, it was Southwestern
and beat the Bulldogs 86-77 t n Louisiana over McNeese State
a Missouri Valley Conference 97-81, Texas-Arlington over
game. Wichita State buried In- Arkansas Slate 66-64 on
diana State 93-59 in another Melvin Polk's 12-footer as
MVC contest. In the Sun Belt time ran out — Arkansas State
Conference, North Carolina- said a TV replay showedit acCharlotte ended a seven-game Wally came after the buzzer losing streak and stretched and Lamar over Louisiana
Georgia State's string of set- Tech 66-64 to extend the Carbacks to 13 with a 97:75 dinaLs' home-court winning
runaway.
—Streak to 41)gione.
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10%
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THE RIGHT CARS AT THE
RIGHT TIME. .RIGHT FOR YOU.
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Top Twenty
By The aeoced Pre..
The Tap Twenty teams in The Animated Press college basketball poll, with
first-place votes in parathesea, this season's records and total pones. Points
based on 3319-1617.1615.14-131311-10443
7464.341
1 Oregon SL
130
1.147
(Bel Virguta IS) 160
1,147
161
1.033
3 DePaul
4, Lamina St I 1 )
17-1
1,016
5 Arizona Si.
14-2
680
6 Wake Fran
151
636
7 Kentirky
13-3
7W
11. Notre Dune
133
732
9 Utah
17-1
f31
.
11-3
10. UCLA
622
11 Tssi
733
537
12 North Ovoline
144
491
13 Iowa
133
463
14 Maryland
134
403
15 Bnglarn Yana
133
360
16.2
16 South Alabama
17 Michigan
133
173
111. Kama
14.2
IN
19 Sarasota
114
93
30 Connecticut
0.2
84

Prep Poll
IF.XINGTON, Ky 1API - Here me
the 15 ranked tarns in Kentalcy toys
high school asitetbeil enth flra-plece
yoke in menthe/es, remade end total
pita
1
Let Wynn Station
131 191 IS
2. la Wore
15.2 17%
3. taut, (antral
15.) 164
4. itz Hary (-lay
113 141
5. Irs Taal (Seek
164 IM
6 North Hardin
103 117
7. Virgie
143 91
Pad Tilghman
14.3 N
9 fatal' Co
132 81
10 Marian Co
MO
71
IL Danville
134 61
13. Sheik Co
L36
52
13 Frankfort
11-2
46
14
Breathitt th
16-1
33
(ley Co
160 3)

-.Virgin a

Sports In Brief

By The Aaairlated Perm
TENNIS
CHICAGO (AP(
Bode of
Britain defeated Sherry Acker 6-4, 7-6
and Betsy Nagelsen triumphed over

NBA Standings
By la asociated Pres
Eaters CoMereare
Siena Diva=
19
L.
Pct,
poisaiHo.
44
9
MO
Boston
42
9
04
Nese Yort
30 It
4:11
Wallington
a 31
462
7.1ew Jersey
14 31
3)4
Calrei DOM=
fithraultee
33 13
746
blame
33 22
577
Clacego
25 27
4112
flraland
30 32
316
Atlanta
19 32
.173
Detroit
13 a
345
Wears Calmat
lanweet Minim
San Antonio
33 M
623
KamaCTh
a 3
462
auston
23
451
Utah
n 31
415
Denver
III 32
310
Dam
8 44
154
Pada Mike
Patna
41
14
746
Ice Marten
34 11
1154
Golden State
28 23
531
Patna
N 77
411
an Diego
n 2
GI
Seattle
21
313
412
Moweley's Goan
Phan N. New Vat 94
Ian IN Tarsal 1111
Los Mira* IN Portland 111
Theabyl Gams
Waitritai al Atients
India,. st tlasiand
Neer Jersey a Delis
Galan State at Choir
Detroit a Derma
Kamm 06 st an lamp
Utah et IN Amgen

ca
1
1.3tt
111‘a
30
—
flvi
111,
1
19
111

84
9
11
12,3
34,

is
11
14
17
1.8

Barbara loran 6-4, 5.7, 6-1 fl tlw first
round of the N00,000 Avon Women's ten1113 tournament at the International Amphitheatre
In other matches, Mary Lou Pultek,
who recently turned pro. defeated
Isabelle Villiger of Switzerland 6-0, 5-7,
6-2
In other matches, Lucia Romanov
defeated Patricia Sedrado 7-6, 7-6, Sandy Collins beat Sharon Walsh 6-3, 6-3.
Wendy White beat Lindsay Morse 6-1.93, Beth Norton beat Oak Hen Lee 4-0.6I, Bettina Bunge deleatai Ka Jones 61, 6-2, Jeanne Duvall beat Lea Antonopils 6-2, 6-2, and Iva Budarova

defeated Claudia Cade 76,6-I
PHILADELPHIA AP — Defending
champion Jimmy Connors defeated Stan
Smith 6-3, 6-3 in ta first round of the 20th
animal 1250,000 U.S. Pro Indoor Tennis
championships at the Spectrum
In other matches, Dick Stockton beat
Phil Dent of Australia 7-6, 7-6 Dent Ion
the tie-breaker in the first set 7-2 and lost
the second and the match 7-1. Also,
unseeded Butch Watts and No.3seed
Harold Solomon wan first-round victories Walls defeated 15th-seeded 13.11
Scanlon 7-6, 63, and Solomon, seeded
behind Connors, defeated Marco °stop'
of Yugoslavia 6-0, 6.1

College Basketball Scores
Sy The Associated Pan
EAST
American U 113, W Chester St Si
Boehm Coll 73, Villanova 60
Boston U 86. Tason St 71
Brown 71, New Hampshire 61
Buclinell 72, Gettysburg 71
Fainleugh Dickinson 74, Siena 69
Holy Crams 70, Dartmouth Si
Salle 73, Lehigh $7
Penn St 11., Loyola, hid 47
St Bona venture 74,Syratume 71
W Virginia Tech 83, W Virginia Si 86
SOUTH
Alabama St 13, Auburn-Mont 76
Alcorn St 63, Prairie View Si
Appalachian Si 86, E Tennessee St 110
Betinne-Cookman 46, N Caroline ALT
44, OT
Campbell 94,Liberty Baptist 83
Cumberland 75 Kentucky St 73
Delta SI 113. 1 anima Coll Si
East Carolina 66, Baptist 59
Florida Si 113, Florida 71
Furman 67, Citadel $6
Georgetown, Ky 83, Union 43
Gambling $5, Mina Velley 79
Jackson St N,Southern U lb
Jacksonville St 11, Mieelaappi Coil 45
Marahall 63, VIII 13
Morehouse DI Albany St N

Norfolk St. 16, Bowie St 71
N C Charlotte 77. Georgia St 75
NW Louisiana 71, Hardin-Sarnmons 70
Old DOMINO..75,Stetwo 65
South Carolina 93, Richmond 77
SE LOULIONIa Si, NE Louisiana 80
SW Louisiana 97, McNeese St 81
V• Commonwealth 50. James
Madison 49
W Comps 31, LaGrange 117
WillUm & Mary 64, George Mason 45
MIDWEST
Cleveland 517K Akron 68
Evansville
Detroit0
Marquette 711, Xavier Ohio 59
N Illinois N,Valperalao 48
Ohio U N,N C Wilmington 81
N,Drake 77
Virginia Tech 75,St lows 89
Wichita St 93,India.St 59
SOLIVWFIT
Arkansas 57, Rice 52
Houston 53, Baylor Si
Lamar 86, Louisiana Tech 64
McMurry II. Austin Coll 72
SW Texas St 0,Stephen F Austin 43
Teem 67, Texas AIM 43,01
Texas A&I 53,Sem Warta St 46
Teas-Artington Oa, Arkansas St $4
LAS rim
Southern Cal 72. californu ea

,
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SPIRIT
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goes on and on...
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- . Zlebart• is a regi tered trademark of Ziebart international Corporation.
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TVA's Clement Agrees With Reagan

Muscles still possible
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.

4

(Newly. you can usually compensate for that Another 111111tritto0 is circulation If your
arteries to your legs are
clogged with fatty cholesterol
deposits and the circulation
cannot be increased sufficiently you will not be able to
increase the leg muscle size
as much as you might wish
Still another limitation is
nutrition If an older person as
skinny because he will not or
cannot eat and absorb enough
energy calories, he will have
trouble growing muscles It
takes energy to grow any kind
of new -tissue
There are a lot of myths
about exercise, one being that
after middle age you can't
develop muscles Other myths
are discussed an The Health
Letter
number
15-12.
Exercise Wise. which I am
sending you
Readers who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long stamped.

DEAR DR LAMB
Can a
rian 54 years old. whose mus,
have shrunk from lack of
use, restore them to what they
were in his mid 20s' What
would be the best method to
obtain the best results'
DEAR READER • Usually Unless there is a medical
reason that limits an individual's ability to exercise, a person can increase his muscle
strength and muscle size at
almost any age Muscle size
and strength is largely
dependent upon what kind and
how much exercise a person
does There are some genetic
limitations as all of us are not
born equal But if you once
had good muscular development. you can usuall.i7 regain
it
The limitations are the
degeneration of nerve and
uscle fibers that occur with
But by increasing the size
active muscle fibers suffi---

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
'CROSS
3 Ethiopian
' Cavil
Answer to Mooday's Puzzle
title
Speechless
4 Forestall
• A EL IN
., Spigot
5 Choral work
.. Sandarac
MUCCI MUM N
6 Above
A
tree
U 00011
7 Spread hay
EIUU
'3 Unlock
UU COME UEI A
8 Man s name
'4 Beverage
9 Goal
UOU MUD= El N
15 Sandy waste 10 Century plant MUM IDOEIUDE
1 - Suffice
11 Church seats
UMEIU IMAM
16 Juarrel
A LIEILILICICI 1113111C1
16 School head
19 Change
•U LAMM UDC
20 Raising
direction
.-..
22 Near
UEI UUMUU UU
21 Wise persons 23 Spanish
EMU
MVO U
23 Leo
I
.'..
painter
EIL1131110 EICILICI113
27 Tellurium
24 Moham....,
0
DELED
frsymbol
medan priest
28 Catkin
25 Scale note
29 Three-toed
26 Expire
43 Pronoun
tai
Sloths
30 Ambustier
45 Cerium
54 Label
31 Article
32 Warm
symbol
56 Greek moun34 Scale note
33 Sea eagles
47 Smidgens
tain
35 Downpour
36 Things. in law 48 Woe word
57 Number
38 Teutonic
37 Spanker s kin 49 Excellent
58 Mournful
deity
40 Obvious
50 Latvian capi- 61 French article
39 Demon
I1 2 3 - 4
S 6 7 a
41 Portuguese
9 10 11
coin _
12
13
14
42 Hawkeye
15
State native
16
17
16
44 Current
7.3 2
19
20
21 22
46 Small pieces 1.1
48 Later
27
51 Proceeds
29
Ws
30
52 Falsehood
31
53 Pronoun
NI
35
37
38
55 Characteristics
36
41
43
59 Gels name
pip44 45
42
60 Festive
62 Thought
50
51
63 Deposit
S2
IS3 54
54 Matures
SS
56 57 54
,..5 Alight
se
so
61
62
)OWN

.1

1 Bounder

SS

2 Exist

64

.5

self-addressed envelope for it
to me, in care of this newspa-

per. P0 Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019
A muscle grows as big and
gets as strong as it needs to be
to contract against resistance.
such as while lifting a weight
It follows that strength exercises are the most useful in
developing your musculature.
DEAR DR LAMB - I'm a
26-year-old woman My doctor says I have a growth on
the wall of my uterus about
the size of a lemon He said it
wasn't cancer Is this growth
keeping me from getting
pregnant" Should I have it
removed or wait another 12
months as he suggested' I
also got a prescription for the
pill
Will this harm the
growth' Can a man feel this
growth during intercourse'
DEAR READER — Apparently your doctor thinks you
have a fibroid. These are quite
common and they are not
malignant. The tumor is composed of fibrous and muscular
tissue from the uterus. If one
is located just under the lining
of the uterus it can cause
excessive bleeding They can
prevent a pregnancy, which is
why they are removed sometimes in young women. In
some cases the tumor can be
removed without taking out
the uterus.
If I understand your letter,
it is a bit strange if you are
taking birth control pills and
wondering if the fibroid is
keeping you from getting
pregnant. The pill and your
normal (melte- hormones do
help support the fibroid. Often
such tumors shrink after a
woman passes through the
menopause because of the
decrease in female hormones.

By siArr YANCEY
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. 1API
-- Tennessee Valley Authority
Director Bob Clement agrees
with a Reagan transition
team's conclusions that the
agency's board should be expanded and that TVA has
taken on too many nonessential projects.
"I feel this is a reiteration of
what I've been saying about
efficiency and cost control
since I've been on the TVA
board," Clement said Monday
after portions of the report
were leaked to reporters over
the weekend.
The Associated Press obtained a copy of the transition
team's full 49-page report
Monday. In it, a five-member
panel headed by Robert L.
Sansom, a Knoxville native
and Washington-based energy
consultant, said TVA's present three directors have been
unable to set the agency on a
firm course for the 1960s,
"TVA's public image has
ken damaged by changes in
direction at the top," the
report said of TVA Chairman
S. David Freeman. "Within
the short span of three years,
TVA's leadership has been for
and against the fast breeder
reactor, for and against new
energy intensive industries ...
and for an active social
development role which has
just become an economic

development role."
Saying TVA's activities are
too many and its prionUes too
few, the report cited a proposed $3 billion coal gasification
plant in Alabama as an example of the government utility
straying from its mission.
"TVA is not a miniDepartment of Energy*and
should not be," the report
said. "In recent years, it has
taken on too many nonessential projects that have
diverted TVA management
from its responsibilities to the
ratepayer and from its traditional taxpayer programs.•'
Freeman said the burden is
on the transition team to prove
that its recommendation to expand TVA's board from three
directors to seven would
reduce electric rate increases.
TVA generates power for Tennessee and parts of Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Kentucky, Virginia and North
Carolina.
While disagreeing with the
transition team's conclusion
on the coati gasification plant,
Clement endorsed the idea of a
seven-member board with only two or three directors on the
agency's payroll fulltime.
"I do not know of any corporation in America where
three people are able to spend
more than $5 billion in one
year," said Clement, whose

and philosophical sense to
have inure input and
divergent views," he said. "A
three-member TVA board
might have made sense in
1933, but I don't think it makes
sense in 1981."
Clement earlier this month
criticized the makeup of the
Reagan transition team, saying it had too mans
businessman and no typical
consumers.
He agreed with the report's
conclusion that TVA has not
devoted enough attention to
coal while building the world's
largest nuclear system. But he
still supports the board's
unanimous decision last summer to forego shutting down
work on another two reactors
as recommended by the transition team.
"There's a gray area
there," Clement said. "No
doubt TVA over-projected its
power demands; but on the
other side of the coin, the fact
is that the equipment already
has been purchased. If you
cancel them, your'e going to
have hundreds of millions of
dollars of equipment lying on
the ground."
Clement said the report's
conclusion that TVA's top executives are underpaid with
salaries of $50,000 a year does
not conflict with his efforts to

"It's been estimated that
elimination of this financing
alternative would cost TVA
consumers more than $2
billion during the next 15
years," Baker said in the letter, which was released in

deny

Knoxville.
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OFF, DEVIL . I THOUGHT
HE WAS AFTER ME.

GOOROO RUNS THE JUNGLE
MUGGERS. YOU'RE HIS
PARTNER

"Logic is the art of going
wrong with confidence." -Joseph W. Krutch.
. . . . . .......
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Sen. Baker Will Oppose
Reagan Effort To Stop
TVA Bank Borrowing
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. 1API
— Senate Majority Leader
Howard Baker says he will oppose any effort by President
Reagan to stop the Tennessee
Valley Authority's borrowing
from the Federal Financing
Bank.
"Since TVA bonds to not
create a charge on the U.S.
Treasury, I do not believe its
continuing use of the Federal
Finance Bank has a potential
adverse budget impact,"
Baker said in a letter Monday
to Reagan's budget chief,
David Stockman.

IRA G CORN, JR

FOR WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 28, 1981
It's not hard to go wrong
What kind of day will tomorMay 21 10June20)
in the defense of today's
row be? To find out what the
Work brings modest gain. perplexing
game. The suit
stars say, read the forecast Relations with children
im- to attack becomes obvious.
given for your birth Sign.
prove. Competitors use How to
attack it is another
sneaky tactics. Singles are shy
story. Cover the West and
ARIES
about
permanent com- South hands
and see if you
(
Mar.
21
to
Apr.
19)
4
r
mitments.
U.S. forces landed in Cuba
can do as well as Ace Bob
Finalize
plans
concerning
CANCER
in June of 1898, four months
Wolff did in the U.S.A.-Leb0 anon match
after the sinking of the U.S.S. joint investments. Partners (June 21 toJuly 221 03
at the 1980
are supportive, but new acInvite
others
over
for
good
Maine in Havana harbor and
quaintances may not be worth times. Domestic interests look World Championships.
the subsequent declaration of
East's opening one heart
your trust. Be wary.
promising, but watch health
war on Spain. After the short
is not for all systems. It is
TAURUS
and
dubious
business
war, which ended with the
the correct bid in the Aces
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
schemes.
signing of a peace treaty in
Club System used by Bob
Let close ties help you with LEO
Hamman and Bob Wolff.
December: Spain withdrew pet projects. A business pro(July 23 toAug. 22) J24-4
West leads the heart
froth Cuba and the United position may not be practical.
Meetings about property
deuce and East's jack goes
States took control of Puerto Friends may not be thinking
matters look promising.
to declarer's queen. DeclarRico, Guam and the Philip- clearly.
Family talks are productive.
er leads the club 10, West
pines.
GEMINI
Keep your feet on the ground
plays the trey and East wins
and avoid wishful thinking.
the queen. What would you
VIRGO
now lead as East?
)
HERE'S THE
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) ni
U
A
Clearly, the defense needs
CHAPTER I WA5
It's a good time to buy or sell
to attack diamonds, but is it
possessions. Peculiar condiLOOKIN6 FOR...
possible to ever get two diations affect domestic and work
mond tricks? If so, why
affairs. Utilize common sense.
didn't declarer play his
LIBRA
known ace of hearts to dis(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
card a diamond from
Shopping expeditions are
dummy?
favored. Buy yourself some
Since it's unreasonable to
nice clothes. Relations with a
expect
two diamonds, West
/-27
child or a romantic interest
must be counted on to conare confusing.
tribute
one defensive trick
SUR E---ITs5
I WANT MY MONEY
SCORPIO
to go with East's two clubs
PEEWEE
BACK —
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
and a diamond. '
IT'S NO
Don't seek the limelight.
That's the reasoning used
You work best now from a by Bob Wolff to this point
GOOD
behind-the-scenes vantage and, instead of a direct
point. Beware of con artists attack on diamonds (declarand dubious financial er would play his queen and
schemes.
bag his game), Wolff led a
SAGITTARIUS
jetitAit. trump to West's ace (where
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
else could his needed trick
Private talks with friends be).
NOVELTY
are beneficial, especially
West shifted quickly to a
SHOP
con unnea rain 9,scale flu
those concerning finances. diamond and the defenders
Your judgment may be cloudNORTH
I-27,4
ed in a domestic situation.
•KJ92
CAPRICORN
•10
(Dec. 22 toJan. 191 V
40 A 3
Friends are helpful now
•J 9 5 4 2
with business aspirations. WEST
EAST
Sidestep illegal financial pro- •A 6
483
V J 98 7
positions. Keep valuables in a Ilf K 4 2
•9 7 5 4
OKJ102
safe place.
4863
*AKQ
AQUARIUS
SOUTH
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
•Q 107 54
Consult with professional
•AQ53
advisers about career in•Q 8
terests. Business trips will
4 10 7
prove successful. A friend
Vulnerable Both Dealer
may be evasive.
East The bidding
00YOU WANTS..N1GHTiE OR PISCES
SOMETHING NrOuR WIFE CAN (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Make no important financial East
South West North
HANG GLIDE IN ON
I•
2•
moves without expert advice. I•
4•
TI-IE WEEKENDS'?"
Pass
Pass
Pass
Keep career aspirations
realistic. You could fall for a
Opening lead Heart deuce
fanciful scheme.

AND YOU ARE GOOD
MAN WHO POI50145

managers

THE ACES*

Your Individual
Horoscope

No, a man cannot feel what
is in your uterus during intercourse -- only what is in the
vagina. If you are not having
symptoms it shouldn't hurt to
wait and see if a fibroid
enlarges.

PARTNER Z NO! HE
IS A SANGSTER
MAKES ME PAY
PROTECTION, SAO

paid," Clement said. "It's not
that they're not deserving of
more money; I just think they
should have to bite the bullet
like everyone else. The timing

term expires in May.
"It makes a lot of common

nvflir•

MR. WONG, THAT
5ns45 `10uR FRIEND,
GOOROO

bonuses The bonuses were
begun two years ago as an effort to get top managers to
stay with the agency
"I know there are some top

YOUR BORN TODAY are had an established diamond
drawn more to the professions winner before dummy's
than to business, though you clubs were set up.
have more innate executive
Take a bow if you defendability than the typical ed in the same way Wolff
member of your sign. You did. If not, don't worry. You
have advanced ideas and a probably won't be called
progressive outlook, but upon to play in a world
sometimes you have difficulty championship.
finding the right occupation.
Your best success comes
Bid with Corn
through your inventive ability
and your willingness to hold South holds
1-27-B
fast to your dreams. Don't let
•Q 10 7 5 4
a desire for material security
•A Q 5 3
keep you from taking a chilnce
41Q R
on your creative gifts. You can
•10 7
succeed in art, music, drama,
or any line you choose. Bir- North South
thdate of: Jackson Pollack, I •
I•
artist; Arthur Rubenstein, 24
pianist; and Susan Sontag,
ANSWER: Two hearts Two
critic.

no trump is a possibility, but

why risk missing a 4-4 heart
fit?
--Send bridge questions to The Aces
PO Box 12161 Dallas, Texas 75225

with selraddressed. stamped envelope
for reply

To continue its nuclear construction program, TVA is
borrowing about $500 million
every three months from the
government at interest rates
aboe4 1 percent below those
charged the most creditworthy customers on Wall
Street.
The Federal Financing
Bank is authorized but not required to loan money to TVA.
Two years ago, however, it
refused to let the government
utility float bonds in the
private market for its
uranium purchases.
Stockman has opposed the
government's financing of
TVA's debt,saying the agency
should have to go to the
private market for loans just
like other utilities.
With a Triple-A bond rating,
TVA financed its power
system with borrowings in the
private market from 1960 until
1974 but has relied on the
Federal Financing Bank ever
since.
TVA's debt now totals more
than $11 billion and its interest
costs are expected to exceed
$1 billion this year for the first
time. The 14 nuclear reactors
which the loans finance are
expected to cost between $17
billion and $31 billion when
completed in the late 1980s or.
early 1990s,
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By Abigail Van Buren

Refreshing Draft from
Spring of Inspiration
DEAR READERS: Yesterday's column was filled
with names (submitted by my readers) of those who
managed to succeed against the odds. Today's is a
continuance of that list:
Have a thalidomide child born with a dwarfed,
twisted body without arms, and you have a Terry
Wiles, who, with the aid of mechanical devices,
learned to play the electric organ, steer a motorboat
and paint.
Amputate the cancer-ridden leg of a handsome
young Canadian, and you have a Terry Fox, who
vowed to run on one leg across the whole of Canada
to raise a million dollars for cancer research.(Terry
was forced to quit halfway when cancer invaded his
lungs, but to date has raised about $20 million.)
After having lost both legs in an air crash, let a
British fighter pilot fly again with the RAF, and you
have a Douglas Bader, who, with two artificial limbs,
was captured by the Germans three times during
World War II — and escaped three times!
Blind him and you have a Ray Charles, George

Shearing, Stevie Wonder,Tom Sullivan, Alec Templeton or Hal Krents.
Label him "too stupid to learn," and you have a
Thomas Edisom-Make him a "hopeless" alcoholic, and you have a
Bill Wilson, founder of Alcoholics Anonymous.
Tell her she's too old to start painting at 80,and you
have a Grandma Moses.
Afflict him with periods of depression so severe
that he cuts off his own ear, and you have a Vincent
Van Gogh.
Your list would not be complete without a smiling
Max Cleland, who lost both legs and an arm in
Vietnam and now heads the Veterans Administration in Washington, D.C.
Don't forget Patricia Neal, the fine actress who
suffered a severe atroke, but rehabilitated herself
against overwhelming odds.
Blind him at age 44, and you have John Milton,
who, 16 years later, wrote "Paradise Lost."
Call him dull and hopeless and flunk him in the
sixth grade, and you have a Winston Churchill._
Punish her with poverty and prejudice, and she
may survive to become another Golda Meir.
Pit her against sexual discrimination, and you have
a Madame Curie.
Tell a young boy who loved to sketch and draw that
he has no talent, and you have a Walt Disney.
Take a crippled child whose only home he ever
knew was an orphanage, and you have a James E.
West. who became the first chief executive of the Boy
Scouts of America.
Rate him as "mediocre" in chemistry, and you have
a Louis Pasteur.
Make him a homosexual, and you have a Michaelangelo and a million other talented people.
Not all disabilities are physical and visible. And not
all who have won against the odds are well-known
celebrities.
Every family has its own heroes and heroines for
whom there is no medal distinguished enough to
reward them for their accomplishments.
It is to you, whose names do not appear here but
deserve to, that I dedicate this column.

Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are
included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send 1111 and a long, stamped (28
cent.), self add
d envelope to: Abby. Letter
Booklet. 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212,
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SATELLITE TV
FOR
THE
NOME
Our receiver lets you
get over 75 channels of
television directly froin
earth-orbiting cable TV
satellites:
HBO.
Showtime,
super
stations, sports and
movies from around the
world
Sick of Network TV?
Buy Complete or Build
our kit and save!
Our 24-channel receiver
provides "studio
quality- TV reception.
Easy to install! Ultra
low power consumption!
Brilliant color! Works
anywhere! FCC licensing
no longer required. ORDER TODAY
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703 So. 6th
Mayfield, Ky.
Apple -Tree School quality
child care with educational
program, 1503 Stadium View
753-9356,153-1566
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Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600
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Will clean houses.
Call 435-4360

1

BILL'S FISH
MARKET
ky. Lake Catfish Steaks
$I.79 lb.
Special This Week
Buffalo
75' lb
6075 4th

753 9311

15. Articles For Sale
For sale Used office desk and
chair Call or see fatties Futrell
at 753-7668 days Of 753-2394
nights or see at 405 S 4th St

BIBLE CALL
Helpful aids in studying the Bible - 759-4444.
Bible Story - 759-4445.

F,. Help Wanted
Designer Draftsman. Experienced in mechanical drafting. Excellent salary and benefits.
Send resume to: FEB.. P.O.
Box 1479. Paducah, KY 42001.
Paducah firm seeking
aggressive, ambitious person to sell nationally advertised office equipment
in Hurray-Hayfield area.
Please send resume to
P.a. Box 1120 Paducah,
KY 42001 or call 4438461 for appointment.

"Remember when our only problem was

36 Enterprise electric range,
4-burner, oven with broiler
26.IV-Radio
pan, 2 storage compartments
For sale Cobra 89 XLR CB with
$75 Call 759-4689.
Turner power mike and StarGold naughahyde couch and
duster antenna Call 492-8604
chair. $100 Call 753-0864
Large washer and dryer. $150,
MAGNAVOX
lined drum heater, $50 489Anneal Well
2330.
Great Se•ings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
Oil

Electrolux Sales and Service
Tony Montgomery. 753-6760

20. Sports Equipment

Residential remodeler seeks
full time employment. Experience in all phases of
remodeling and new construction Phone 759-4104
anytime and ask for Lon Haythat
Will do babysitting in my home.
Highway 641, Hazel. 492-8888.
Would like to keep child in my
home after school 230 to 5.00
PM Call 753-8261.

The Pistol People. Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store, 9
miles west of HOplunsville junction KY 164-117. Hours 8-5.
Sunday 12-5.(502)885-5914

22. Musical
OR
Annual Soleil
'Flew models as cisst
'E-Z p•yments
•4 year warranty
CLAYTON'S
Jill Music
753-7575
Liquidation stock sale Baldwin
pianos and organs, guitars.
amplifiers, console stereos,
violins, Litton microwave ovens.
Pioneer auto stereos, much
more. Lonardo Piano Co.,
across Post Office, Pans, TN.

Magical Mystery Show is an exciting. fast moving, magical
SPINET C016011 PIANO FOR
routine combining music,
SALE Wonted: Responsible
magic and escapes Need a
party to take over piano. Can
magician contact Lawrence innstructions
be moo Way. Write Mr.
Pogrom box 327, Cori*,
Gregory for birthday parties,
Apple Tree School, quality
limb 62231.
conventions. etc 436-2658.
child care with educational
3. Card of Thanks
program, 1503 Stadium View,
New and used Baldwin piano
We, the family of Lucile 753-9356. 753-1566.
and organs. Lonardo Piano Co
Beale Morgan (-Little Ma-Ma'') 12. Insurance
across from the Post Office,
wish to express our sincere
Pans, TN.
thanks and deep appreciation Fantastic rates on 1975 or
newer mobile homes See or 23. Exterminating
to everyone who had a part in
helping us to bear our sorrow call Johnny Williams, your
M F.A. agent. 753-0445.
during the illness and death of
4 ALL BUGS CALL
14. Want To Buy
our beloved loved one
A very special thanks goes to Junk cars 474-8838
Dr. Hugh L. Houston for his
concern and faithfullness .and Pair of tree gaffs Call 753
to all the nurses and r‘urse aids 9817 after 4 pm
Kelley's Termite
at West View Nursing Home Want to buy Used card table
& Pest Control
and to Mr and Mrs. Harold Call 474-9729 or 475-2346
Phone 753-3914 ,
Beaman for their kindness, and after 5 pm
the employees and patients of
Will
pay
top
price
for
white
oak
West View for their concern
timber Call 753-4984 even 24:Mlicellaneous
and love for Little Ma-Ma.
Thanks to our friends and ings
For sale. 5 hp air compresg.
relatives who sent food and for Want to buy Standing timthr Call Dill's Electric. 75-3-9104.
the beautiful flowers and pot- Will look at all tracts approxted plants, also the many sym- imately 20 acres and up. 753- Firewood, seasoned oak and
hickory, 18". 24" Chainsaws
pathy cards and letters, they 5592.
repaired. sharpened
Tree
were great, appreciated
15. Articles For Sale
removal 489-2327. 489-2853,
A special thanks goes to
Brother Calvin Wilkins for his Antique cream seperator old Firewood. 18-24" seasoned,
comforting words and prayers set encyclopedia. 1980 World mixed hardwoods, $25 per
at West View Jnd at the funeral Book encyclopedia, year old rick, delivered Call 753-8536
mattress set. 753-5570.-services
Four white spoke wheels with
To the 1H. Churchill funeral 1971 Charger, good condition; mud/snow tires
for Ford
Home for their sincere kind- Antique piano baby, Selmer pickup,
$95 Call 753-9811
ness and reverences during our Mark IV tenor sax (615) 232 after 4 pm.
time of brevement A special 5197 or 232-6505
Hobart meat saw, to the
thanks to Tommy Lee Walker
For sale Barbie doll van, 2 Bar highest bidder Call 753-0840
for his devotion and constant
bie dolls, Ken doll, furnite,
care he gave us the family
High quality leather shoes for
We say thanks to all who had clothes Best offer 759-Igt2 children at affordable prices
5
pm
after
any
part
shall
way,
in
a
we
are available at Shoe Buz Jr.,
Olympus 0M-10 50mm lens, Bel Air Shopping Center
never forget "May God Bless
Carrie Elizabeth Beale. case almost new. $200. Windaughter, William M (Billy) chester Canadain Centenial 30- 1970 VW Bug parts, artificial
Beale. son: Grandchildren and 30 $250 or make offer 16 foot stone coal stove, antique
Great Grandchildren, Lula Belle cargo trailer, twin axle, electric piano, Samsonite patio fur(Beale) Hodges. Max Beale, brakes, $750 or make offer. niture 436-2333
Call 759-4104
Paul Beale
Wood for sale 436-2758
I.
25. Business Services

rich

-v

Open Hours
Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30
Closed Wednesday
Ours., Fri. & Sat. 8:30-12:30

753-3685

in

-- the transmission?"

4230 John Deere Quad-range
998 hours; no cab, one owner
loaded with extras Sharp! 502435-4520
Lely 6 row 30" row ripper. May
be used with or without
roterra 502-628-3892
Old John Deere tractor, runs
good $250 Calt437-45051. -

9. Situation Wanted

225 L. P. Miller St.

Alw

FOR SALE

19. Farm Equipment

Across From Community Center

753-1222

Rogers Jewelers

Lost Diamond ring, yellow gold
setting, one diamond Rewardl
Call 753-9331
$100 Reward tor small brown
mixed Terrier, 'Sam- lost in
Route 6, Kentucky Lake area
Call 436-2591 or 762-3817

Hodges Tax Secvice experienced and reliable tax service
Kentucky and state 1040A $1000 759-1425
Sewer augers, air compressors.
Paint sprayer Murray Rental &
Sales Center, 753-8201

26-.TV-Radio
Wanted Responsible party to
take over payment on color t
Warranty Clayton s I & B.
Music 7531575

4teal Estate

ZEWAND

16. Home Furnishings

IT he erelong:I afore of Pam,
110 *est WaYmnipon St
Perth •xl• of weed.
Downbeat,P. Tann
Phone S014424661

5. Lost and Found

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

43-.11ealte

Al ye..,.(t tee terevened* and
W•danna
andadonaant nava ddonet Tee,
tapas 01 nese • ewe arrow. two
ono broach. keret geld wool
offe•
Ve• hey* • testae anad Don tat w•
awned Am., and we pay te.
&caw foe those nom.

Position available
Murray
III A picture is worth a thousond • Calloway County Transit
Authority is accepting applica• words
tions for position of driver Ap• CARTER STUDIO
plications for this position may
753 8298
be picked up at Transit office
304 Ma rn
•
in City Hall. Applications are
due by Friday. January 30.
lack & Jill licensed and state 1981. Previous applicants need
approved child care. 107 South not reapply. Applications
14th 753-9922
received after this date will not
Looking for a Bargain Try be considered
Mama's Curiosity Shop in Har- 7. Storage Bldgs.
din. Open Thursday. friday and
Custom
Built
portable
Saturday 9- 5,
buildings. Call 753-0984
FOR RENT
Gilson Power Bolt tog
Splitter by day or jab.
Operator available. All
hardwood
stovewood
for sale $25.00 per
rick. Call 753-8351

11-31E- MILK 30
-

. V.'s

and stereos
CLAYTON'S
J/LB Music
75.1-7575

27. Mobile Home Sales

34. Houses For Rent
Three bedroom house 2 blocks
from MSU Call 753-7746
Three bedroom house in country, new carpets. Walking
distance from MSU or down
town $275 per month Call
898-6687 after 4 pm

37. Livestock-Supplies
Livestock equipment for sale
Round hay feeders $85 each, a
complete line of hog equipment. Grif's Agri-Sales.
Dresden. TN (901) 364-2256
REE MAR ARABIANS Book
your good mares for 1981
breeding season
Three
stallions 753-6126.
Special. thru January 31 37%
protein blocks for cattle. $255
per ton Shoemaker Seed Processing. 4th & chestnut 1537666

1980 Aladin 14x56 mobile
home plus 5 acres of land
Located 7 miles from town on
121 South Underpinning and
sundeck included Will consider selling seperately. Phone
436-5366 or 753-6802
1974 Double wide mobile
home. 24x36, partially furnish38. Pets-Supplies
ed or unfurnished All electric
with baseboard electric heat AKC registered Boston Terrier
Very easily heated $7500 Puppies Have nice marking
Call 753-7438
Phone 1-354-6217
I2x65 Furnished, washer. Dog obedience classes AKC
dryer, air-conditioner, under- German Shepherds and AKC
pinning and storm straps, good Austrailian cattle dogs Call
condition. Reduced. 474-2342 436-2858
For sale or rent 1973 Moble For sale AKC registered Doberhome. 12x52, 2 bedrooms, gas man Pinscher puppies Also
heat, new electric service 50 stud service available Call 753
gallon hot water tank, 500 7637 or 759-4588
gallon gas tank. half full. Call 43. Real Estate
354-6122.
----AMU!REAL/r, MK. 10f sale:- Trailer and lot. -Call
lie healers awn Otte•sof., Ow
759-1789.
beryer eel dane
FARMS HOMES
12 x 60 Mobile home, partly
EUSINESSFS
furnished, good condition. Call
LAO AND RKRIATIONAL
437-4505.
PROPERTY
28. Mob. Home Rents
Listings needall Offices
Coast Co Coast. Buyers
For rent' Trailer. available I
from
month. Call 753-8436 after 5
Everywhere.
"free" Catalog
Pm.
STROUT REALTY
Two bedroom trailer, completeA. 11••••• Sete.
ly furnished. very nice. $150
1212(“41were.
Mom, g,
per month. Call 753-8964 after Pt
753-0186
5
Pt
Two bedroom trailer, near Murray, no pets. Call 489-2611.
Two bedroom, water furnished.
mile out of city limits. Highway
121 South. $50 deposit, $95'
per month. 753-5405.

30. Business Rental

Pt

earner

Here's your real escape! From
city congestion and taxes. Easy
commuting lust one mile from
My limits. This 3 bedroom colonial guarantees freedom from
the early morning squeeze by
the three in the bathrooms:
May we suggest your dialing
753-1492 for your showing of
this home? CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs Realtors.
Low cost home loan money
won't last long For applications, incomes can vary up to
$22,500 for a five member
family Give us a call now at
753-1492 for information on
this 10 1/8 4c interest Yes. you
read right - under 11% on a 25
year term. Dial 753-1492 We'll
help you. Century 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors.

FINANCING
AVAILABLE
Save energy and o-!
out of the rut of tfur.
ing formal livii.„
room. Look at tti.
house with a liveab.,
roomy "great room
for comfortable living.
Located on a corner lot
in an excellent
neighborhood. This is
a 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home with thermopane windows, central electric heat and
air. Priced in the $50's.
- Contact any member
of the Kopperud Realty Home Team at 7531222.
GOOD BUY
Three bedroom brick
charmer on quiet
residential street.
Owners have vacated
property, so you can
move right in. Attractive home at an attractive price. $42,500.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty for fulltime real estate service.

A DREAM HOUSE I R a country
subdivision near town This
lovely 3 bedroom.
bath
home features many, many extras A cabana on a large
sundeck, fenced backyard,
fireplace in living room extra
large family room, and half
acre lot plus much more Must
be seen to appreciate the loving care given this home
Owners moving, priced to sell
Call today and ask fo Wendy at
Spann Realty Associates, 7537724

Sa

Perdiiivi & Thurman
Insurance i
Reel Estate
Southildo Court Sq. 1
Murray, Kentecky
153-44$i
.
I

Il!

ATTENTION VETERANS!
Have you token advantage of your right to
own your own home
with a 100*. G.I. loan,
if not contact us,

n
Pm
'BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753 8080
,

wes
I ouch

HAVE YOUR
CAKE AND
EAT IT
TOO!!!
A sound investment
that will pay for
itself!' Modern brick
duplex - 4 rooms, bath,
modern kitchen with
appliances, central
heat and central air
cond, each side. Good
location. 855,000.00.
WOODED
ACREAGE
121 S. only 2 miles
from city, 1,6 acres,
ideal building site, city
water available 20
trees, good drainage.
Appr. 240' of Hwy.
frontage.

plop,.,, VIANSCIA4f NT

1918 Yamaha IT-250E, good
condition low mileage Call
753-1419
Import Auto Salvage, parts and
repairs for Opal. Datsun. Fiat
and Toyota 474-2325. Call
after 5 pm.

49. Used Cars

1974 Gouger XR-7. 62.000
original miles, good condition
Call 753-0828.
"itttnall1=111.1119111p
- 1974 Caprice 44.000xx Local
car, all options. 1975 125XLS
Honda, 1000xx, _like new. 7533942.
7531222 •1979 Camaro Berlinetta, bright
32. Apts. For Rent
yellow lots of extras' $4600
Call 435-4555_
Apartments for rent, near
SPACE WITH
downtown Murray 753-4109.
GRACE
1-976 Chevrolet Miknza sports
Light up your life with
car. excellent condition low
Extra large upstairs 2 bedroom
mileage, power. air, AM-FM
this 5 bedroom home
furnished apartment. $165 per
with tapeplayer. Call 753-1970
in Canterbury' Estates,
month Couple. no pets Water
or 753-4981
Over 3000 sq. ft. of livfurnished. Central gas heat and
ing area in this roomy
air Call 753-1203.
1973 Datsun 610 good condi
family home. Living
bon silver 2 door, $1200 Call
Super constructed 2
Furnished or unfurnished two
room, large eat-in kit489-2597
bedroom duplex. 411 North
story home with all the
chen. den w/fireplace,
8th, 492-8225
luxuries including cenFour good used 178x15 car
19'x17' game room,
tral heat and air and
tires. two 678-15 snow tires.
For rent Real nice one
storage
and
galore,
Fisher wood burning
1966 Buick Skylark. 2-door
bedroom furnished apartment
large
concrete
hardtop. good condition, 1973
stove. Located on KY.
Call 753-2967
backyard
patio for
Chevrolet 2-door hardtop good
Lake with its own
For rent. 2 bedroom apartthose
summer
condition. and firewood for
canal and boat dock
ments_al._ Embassey Apart-,
Offered w
-sale. $20 per rick7 tan MI
with year round deepments. Call 753-4331 Of -7.53below replacement
8649
water. You must see
3530 after 5 pm
cost. Reduced to
this one!
1977 LTD II, automatic. au$74,900. Phone 753- :conditioned. cruise
Furnished one bedroom, couple
Call 753Beautiful spacious
only, no pets. Call 753-7786
1222. Kopperud Realty
6329/after 6 pm.
home at the waters
after 5 pm Days 753-7901
for courteous, compeedge of Kentucky
-1978 Pontiac Lemans. extra
tent real estate serFor rent Duplex apartment,
Lake. It is not only
clean. 17.000 miles $4000.
vice
$75 per month, one month
well built, secluded,
Call 159-1205
PRICE deposit required Call 753and restful but, is
1973 Super beetle. excellent
REDUCED
5548
maintenance free and
conditon. $2,500 Call 434.4 bedroom, 2'2 bath
34. Houses For Rent
can be divided into two
5869
home has den with
living
For rent Country home in New' separate
wood -burning
1972 Torino stahonwagon best
quarters. Enjoy the
Concord Call 436-2498.
fireplace', dining
offer 753-8034
convenience of your
heat
room,
expump,
Heute for Rent, electric or
50. Used Trucks
own private boat dock.
cellent closet space.
wood heat 8 miles East of
$59,500.
Call
today
for
1968 Dodge heavy duty dump
Murray Call 436-2582
two-car garage with
an appointment to see
truck good condition, $700
automatic
door
Redecorated 5 raom house
this goregous home.
Call 437-4505
opener, and lancLscapnear Murray Couple no pets.
.-.. Gee.. •Se ten
ing to include over two
Of..., ewes
1961 Dodge pickup:6 cylinder.
PISS /if
references. deposit. $150. 753I*.Sete. 711/419
dozen flowering trees
good condition Call 436-2956
7551.
Ibtret, WIletel /IS I•43
for future beauty. All
1972 Ford pickup. F 100. V-8
Redecorated two bedrooms, livt1111.14
this and more with
automatic, long bed good coning room. kitchen
bath
1.1
AM
2,900 sq ft under roof.
dition $950 753-9181 or 753:
upstairs, garage, utility
Price just reduced downstairs Married couples
Merray-Coll•way
Contact
90's.
upper
References. deposit. 492-8594
(moiety Itivelty
Kopperud Realty. 753Three bedroom home, $225.
FOR SALE
(502)753-8146
1222. or visit our conDeposit and references re1971 Dodge Dort Slam
311411 17411 St
veniently located ofquired No pets Gas heat 753Money Re 424171
Six. Call 753-9587.
at 711 Main tr...
8895
MInI
War•hooso
Stoner, Space
For Root
753-47511

zugaND

poor

needle work

CARTER STUDIO "
104 Mow

753 6294

Licensed electrician di
stallahon heating insta,
and repairs Call 753-720i
Mobile home anchors under
pinning vinyls aluminum and
fiberglass roofs sealed patio
awnings aluminum carports
single or doubles lack Glover
753 1873
For sale One topper for pickup
Need work on your trees' Topp
Call 753-6244
ing pruning shaping coin
11 Openroad Overcab camper, plete removal and more Call
sleeps 6 $750 Call after 6 pm. BovErs TREE SERVICE for
759-1562
professional tree care 153
52. Boats and Motors 8536
1977 Hydrosport vrrtn 1976
150 hp Mercury excellent condition loaded $4850 Call
753-0653 or 753-1887

53. Services Offered
Alcoa Aluminum_or vinyl siding
and trim Aluminum trim for
brick houses Jack Glover. 753
1873

753-8080

48. Auto. Services
Need down payment? Let us.
show you how you can purchase this 3 bedroom brick
priced in the $30's Call us for
your showing aS there is no
sign in the yard. It's your move
and you'll win. Dial 753-1492
at CENTURY, 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

1979 ford pickup 1-100
custom extra nice Call 753
8555
1974 lord Ranger XLT good
condition $1709 Call after 5
pm 753-7458
1973 International PI ton
truck radio power steering au
conditioned 14 foot bed
$3 500 Call 753-8061
1980 Jeep, C1-5. Power steering and brakes. tilt 2500
miles many extras Call 4928824

Custom made cabinets music
centers book cases hutches
Reasonable 436 2566
Carpentry, cabinets furniture
repair Bring picture - we
45. Farms For Sale
make
All remodeling
Approximately 14 acres for sale reasonable
Roy's
prices
on Highway 893, south of Lynn
Carpenter Shop, 753-4124
Grove Phone 753-5921
types 01 plumbing large
Two acre farm for sale in Lynn Do all
small lobs all work guar
Grove area. Several out- or
buildings Call 753-9964. ask nanteed 5 years experience
753-5360
for Amber
Fence sales at Sears now Call
46. Homes For'Sale
Sears 753-2310 for free
Country Estate for sale or rent estimate for your needs
Reasonable terms Livestock Guttering by Sears. Sears confacilities Garden fruit trees tinous gutters installed per
436-2333
your specifications Call Sears
For sale or lease Beautician - 753-2310 for free estimate.
Special' Tired of giving away Heating, refrigeration, and
part of your hard earned .electrical repair
Bob's
money'? You can own your awn Refrigeration Service, Hazel
furnished shop and 4 bedroom KY. 498-8370 or 753-7829
house with no money down Bobby Lockhart.
You can start making money to- Insulation blown
in by Sears
day Call 753-5074
save on these high heating and
House for sale. Call 489-2845
cooling bills Call Sears 753Two bedroom brick house in 2316 for free estimate
county on 1 9 acres. $17.000 K & K Stump Removal. Do you
firm Call 435-4193
need stumps removed from
Three bedroom brick, kitchen your yard or land cleared of
den combination, large marble stumps? We can remove
bath room.: double wide con- stumps up to 24- below the
crete drive with 12 x 16 red- ground, leaving only sawdust
wood patio. $43.500. Extra lot and chips Call for free
may be purchased with home estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
Call 753-1651 After 5 pm call or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319
753-2586

47. Motorcycles

53. Services Offered

50. Used Tricks

Professional
painting
paperhanging paneling Corn
mercial or residential 20 year
experience Free estimates'
759-1987
COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR &
SAW SHOP Coldwater, 489-185 3.
Stop' For all your repair needs
roofing carpentry plumbing
and electrical work look no
more' Call 753-9226 or 753
9623 We'll do your lob large or
small All work done to your
satisfaction
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work completely guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction
Co
Route 2, Box 409A Paducah
NtY 42091. or call day or,rtight
rs442-7026.
Will haul driveway white rock .
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel:
Also do backhoe work Call
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
753-6763
Will do plumbing heating
carpentry, and roofing. 75".'
2211

55. Feed And Seed
For sale Timothy - Alfalfa hay
Will deliver (901) 364-5583 on
364-3062 nights Dresden. TN.

56. Free Column
Free' Pretty puppies for gifts
Call 753-6392

57. Wanted
Would like to rent Burley
pounds for 1980 crop Call
492-8996

ABSOLUTE AUCTION SALE

lanomery 31W-10:00 A.M.
MN Coldwater Ed., Murray, Ky.
MA Mounts Tin IleNdLog
Poiets)
Mr. and Alm Roy Clerk ore mom* to Times and ere selling thee 35
year occeiseelatiosi of personal popeety. This is al pied cis.. merchandise. Thom is so mod thin it wield 6. lopossele iii,,,
SHOP TOOLS- 10" Delta Band saw (floor stand), 4"
Delta Jointer Plane, 10" Power Croft radial arm sow
(extra blades), floor model Walker Turner drill press
with woodworking ottochments and dodoes, Power
Croft variable speed dual power wood lothe with tools.
Master Croft heavy duty jigsaw. MD router, 2 Skit
Saws with extra blades, Thor '•
heavy duty drill,
138.D I...2" heavy duty drill, 2 BAD jig saws. Craftsman
reciprocating sander, 5" and 7" polisher and sander,
10" electric chain saw, Craftsman orbiting sander, 23,.'8 drills, 1-'/. drill, 1-3/8" cordless drill, 26h.p. air
compressor fully automatic. 5" high speed sander
wiattachments, air screwdriver, air drill, air router,
spray gun with hoses, spini meter. EMT benders to 1",
225 amp Lincoln welder, Craftsman cutting torch and
small tanks, 1-24 ft. aluminum step ladder, extra
heavy duty gear motor(110V or 220V), 19 RPM ideal
for winch or lift, floor jack, 2-5 ton hydraulic jocks, 1- ,
Is1 ton jock, floor modetgrinder, amprobe, pipe benders, full set 38 to 2" pipe dies w cutter, large
assortment of mechanics tools and carpenter tools,
Work Mote table, 9 drawer Craftsman roller tool
chest, great assortment of sockets and wrenches, 2
gas chain saws like new. wood splitter, sledge and
wedges, axe.
FISHING IL HUNTING GEAR - 12 gouge lthico shotgun.
22 single shot rifle. 1 WWII 30.06 springfield military
rifle, 7 drawer tackle box full of lures, mony rods and
reels, shod dipper dip net, trolling motor, 35 h.p.
Mercury w/tanks, 10 h.p. Johnson w,tonks, 16'
Glaspor boat w/tilt heavy duty trailer, 28' houseboat
w1650 Mercury engine self-contained.
FURNITURE- 2 platform rockers l. a. bed, combination stereo-tope player and radio, 1 set shelves, 1
maple chest of drawers, 1 Holloway bed. 1 coffee
table, 2 end tobles-maple, 1 wood rack, 1 lamp stand,
maple dining set 4 choirs beautiful. 1 caNnet, 1 full
bed-maple, 1 dresser, 2 mirrors, 1 bedside stand.
APPLIANCES- 1 avocado combination freezerrefrigerator 22 ft Admiral, 1-30- electric stove
avocado, 1 Westinghouse stock washer and dryer, `
large heavy duty front loader like new, 2 electric
heaters 2000W 220 volt, 2 wood burning stoves,
20.000 BTU Fedders air conditioner used 1 montil.
MISC. - 2 bicycles, picnic table with benches, 1973
Capri V-6 engine-56,000 miles_ Much, much more.
Mordearidise evened by
Ray led Mary Ike Clark
TERMS Cosh or opprcived check day of sole
Nothing to be moved until settled for .
Refreshments day of sole.
Sole Conducted By

Jti Whole*. Auction
365-7149

& Liquidation
365-3467
223 Cadh Street, Priecittoa, Ky,
Now: Nes Comity
Aectle.,.'err J. Ir
.Wetssia, 365-3872
erammiwormsaith

•
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1, Deaths and Funerals ,1
Funeral Services
To Be At Church
For Boyce Norman

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Blalock

The funeral for Boyce Norman of Murray Route 2 will be
held Wednesday at 2 p.m at
the Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church,
where he was a member, with
the Rev Julian Warren officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as pianist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Charles
Johnson, Steve Barrow, Danny Adams, Norman Carrot,
Jesse Arnold, and Larry
Campbell. Burial will follow in
the church cemetery with the
arrangements by the .Max
Churchill Funeral Horne
where friends may call until
the funeral hour.
Mr. Norman, 72, died Sunday at 12:19. p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife,Mrs. Ludeartyamp Nornian ; one daughter, Mrs.
Ronald Dunn. Murray Route
2; one son, Jackie Garrison,
Titusville, Fla.: one sister,
Mrs. Wilma Heath, Lone Oak;
three grandchildren.

James Brewer Dies
At Home; Brother
Of Mrs. Morehead
James Brewer, brother of
Mrs. Estell Morehead of Murray, died Sunday at 8:30 a.m.
at his home, 212 North 17th
Street, Mayfield. He was 83
years of age.
The deceased was the
tetired owner of the Brewer
. Machine Shop of Mayfield and
a member of the Christ
Methodist Church there.
He is survived by his wife"
Mrs. Catherine Ford Brewer;
one daughter, Mrs. Nancy
Womack, Birmingham, Ala.;
stepson,John T. Wilson, Las
Vegas, Nev.; two sisters, Mrs.
Morehead, Murray, and Miss
Helen Brewer, Frankfort; one
brother, Bill Brewer, Cincinnati, Ohio; -five grandchildren; two great grandchildren.
The funeral has been
scheduled for Wednesday at 11
a.m, at the chapel of the
Roberts Funeral Service,
. Mayfield, with the Rev.
Chanleis..,kter„zi.s officiating4
Burial Will follow in the
Highland Park Cemetery
there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Rites Wednesday
At Local Chapel
For Mr. Spiceland

Final rites for MIs. Essie
Bell Blalock were held Monday at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating and Mrs. Otto
Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers were Scott Farris, Bobby Farris, Brett
Kerns, Ben Allen Brumley,
Tony Miller, and David Hill,
all great grandsons. Burial
was in the Barnett Cemetery.
Mrs. Blalock, 92, died Saturday at 8:10 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home.
She is survived by one son,
Pat D. Blalock, University City, Mo.; three daughters-inlaw, Mrs. Anne Blalock, Mrs.
Robbie Blalock, and Mrs.
Margaret Blalock; sister-inlaw, Mrs. Nellie Bell; eight
grandchildren; 12 great
grandchildren

Carroll Hubbard
Named One Of 11
At-Large Whips

U. S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard,
who represents the first
district of Kentucky, was today appointed as one of 11 atlarge Democratic whips by
house majority leader Jim
Wright D-Texas.
His appointment makes the
third consecutive session that
he has received such an appointment. Two others, Norman Mineta, D-Calif., and
William Ford, D-Mich were
also apointed for the third
time.
•
At large whips assist the
majority and deputy whips to
schedule upcoming legislation. They meet each
Thursday with House Speaker
Tip O'Neil of Mass., majority
whip Tom Foley of
Washington and Wright, to
discuss
the
legislative
schedule.
Others appointed were Tom
Bevill, D-Ala., Martin Frost,
D-Texas, Parren Mitchell, DMd., John Mertha, 1)-Pa., Pat
Wiliams, D-Mont, Ray
Koghvsek, D-Ala., Mary Rose
Dakar, 1)-Ohio and Dan
Rostenkowski,D-III.

.

SEC Schools Not Fussing About Playboy Photos
Chan, a 15-year veteran of
MONNOMERY, Ala. API
A Playboy magazine Playboy, said he plans to be at
photographer says he hasn't the University of Alabama in
received any trouble from Tuscaloosa the first week in
university officials as he February and Auburn Universcreens
coeds
from sity the following wegli to inSoutheastern
Conference terview women for the "Girls
of the SEC" pictorial.
schools for a nude pictorial.
Photograher David Chan, The photographer said he
said in a telephone interview would visit the 10 SEC schools
Monday from Starkville, and then two teams of
Miss., that he interviewed 124 photographers would shoot the
women at the University of pictures in mid-March. The
Mississippi and would begin photographs are scheduled to
interviews Wednesday at run in Playboy's "back-toschocil" September issue.
Mississippi State University .
Chan, of Chicago, has
photographed women in the
Ivy League, Pacific, Big 10
eder.iistit.ite %Lake( So••
and Southwestern conferences
Jattuat 2: I'al
for Playboy pictorials. So far,
Iscals. i lu,, haw Arta
0,1001 Is. 1,114...4 ...1141) nu
no SEC. schools have caused
o
ne Est
any problems, Chan said.
;
1110N11, e J higher S10,
L.:4 1-2 2.11,201
.
''l put an ad in the communi840
2..f
f. 2 21.i- Loll I,o,
5411 01
.J
ty or school newspaper
I'S 2..1 2-441.1011
.551,11.11' JO
S 24 2.40-L11
that's all I do," Chan said. -1
fo 011
Soss
don't go into the street • and
I'S 1-2 re--:uo
5.12 140..14 1141
I.'. I-.1 .100-101
tit 00-3.5 00 talk people into anything.
I S A 451-55
$35.00,16.110
Applicants specify whether
1 I ,00-0,40
$:.16 00-31 Si
•:
:
they want to pose clothed,
5,12110.1.1 00
semi-nude or nude, and they

Hog Market

can earn $400 if chosen, he not intervene in the Playboy
freedom of speech was the magazine. An editorial
said
The photographer pictorial
Baylor," he said "I've been to outcry from the student paper
operates from a motel in each
Chan said, that in shooting 17 schools and Baylor was the led
to a change of editors and
city, not on the campus.
his collegiate pictorials, he
the departure of a journalism
"I think must universities has run into trouble at Baylor only one."
Controversy erupted at the teacher.
let students du what they want University and Brown UniverBaptist school in Waco, Texas,
Chan said the chief of police
to do," Chan said. "They're sity.
when school officials threaten- at Brown in Providence, R.I.,
going to school to learn to
"I think the only 'school) I ed disciplinary action against
•'said he would put me in jail if
ttunk for themselves. They're found that didn't have
students agreeing to pose for I did any shooting."
no longer at home in their
mothers' aprons, so they cant
use their own judgment."
Al Miles, Alabama's vice
president for student affairs.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
said the university is not inNew University of Louisville
volved in Playboy's visit,
President Donald Swain has
"We obviously don't en- signed a five-year contract
courage it, but we have not calling for a $75,000 annual
been contacted and don't have salary, use of a house near
a policy prohibiting a stu- downtown Louisville and a
dent's right to participate."
car. "
Dan Holsenbeck, director of
The salary places Swain, 49,
Auburn University Relations, at the top of the pay scale
for
wouldn't say whether Auburn college presidents in
Kenhad a policy against students tucky. University of Kentucky
posing nude.
President Otis Singletary
"We have no reaction makes $65,000a year. -Will open Thurs. Jan, 29, 9:00 a.m.
because we are not involved in
Swain takes over the
with
the largest sale in West Ky.
it at this point," he said.
Louisville post April 1. He had
Ole Miss Chancellor Porter been with the University
of
Fortune said his school would California system.

SAVE

$120°°
PER SET

U Of L President
Inks Contract

CORN-AUSTIN
will be closed
Wed. Jan. 28
preparing for their

On One Of
Jamison's Finest
Mattress & Box Springs
We Bought A Carload And
Saved A Bundle So...
We're Passing The Savings
On To You!

Chestnut Grove
Church To Hold
Banquet Friday
Chestnut Grove
AME
Church at Hazel will have a
banquet on Friday, Feb. 6, at
7:30 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center.
The guest speaker will be
Sam Burrage of the Paducah
WPSD-TV Station. Allen Aires
and other singers will also appear on the program.
Persons may purchase
tickets by calling 492-8171.

Funeral services for Frank
Spiceland will be held Wednesday at 11 a.m, at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Ed Davis and
Roger Hubbert officiating.
Grandsons, will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
Prices of stocks of liv at Interest at 11
funeral home after 6 p.m. a m local time today,furnished by First
Michigan Corp.. of Murray
of
tonight (Tuesday.
Mr. Spiceland, 69, died Sun- Industrial Average
.7.76
day at 7:30 a.m. at his home in
Air Products
Guin, Ala. He was a former American Motors
4 uric
Ashland
resident of Calloway County.
X04
'4
American Telephone
51.6 t'.
He is survived by his wife, Chrysler
Mrs: Mamie Wineiger Ford Motor
19'2
A F.
13'. unc
Spiceland; three daughters — G
General Dygimic
.14l.s
Mrs. Rita Andrews, Miland, ( eneral Motors
44.:
Tire.
.21 one
Mich., Mrs. Beverly General
Goodrich.
22', +'•
Buchanan, Florence, Ala.,and G oodyear
I',uflc
....
Mrs. Patricia Hubbert, Gum, Gull
Hardees
. 27'4 unc
Ala.; one son, Roy Spiceland, Heublien
.20.1
65.: —
Houston. Texas; one sister, IBM
Jefico
r,21327,.'a
K-rnart
Mrs. Thelma Holland, Taylor,
17..1
Kuhn's Bios K
No Trade
Mich.; one brother, James Penualt
V'I WV,
Spiceland. Florida; eight Quaker oats
.14
31 ..((
Texaco.
43
granchildren; four great U S. Tobacco
30'4
viendy's
grandchildren.
176B IPA

Stock Market

King Size
Reg. $399.95
NOW ONLY
Two PieceS

1978 Maar assik
4 door, one owner, local car, burgundy, burgundy vinyl roof, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning, AM-FM, tilt wheel, cruise control,
approx. 25700 miles. Extra nice.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
keep that ()real 6M Feeling
15I 2611
IllSoio,

ArCzy

279Set

9

